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INTRODUCTION
The Diabetes-Based Science Education in Tribal Schools (DETS) program is a
cooperative effort among the NIH’s National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney
Diseases (NIDDK) and Office of Science Education (OSE) with the Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention (CDC), the Indian Health Service (IHS), and eight Tribal Colleges and
Universities (TCUs). The partners in this collaboration are developing a K-12 diabetes-based
education program for use in tribal schools throughout the United States. Program development
includes collaboration among multiple TCUs; integration of tribal cultures and science education
within the context of diabetes; involvement of family and community; incorporation of the daily
experience of American Indian and Alaska Native children with diabetes in their communities;
inclusion of Tribal Elders and other significant community groups in program development
within the schools; and dissemination of the program to schools throughout Indian Country.
The stated revised goals of the project are to:
1. help Tribal children to understand about diabetes, its complications and ways to
reduce the risk for its onset [original goal 1: reduce the morbidity and mortality
related to diabetes and its complications by helping tribal children understand and
take more responsibility for controlling and managing their own diabetes];
2. enhance K-12 Tribal students’ understanding and appreciation of direct and indirect
effects of scientific discoveries on diagnosis, treatment, and control of diabetes [no
change from original goal 2]; and
3. encourage Tribal children to enter health science professions [no change from
original goal 3].
These goals were consensually revised and established during phase II of the project.
The three key questions addressed in this phase III study are:
1. Is the DETS program being developed as planned? Specifically, DETS planning will
be examined relative to: a) the three goals including the science strand and
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community health strand; b) alignment of curriculum content to enduring
understandings; and c) application of the 5E pedagogical model.
2. Are DETS program critical processes being implemented? Critical processes used by
the DETS program include use of the 5E model and understanding by design
curriculum development strategies. Furthermore, implementation of the curriculum
in the classroom will be examined relative to fidelity to the 5E model, enduring
understandings, and inquiry-based science principles. [For DETS understanding by
design, which is curriculum development process, involved three basic steps using
worksheet documents. The first document starts by stating the DETS goal that is to
be written about in a lesson. This is then followed by a place to write out
understandings ("students will understand that") and essential questions. Stage 2 of
this worksheet requires that the developer write out assessment evidence (e.g.,
performance tasks) for desired understandings. The third stage of this worksheet asks
the developer to write out the learning activities for the lesson. See Appendix D for
more detail.]
3. Has the DETS curriculum been developed into the expected output (i.e., a
replacement modularized curriculum) that meets its three general goals? The central
DETS program metaphor of health is life in balance generates a curriculum approach
that incorporates both science concepts and community health concepts for each of
the three goals. This outcome evaluation question focuses on the extent of alignment
of the curriculum to the central metaphor within each of the three goals. Furthermore,
the replacement modularization of the curriculum will be examined within modules
relative to the central metaphor and three goals. That is, is there evidence that the
three goals and central metaphor are present and have had an impact (e.g., on
achievement; on attitude) within specific modules?
The purpose of this phase III evaluation report is to provide process analysis of the DETS
Curriculum Project relative to these three key questions, where the first two questions are
process evaluation questions and the third question is an outcome evaluation question. In this
regard there are five data sources used to analyze the three key questions: 1) lesson specific
DETS Pilot Test Evaluation forms; 2) web-based DETS Pilot and Beta Test form generalized
across several lessons; 3) discussions at quarterly DETS face-to-face meetings; 4) External
Advisory Committee (EAC) meetings (December 2005 and September 2006); 5) site visits to 6
classrooms across three TCUs.
Lesson specific DETS Pilot Test Evaluation forms were distributed to Principal
Investigators (PIs) via email and at quarterly meetings. This form was developed by the external
evaluator in collaboration with the DETS Evaluation Subcommittee, consisting of
representatives from the Federal agencies and the TCUs. The form covered the clarity of lesson
goals, objectives, vocabulary, material lists, and local, state and national standards. There were
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overall questions about student participation, content, ease-of-use and lesson difficulty. A copy
of this form may be found in Appendix A.
The web-based generalized DETS Pilot Test Teacher Web Survey asks for overall ratings
about difficulty of content, ease-of-use, level of engagement as well as written responses
regarding strengths and weaknesses of lessons used. This survey focused on all the pilot lessons
that a teacher tested rather than a particular lesson. A copy of this form may be found in
Appendix A.
Phase III of this project spanned the end of lesson-specific pilot testing into beta testing
of several lessons at a time. In this regard a web-based generalized DETS Beta Test Web Survey
asks a series of questions. The background questions relate to extent of participation in the beta
test, the questions about the DETS lessons probe lesson difficulty, ease-of-use, level of
engagement, role of standards, level of implementation, cultural content (new for fall ’06 beta
test) as well as written responses about strengths and weaknesses of lessons used. Appendix A
has a copy of this form.
During phase III external evaluator Dr. Coulson has attended five quarterly DETS
Steering committee meetings in Walker, Minnesota (May 2005), Baraga, Michigan (September
2005), Bellingham, Washington (January 2006), and Spirit Lake, North Dakota (June 2006). A
fifth special Steering committee meeting was held in April 2006 in Albuquerque, New Mexico.
Dr. Coulson presented evaluation material at each meeting as well as actively engaged in
curriculum development discussions during these meetings. The evaluation presentation
PowerPoints used at these meetings may be found in Appendix B.
In December of 2005 Dr. Coulson attended the External Advisory Committee meeting in
Denver to present on the status of the evaluation workwith Carolee Dodge Francis. Presentations
were given to the EAC from the four DETS subcommittees: 1) K-4; 2) 5-8; 3) 9-12; 4)
Evaluation. The EAC evaluation PowerPoint may be found in Appendix C. In Septemper 2006
Dr. Coulson facilitated the K-4 curriculum review with EAC members at the second Denver
meeting.
For site visits, classrooms were visited in schools associated with Leech Lake Tribal
College, Minnesota (i.e., North School, Cass Lake and Bug-O-Nay-Ge-Shig), Keweenaw Bay
Ojibwa Community College, Michigan (i.e., Barkell Elementary and L’Anse Middle), and
Southwestern Indian Polytechnic Institute, New Mexico (i.e., Santa Clara Day School). Some
classes were teaching a DETS lessons, others had completed teaching a DETS lesson and finally
some classes were preparing to teach a DETS lesson.
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BACKGROUND
This is the third evaluation report on the DETS project. The phase I report (February
2004) examined the feasibility of the three DETS curriculum goals first in the broad sense of
practicality, and political viability, secondly in terms of group consensus about goal performance
and thirdly from a resource and cost perspective. The four key questions addressed in the phase I
study were:
1. Are the stated goals of the DETS program achievable and measurable, and if not, what
goals would be more practical?
2. For each goal, what would be a reasonable standard of performance by a given year?
3. What are the limitations in human and material resources, classroom curricular and
instructional constraints, budget, and other system capabilities that should be considered
when designing the K-12 DETS curriculum?
4. What is the most cost-effective format (e.g., website, brochure, video, kit, handout, tip
sheet, meal planner) for a DETS K-12 curriculum supplement or other tangible product
aimed at achieving project goals?
Analyses in that phase I report were based on the four program evaluation standards
presented by the Joint Committee on Standards for Educational Evaluation (i.e., practicality,
utility, propriety, accuracy). The focus was on the standards of utility and feasibility. In addition
analysis of estimated costs could be compared to available dollars to add to the feasibility of the
current DETS effort. That is, the question could be asked: "how feasible is the DETS curriculum
development program when the allocated dollars (i.e., grant budgets) are compared to the cost
estimates in this paper?”
The conclusions of the phase I report were: 1) goals two and three (understanding
science; health education and careers) are more practical and feasible than goal one (reducing
morbidity - which might be considered as part of the mission of DETS); 2) subsequent
discussion and revisions of DETS goals resulted in three goals that are practical and meet
sufficient performance standards; 3) the cost-utility ratio is more favorable for classroom-based
instruction than web-based instruction; 4) cost estimation methodology cross-validated within a
reasonable ranges (i.e., 5% and 1%); 5) the empirically derived cost-utility ratios for the science
strand and the health education strand were nearly identical; 6) future steering committee
meetings might provide opportunities for separate stakeholder estimates of probabilities and
utilities in order to generate comparative cost-utility ratios; 7) future steering committee
meetings might provide opportunities to review actual curriculum content versus desired
curriculum content as well as review the relative balance of curriculum priorities related to
enduring understandings, important to know or do, and worth being familiar with.
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By addressing all four key questions in the phase I report a foundation for phase II pilotbeta-field testing evaluation work was established. Practical goals lead directly to measurable
objectives and assignable tasks. In turn, objectives and tasks provide a clear basis for planning
and timeline development. Once timelines are agreed upon, attitude (teachers and students) and
achievement (students) instrumentation can be planned and written. In addition, the
establishment of content specifications and the 5E template provide standards against which an
evaluation team would be able to measure the curriculum development process. Furthermore
with an agreed upon set of curriculum priorities (i.e., enduring understandings, important to
know or do, and worth being familiar with) the groundwork for development of assessments has
been completed. From these priorities it is possible to balance assessment choices among
traditional multiple choice tests and quizzes, open-ended contructivistic essays, and class
projects and presentations (i.e., authentic assessment).
The phase II report provided process analysis of DETS lessons relative to: three program
goals; use of 5E template; development of schedules and timelines for pilot, beta and field
testing; implementation of changes based on pilot test data; assessment strategy; and overall
impact of the curriculum. The six key questions addressed in the phase II study were:
1.

Are lesson development efforts adequately aligned with the three program goals?

2.

Are lesson development efforts following the 5E template for each of the three
curriculum development subcommittees (K-4, 5-8, 9-12)?

3.

Has a systematic Field Test Plan with timeline been developed and agreed upon?

4.

Have pilot tests been conducted for each lesson, and have the changes called for by
the pilot tests been made to the lessons?

5.

Has an integrated, authentic assessment strategy been planned and implemented to
measure the effectiveness of lessons?

6.

What has been the overall impact of the pilot test of the curriculum on student
achievement and attitude toward diabetes within the context of science and health
education?

In the earlier stages of lesson development writers tended to focus on content
independent of the three DETS goals. Moreover, the direction of lesson development shifted
after the December 2004 EAC review toward building a comprehensive K-12 scope-andsequence document (i.e., "DETS - Diabetes Education in Tribal Schools: Mission, Purpose,
Goals, Concepts, and Objectives"). As a consequence of this shift, the lesson content reviewed
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in the phase II report was based on curriculum CDs distributed at the September 2004 and
January 2005 quarterly meetings. For K-4, it was appropriate that there would be less coverage
of goal two, which focuses on the diabetes of science. The low percentages for K-4 for goals one
and three may be due simply to the lack of explicit reference to a particular goal. For example,
there were lessons within K-4 on the prevention of disease through traditional diet. While many
of these lessons may have referred implicitly to diabetes, the lack of explicit reference to diabetes
resulted in a check mark that indicated not present. The 9-12 low percentage (i.e., 43%) for goal
two was unexpected, especially since the 9-12 curriculum plans to have a strong emphasis on the
science of diabetes. However, because the reviewed lesson documents were in their early stages
of development (i.e., September 2004 or before), it is also likely that KBOCC (i.e., health strand)
had developed more of its lessons than NWIC (i.e., science strand).
It appears that in the earlier stages (i.e., before September 2004) of lesson development
attention to goals was less critical than developing grade-level appropriate diabetes science and
health content. Consequently the curriculum "spread-out" across content areas too much. The
EAC review recommended that coherence be increased by focusing on a narrower content field
driven by enduring understandings. For the most part this has been happening since the three
curriculum teams have refocused their 2005 writing efforts not on lessons per se but on the DETS
- Diabetes Education in Tribal Schools: Mission, Purpose, Goals, Concepts, and Objectives
document. During phase II DETS has following a process development strategy characterized
by coherence, focus and rigor (three known characteristics of effective science programs). The
coherence and focus derive from mapping enduring understandings as they are derived from the
three DETS project goals. Process rigor derives from the external review process and the content
rigor derives from the DETS Scientific Review Committee, which has been reviewing all the
content accuracy of lessons before they are tested in the classroom.
From the data in the phase II report, the use of the 5E model appeared to be successful.
This finding contrasted somewhat with the finding of the AIM (Analyzing Instructional
Materials) which found that the application of the 5E model was inconsistent and insufficient.
However, the AIM process was only applied to three lessons (i.e., one for K-4; one for 5-8 and
one for 9-12) during the December 2004 EAC review. On the other hand, by scanning all the
lessons available on CDs, it seemed that most developers made full use of the 5E model (see
Table 2). The possible exception would be the 5-8 lessons. It must be noted, however, that the
5-8 lessons which were available for review tended to be "older" (e.g., late 2003 and early 2004)
and thereby developed before the DETS Project put a strong emphasis on using the 5E model as
a lesson template.
During phase II a systematic field test plan was discussed and reviewed by the Evaluation
Subcommittee during its monthly DETS conference calls. In addition the field test plan as well
as the beta test plan had been presented and accepted at the May 2005 Steering Committee
quarterly meeting at Leech Lake.
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In phase II some evidence of authentic assessment was found among evaluate activities.
Clearly the curriculum writers are striving to create evaluate activities that are authentic (i.e.,
hands-on, active, participatory, cooperative, inquiry-based). However, lesson assessments (i.e.,
evaluate activities) still seemed nascent. Finally in some cases pilot testing preceded the
availability of materials which caused some frustration among the teachers that were teaching the
lesson.
From the available phase II pre-post data it is clear that DETS was having an impact. All
but one of the pre-post gains were statistically significant. Furthermore, the gains were stronger
when the lesson was improved and taught a second time (to a different class).
Overall the phase II evidence showed that the development of the DETS curriculum
during the pilot phase of this project has resulted in an improving set of curriculum lessons and
attending supporting materials. Table 1 summarizes the number of lessons that have been
piloted tested through May 2005 (i.e., through the end of phase II).
Table 1
Number of Pilot Test Lessons Taught and Evaluated
Through the End of Phase II (May 2005)

Fort Peck

K-4

5-8

11

1

SIPI

9-12

53

Haskell

25

Keweenaw Bay

2

1

Leech Lake

4

Stone Child

9

Table 1 reflects the number of pilot test lessons that were actually evaluated during phase II with
either the DETS Pilot Test Lesson Evaluation Form or the DETS Pilot Test Teacher Web Survey.
An unknown number of additional lessons were tested but not evaluated with one of these forms.
It appears that in the earlier stages (i.e., before September 2004) of lesson development
attention to goals was less critical than developing grade-level appropriate diabetes science and
health content. Consequently the curriculum "spread-out" across content areas too much. The
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EAC review recommended that coherence be increased by focusing on a narrower content field
driven by enduring understandings. For the most part this has been happening since the three
curriculum teams have refocused their 2005 writing efforts not on lessons per se but on the DETS
- Diabetes Education in Tribal Schools: Mission, Purpose, Goals, Concepts, and Objectives
document. The success of this refocus on the conceptual framework of DETS is the subject of
the Phase III evaluation work during the beta test and field test phases of the evaluation process.
While successful in making improvements in phase II, during phase III the DETS curriculum
development process must show conceptual focus around its central metaphor (Health is Life in
Balance), and the enduring understandings associated with the three DETS goals.
The phase III focus will tighten a sprawling set of content materials, making it easier for
prospective teachers and schools to navigate and select lessons to replace parts of their existing
curriculum. Furthermore, during phase III attention will be given to length of lesson (i.e., not too
long), vocabulary level (i.e., not too difficult), cultural relevance (currently often very
appropriate), and consistent pedagogical formatting (i.e., the 5E model). The findings of this
phase III report are considered next.
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FINDINGS
The evaluation was divided into 12 major evaluation activities. The first six tasks
focused on the beta test, whereas the final six tasks focused on the field test of the curriculum
materials. Table 2 summarizes these 12 tasks and their status.

Table 2
Status Summary of Major Evaluation Activity
Major Evaluation Activity
1. Recommend beta test
evaluation design strategy
2. Present evaluation design
strategy to steering committee

3. Develop instrumentation
binder for beta test

4. December 2005 EAC meeting
5. Conduct beta test site visits in
spring 2006

6. Generate beta test reports in
spring and fall 2006

7. Develop field test evaluation
design

Status
Completed: Reviewed and finalized beta test strategy with
evaluation subcommittee August 2005
Completed: Initial beta test strategy presented at KBOCC
steering committee meeting in September 2005; revised
based on December 2005 EAC review; final beta test
strategy presented and approved at January 2006 NWIC
steering committee meeting.
Completed: Reviewed instrumentation criteria with steering
committee at January 2006 NWIC meeting. Presented
expanded instrumentation binder at special April 2006
steering committee meeting in Albuquerque.
Attended: Presented status of evaluation work to EAC;
established revised timeline for beta and field testing.
Completed: Classrooms were visited in schools associated
with Leech Lake Tribal College, Minnesota (i.e., North
School, Cass Lake and Bug-O-Nay-Ge-Shig), Keweenaw
Bay Ojibwa Community College, Michigan (i.e., Barkell
Elementary and L’Anse Middle), and Southwestern Indian
Polytechnic Institute, New Mexico (i.e., Santa Clara Day
School). Some classes were teaching a DETS lessons,
others had completed teaching a DETS lesson and finally
some classes were preparing to teach a DETS lesson.
Completed: Three TCU-based beta reports completed and
distributed at the June 2006 CCCC steering committee
meeting. Three TCU-based beta reports completed and will
be distributed at the October 2006 Fort Peck steering
committee meeting.
Completed: Worked with Evaluation Subcommittee and PIs
to develop field test evaluation design with all prototype
instrumentation including fidelity of implementation
measures.
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8. Develop instrumentation
binder for field test

In progress: Collecting student achievement tests written
by curriculum subcommittees during beta testing which is
taking place through the fall 2006. Test items to be
analyzed statistically and developed into standardized
instrumentation.
9. Schedule field test assessments Pending July 2007 when school participation lists with
and site visits
contact information have been finalized.
10. Conduct field test site visits
Pending September 2007.
11. Provide interim report of
Pending December 2007
field test findings
12. Produce report based on field Pending March 2008.
test data

Overall, the DETS program has been developed as planned. Critical processes have been
attended to via quarterly steering committee meetings, monthly conference calls as well as the
December 2005 and September 2006 external advisory committee meetings in Denver. The
curriculum output has closely followed the central DETS program metaphor of health is life in
balance. While this planning process has taken longer than anticipated, overall the three DETS
curriculum subcommittees (i.e., K-4; 5-8; 9-12) have aligned lesson development with the three
program goals, focused on aligning curriculum content to enduring understandings, and applied
the 5E pedagogical model. The main curriculum development delay was associated with the
field test. That is, the December 2005 EAC committee recommended postponing the field test
until September 2007. At this point it was agreed that the three DETS curriculum subcommittees
(i.e., K-4; 5-8; 9-12) would have their lesson materials in final pre-production form. This was
necessary in order to implement a standardized and systematic field test. Preceding the 20072008 academic year field test would be the beta test of these materials.
The main recommendation from the EAC when it met in December 2005 was to move
the field testing of the curriculum materials to September 2007. This recommendation was based
on the fact that some of the curriculum materials were not in final pre-production mode and that
accomplishing this (i.e., ready final pre-production materials) was not feasible by the currently
scheduled date for field testing in the 2005-2006 academic year. In order to run a fair field test it
is critical that all the materials are in a format that is as close to production form as possible.
Since some of the DETS lessons and units were complete the design of the beta testing
was revised and presented at the January 2006 steering committee meeting at Northwest Indian
College in Bellingham, Washington. The revised beta test strategy incorporated the notion of
“rolling mini-beta tests”. The word “rolling” indicates different starting times, and the word
“mini” indicates that each TCU would conduct a smaller scale test of a DETS unit that was ready
for beta testing. This strategy permitted TCUs to begin implementing a beta unit or series of
DETS lessons in the classroom when they became ready. Ideally, to rule out time related
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variables, one would implement the beta units at the same time. However, the rolling mini-beta
test approach accommodated the differential development of the DETS units across the three
curriculum subcommittees (i.e., K-4; 5-8; 9-12). Furthermore this revised design strategy did not
hold up beta testing for schools that had classes in place to implement the lessons.
In order to maintain a rolling, smaller scale beta test responsive to TCU readiness,
instrumentation was developed at the local level. Specifically, writing teams were responsible
for developing pre and post content oriented achievement tests while the evaluator provided
instrumentation templates for attitude surveys. This approach obviated the need for the evaluator
to write content tests without knowing the content ahead of time (i.e., materials not available),
and thereby slowing down the rolling mini-beta tests. Furthermore it insured that the content of
the achievement tests was closely aligned with the lessons being taught. In contrast the main
feature of the attitude surveys was the scaling of the items, which could be standardized through
the use of a template. Thus the DETS coordinators would be able to create attitude surveys
simply by plugging in lesson names and activity names in the appropriate places. Finally in
order to reduce test anxiety, the achievement tests are referred to as “knowledge surveys”. This
would not only reduce test anxiety, it would help when asking students to take a “pre test” before
being introduced to the material: “It is not a test, but a survey”. Beta test instrumentation
developed in the spring of 2006 has been incorporated into a revised and expanded September
2006 Instrumentation Binder.
In order to reflect changes in curriculum development and subsequent beta testing and
field testing, a new timeline was developed and presented at the January ’06 steering committee
meeting in Bellingham, WA. This timeline extended beta testing through the 2006 – 2007
academic year, with the field testing beginning in September 2007, and extending through June
of 2008. Figure 1 below shows this revised timeline.
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Figure 1: DETS Timeline
(as presented at the June ’06 Steering Committee meeting at Spirit Lake)

Current DETS TIMELINE: ’06 – ’07
Jan ’06 – June ‘06

July ’06 – Aug ‘06

Beta Testing

Concordant Committee
I

• pre/post achievement
• pre/post attitude
• implementation
survey
• classroom
observations

Sep ’06 – Dec ‘06

• align goals to key
concepts
• align key concepts to
objectives
• align objectives to unit
titles
• edit for consistent lookand-feel
• fully integrate cultural and
scientific components
• Storyboard all marketing
material

Beta Testing II

• pre/post achievement
• pre/post attitude
• implementation survey
• classroom observations
• Fidelity of
implementation
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Jan ’07 – June ‘07

Beta Testing III

• pre/post achievement
• pre/post attitude
• implementation survey
• classroom observations
• Sister Sites
• Fidelity of
implementation

Current DETS Timeline: ’07 – ’08
Sep ’07 – Dec ‘08

Field Test I

• Ready Sites
• Sister Sites
• Systematic comparison
groups
• Pre/post measures
• Classroom observations
• Fidelity of implementation

Jan ’08 – Aug ‘08
Jan ’08 – June ‘08

Field Test II

• Remaining Sites
• Sister Sites
• Systematic comparison groups
• Pre/post measures
• Classroom observations
• Fidelity of implementation

Sept. ‘08

National Launch of
DETS Curriculum

Concordant Committee II

• integrate graphics and art work across K-12 units
• edit for consistent look-and-feel
• complete marketing materials
• disseminate marketing materials for Sept ’08
launch
• announce availability of curriculum at national
conferences

Through January 2006 pilot test data was reported by teachers. For this phase III report
there were three report dates for pilot data: May 19, 2005; September 21, 2005 and January 24,
2006. Pilot data focused on individual lessons. During these reporting dates there were eleven
separate pilot reports associated with seven TCUs. Appendix E contains all the data from these
reports.
During the first round of beta testing (i.e., January ’06 through June ’06) data was
received from three TCUs. These three beta test reports were provided to the three principal
investigators (PIs) at the June 2006 steering committee meeting in Spirit Lake, North Dakota.
Three additional beta test reports will be distributed at the October 2006 steering committee
meeting in Billings, Montana. Appendix E also contains this data.
To further implement the beta test design strategy, in August 2006 checklists were
developed and distributed to each TCU. One beta test checklist was designed for PIs, while a
second checklist was designed for teachers. The purpose of these checklists was to provide both
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PIs and teachers with a succinct (i.e., one page) list of discrete tasks to be performed before,
during and after beta testing. Before beta testing PIs are responsible for providing teachers via
their DETS coordinators with: a) pre-knowledge surveys (produced by writers); and b) preattitude surveys based on the template available in the Instrumentation Binder or directly from
the external evaluator. Also PIs were responsible for reminding teachers to set up a system for
matching (i.e., linking) pre-surveys to post-surveys on a student-by-student basis and to review
all lessons thoroughly in order to implement the DETS lessons as written. During the beta test
PIs are expected to check that pre-surveys have been properly administered and remind teachers
of the matching task. After the beta test PIs are expected to collect all pre and post lesson
surveys (knowledge and attitude), mail copies to the external evaluator with an answer key and
to remind teachers to complete the online teacher web survey designed by the external evaluator.
For their part teachers before the beta test are expected to obtain the pre-knowledge surveys and
pre-attitude surveys, set up a system for linking or matching pre and post surveys, and review all
DETS lessons thoroughly. During the beta test teachers are expected to note how closely they
were able to follow the DETS lessons as written, administer the pre-surveys before teaching the
lessons, administer the post-surveys within one week of completing the lesson and finally
physically match pre and post surveys on a student-by-student basis. After teaching the DETS
lessons teachers are to return all surveys to the DETS coordinator as well as complete the online
teacher web survey posted by the external evaluator. These checklists may be found in the
September 2006 Revised and Expanded Instrumentation Binder included in Appendix F.
The September 2006 Revised and Expanded Instrumentation Binder is a comprehensive
document that contains all the forms used for pilot testing and beta testing. A future edition will
also include all the assessment instruments to be used for the field testing that will start in
September 2007. In addition to assessment instrumentation this Instrumentation Binder contains
the in-class observation protocol, example letter of commitment for teachers, photo permission
slips, and the beta test check lists for teachers and principal investigators discussed above. This
Instrumentation Binder is a dynamic document in that material is added to it as the DETS
evaluation progresses. It was distributed at the January 2006 steering committee meeting at
Northwest Indian College, Washington, and distributed again and the special steering committee
meeting in Albuquerque, New Mexico, in April 2006. Appendix F contains the September 2006
revised and expanded version of the Instrumentation Binder which will be distributed to the
steering committee in Billings, Montana, in October 2006. Eventually this binder will contain all
the standardized attitude and achievement assessment instruments to be used for the September
2007 field testing. Electronic versions of all forms are available to PIs in PDF or Word format.
During the phase III report period site visits to six separate schools were conducted.
Classrooms were visited in schools associated with Leech Lake Tribal College, Minnesota (i.e.,
North School, Cass Lake and Bug-O-Nay-Ge-Shig), Keweenaw Bay Ojibwa Community
College, Michigan (i.e., Barkell Elementary and L’Anse Middle), and Southwestern Indian
Polytechnic Institute, New Mexico (i.e., Santa Clara Day School). Some classes were teaching a
DETS lesson (i.e., pilot testing), others had completed teaching a DETS lesson and finally some
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classes were preparing to teach a DETS lesson. Only Bug-O-Nay-Ge-Shig, Minnesota and the
Santa Clara Day School in New Mexico were conducting beta tests (i.e., multiple DETS lessons).
These visits occurred in the spring of 2006. The other site visits were completed during 2005
while pilot testing was going on. Finally in the spring of 2006, three Montana schools (i.e.,
Rocky Boy Junior High, Box Elder Junior High and Crossroads Alternative High School) were
conducting beta tests although time did not permit them to be part of the site visit schedule.
Table 3 below summarizes the extended pilot testing that led up to the beta testing and associated
site visits.
Table 3
Summary of Extended Pilot Tests
School

Fort Peck Community
College (5/05)
Southwestern Indian
Polytechnic Institute
(5/05)
Haskell Indian
Nations University
(5/05)
Woodlands Wisdom
Leech Lake (5/05)
Fort Peck Community
College (9/05)
Keweenaw Bay
Ojibwa Community
College (1/06)

Alignment with
National Science
Standards
67% yes on alignment
with National Science
Standards
93% yes on alignment
with National Science
Standards
100% yes on
alignment to National
Science Standards
100% yes on
alignment to National
Science Standards
100% yes on
alignment to National
Science Standards
100% yes on
alignment to National
Science Standards

Use & Participation

Engagement

100% easy to use

67% engaging
33% very engaging

60% high student
participation

72% lessons were just
right (neither too
difficult nor too easy)
6% unengaging
81% engaging
13% very engaging
75% teacher friendly

100% easy to use

75% high student
participation
67% easy to use
33% very easy to use

67% engaging
33% very engaging

100% high student
participation

100% teacher friendly

The extended pilot testing ended in December 2005. The rolling mini beta tests followed
the extended pilot testing and began in January 2006. The concept of “rolling mini” betas
accommodated the circumstances that some parts of the curriculum were ready to beta test while
other parts were not yet ready for the classroom. Data from rolling mini beta testing consisted of
teacher web surveys and site visits. During the Santa Clara Day School site visit in April 2006
the 6th grade students were being introduced to the DETS lessons via the pre-knowledge survey.
The substitute teacher took the entire class period (50 minutes) to administer and review this prePhase III DETS Evaluation Report – September 2006
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knowledge survey. Unfortunately when the pre-knowledge survey was reviewed it was observed
that the students were adjusting their answers to the correct answers. While this was not
inappropriate in any way (it was simply a discussion of the “test”), it did “taint” the pre-test and
render it unusable in any future pre-post comparisons. This problem of “tainting” was discussed
during the June 2006 evaluation presentation at Spirit Lake, North Dakota. Furthermore, when
the regular classroom teacher returned there was not a follow-up “post-test”. Nonetheless, the
regular teacher said that she was successful in implementing the DETS beta test lessons, and that
the curriculum was easy to use. There were no components (e.g., goal statements, standards,
materials list, vocabulary, cultural content, science content, assessments) of the DETS lessons
that were particularly ineffective or difficult to use. The teacher considered the materials
appropriate for their students as well as very engaging for their students. The second beta test
teacher at Santa Clara Day School in New Mexico also felt that the DETS material was age
appropriate and that the students were very engaged by the materials. The content seemed just
right (neither too difficult nor too easy) and the students liked the materials. Like her
counterpart, Ms. Brewer said that the DETS materials were very aligned to the National Science
Standards. She described her implementation as successful and that the materials were very easy
to use. Finally Ms Brewer said that the DETS curriculum was engaging when compared to other
science curricula that she had used.
The May 2006 Bug-O-Nay-Ge-Shig School site visit in Minnesota was to John
Parmeter’s seventh grade class. Mr. Parmeter worked through the engage exercise in a natural
and effortless manner. While the students were definitely engaged by the teacher, during the
brief student interviews they exhibited a neutral attitude toward the topic of diabetes. On the
other hand, when asked what they remembered about earlier lessons, all the students were
responsive and mentioned things relating to diet and exercise. For this particular class no pre
and post knowledge and attitude surveys were given. Mr. Parmeter felt that the materials were
very appropriate for his students and that the students were very engaged by the lessons.
Furthermore Mr. Parmeter said that the content was just right for his students, adding that it
could have been a bit more hands-on. The lessons were described by this teacher as engaging for
his students, easy to use for the teacher and very successful in its implementation. From an
observer’s perspective the implementation was enthusiastic although the sequence of the lessons
was changed from the original curriculum. In future beta and field testing the importance of
following lesson sequences will be emphasized. The lessons were viewed as much aligned with
the National Science Standards. The second Minnesota teacher, Mr. Peter Bahr, described his
students as somewhat engaged by the materials, although they did not seem to like the work.
Nevertheless he saw the content as just right for his students (neither too difficult nor too easy).
Mr. Bahr was not sure how the materials aligned with the National Science Standards. Finally,
although he felt that the materials were easy to use, he felt unsuccessful in his implementation.
Mr. Bahr embarked on the beta test quickly, without any professional development opportunities.
More familiarization with the DETS curriculum would have helped reduce some of his
implementation difficulties.
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While there were no beta test site visits to Montana during the spring 2006 school
semester, three schools (Rocky Boy Junior High; Box Elder; Crossroads Alternative HS) beta
tested the Grades 5-8 DETS material. Ms. Teresa Olson at Rocky Boy Junior High described the
DETS materials as age appropriate for her students. She said that her students seemed to like the
lessons and were somewhat engaged. The content was seen as just right (neither too difficult,
nor too easy). Ms. Teresa Olson felt that the DETS materials were very aligned with the
National Science Standards. She described her implementation as successful. The materials
were easy to use and she considered this curriculum as engaging compared to other science
curricula that she had used. Ms. Temina Olson at Box Elder Junior High also described the
DETS materials as age appropriate for her students. She said that her students seemed to like the
lessons and were somewhat engaged. The content was seen as just right (neither too difficult,
nor too easy). Ms. Temina Olson felt that the DETS materials were very aligned with the
National Science Standards. She described her implementation as successful. Ms. Temina
Olson considered this curriculum as engaging compared to other science curricula that she had
used but, unlike her counterpart at Rocky Boy, she said that the materials were difficult to use.
Mr. Richard Jones at Crossroads Alternative High School said that the DETS materials were age
appropriate for his students. However, unlike his counterparts at Rocky Boy and Box Elder, Mr.
Jones said that the content was too difficult for his students, adding that his students seemed to
dislike the DETS lessons. He attributed this to a vocabulary and reading level that was
somewhat higher than his students were ready for. Nonetheless Mr. Jones felt that the DETS
materials were very aligned with the National Science Standards. He described his
implementation as successful. Although Mr. Jones felt that the materials were less engaging than
other science curricula he had used, the materials were easy to use.
At Rocky Boy 93% of the students said that the beta test lessons were “just right”, with
the remaining 7% saying that they were too easy. Student perception of the effectiveness of the
five beta test lessons was high. On average 75% of the students said that they learned some
things or a lot of things from these lessons. Table 4 summarizes student perceived learning.
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Table 4
Student Perceived Learning: Rocky Boy Junior High
Lesson Title

LESSON ONE: History
in the Making
LESSON TWO: Focus on
Diabetes
LESSON THREE: Health
is Life in Balance
LESSON FOUR: The
Community Care Clinic
LESSON FIVE: Taking
the Message Home

I learned
nothing

I learned
a little
bit

I learned
some things

I learned
a lot

1

2

3

4

3.5%

34.5%

37.9%

24.1%

3.5%

17.2%

44.8%

34.5%

0%

23.3%

43.3%

33.3%

10.3%

10.3%

27.6%

51.7%

3.6%

21.4%

46.4%

28.6%

At Box Elder 94% of the students said that the beta test lessons were “just right”, with the
remaining 6% saying that they were too easy. Student perception of the effectiveness of the five
beta test lessons was high. On average 69% of the students said that they learned some things or
a lot of things from these lessons. Table 5 on the next page summarizes student perceived
learning for Box Elder. There was no perceived learning data from Crossroads Alternative High
School.
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Table 5
Student Perceived Learning: Box Elder High

Lesson Title

LESSON ONE: History
in the Making
LESSON TWO: Focus on
Diabetes
LESSON THREE: Health
is Life in Balance
LESSON FOUR: The
Community Care Clinic
LESSON FIVE: Taking
the Message Home

I learned
nothing

I learned
a little
bit

I learned
some things

I learned
a lot

1

2

3

4

0%

41.2 %

35.3 %

23.5 %

0%

25.0 %

50.0 %

25.0 %

0%

22.2 %

55.6 %

22.2 %

0%

35.3 %

41.2 %

23.5 %

11.1 %

22.2 %

38.9 %

27.8 %

The three Montana beta test sites provided pre-post knowledge survey data and pre-post
attitude survey. This provided the opportunity to do six pre-post survey comparisons. Although
not statistically significant, all four comparisons showed improvement from the pre survey to the
post survey. The two statistically strongest improvements were for the Box Elder knowledge
survey (t = 1.58; p = .061) and the Rocky Boy attitude survey (t = 1.47; p = .073). Figures 6 and
7 for Crossroads Alternative High School show absolutely no change from pre survey to post
survey for both knowledge and attitude. Crossroads is a new implementing school relative to
Box Elder and Rocky Boy. In this regard the lack of shift from pre to post may be related to a
lower level of implementation relative to the other two Montana schools. These results are
illustrated in Figures 2 through 7 below. Additional data tables may be found in Appendix E.
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Figure 2: Pre-Post Knowledge
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Figure 4: Pre-Post Attitude
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Figure 5: Pre-Post Attitude
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Figure 6: Pre-Post Knowledge
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Figure 7: Pre-Post Attitude
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The extended pilot test data as well as the rolling mini beta test data was reported back to
the principal investigators at the quarterly steering committee meetings. This timely reporting
ensured that critical processes (e.g., lesson and unit revisions) were attended to. Although the
planning schedule had slipped from the original timetables, extending both pilot testing and beta
testing provided useful data that kept the curriculum development on track relative to goals, key
concepts (i.e., enduring understandings) and pedagogical strategy (i.e., the application of the 5E
model).
In addition to the evidence reported above (see Appendix E for the complete data record),
the September 2006 External Advisory Committee meeting in Denver further corroborates these
findings. In particular, the materials reviewed at the 2006 Denver EAC meeting concluded that
the curriculum materials are solidly rooted in the 5E model and closely connected to key diabetes
concepts (i.e., enduring understandings). While there are important and non-trivial
organizational, formatting and graphic design issues to be resolved and implemented for these
materials, the expected output of a diabetes curriculum for Native Americans that focuses on
health is life in balance is happening despite the schedule setbacks. Furthermore there is good
evidence as reported above that these materials are well aligned with National Science Standards,
generally liked by the students, and generally perceived as engaging and easy to use. Also, two
reviews (June 2006 and September 2006) of the curriculum materials show adherence to key
concepts. The three curriculum goals are clearly stated at the outset, and the 5E pedagogical
model is visible and consistently applied throughout the K-12 curriculum. Finally, earlier prepost evidence of impact (see Phase II Evaluation Report) has been positive. Also EAC members
expressed some concern about time estimates given for lesson and units. Questions of impact
and details about lesson time will be further addressed in the September 2007 field test.
The September 2006 Instrumentation Binder was revised and expanded to reflect new
instrumentation. Knowledge surveys from the 5-8 curriculum subcommittee were added as was
a K-4 attitude survey. Once the final part of the beta testing is complete by December 2006 there
will be a full binder of all the instrumentation associated with DETS lessons that have been
taught during the rolling mini beta tests. Items from these instruments will be examined
statistically (e.g., item discrimination indices; item reliability via Cronbach’s alpha). Dr.
Coulson, the external evaluator whose background is in psychometrics, will develop a
standardized subset of knowledge survey items for all grade level assessments. These
standardized DETS assessment packets will consist of content related items as well as more
general age-appropriate science knowledge items. During the early part of 2007 Dr. Coulson
will work closely on the standardized assessment packet with BSCS who are producing the final
pre-production materials to be field tested in September 2007.
The field test evaluation research design will combine sites associated with the eight
TCUs, as well as recently contacted sister sites. The sister sites allow the researcher to study
variations in level of implementation as well as establish more generalizable results from a wider
geographic distribution that will include sister sites from the northeast and southeast. Final field
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test sampling will be planned in the spring of 2007. This planning process will involve the
distribution of field test packets (based on the current beta test packet) and will include
standardized knowledge surveys and attitude surveys. In coordination with PIs at the TCUs
school participation lists will be developed, where schools will be assigned (whenever possible)
DETS lessons to teach. While formal control groups would not be possible, comparison sites
will be designated by level of implementation data. In the field test design the presence of
comparison sites will allow for impact assessment when separated out by level of
implementation measures (e.g., amount of professional development; familiarity with DETS
curriculum; amount of time with the curriculum). Furthermore, because the attitude measures
during the beta test have been standardized in format and with general items from the TOSRA
(Test of Science Related Attitude) scale, baseline data from the beta test will be available during
the field test analyses.
Main evaluation design features of the field test include: 1) standardized pre and post
surveys; 2) level of implementation measure; and 3) comparison groups. The pre and post
measures will look at student gain as a function of level of implementation. An implementation
composite is being developed. This composite measure will consist of data from site visits from
the external evaluator, reports from the principal investigators at each of the TCUs and an endof-semester survey distributed to teachers through the PIs via the web. The implementation
measure will permit the sample to be divided into high implementers and low implementers such
that a two way analysis of variance (i.e., one within subject variable, and one between subject
variable) would look at gain and its interaction with implementation. Where comparison groups
(voluntary by TCU site and sister sites) are available, additional two way ANOVAs will be
conducted using the implementation composite as a covariate (i.e., two way ANCOVA).
The relationship between achievement and attitude will be examined with a multiple
regression framework. Achievement will function as a dependent measure with attitude,
implementation level as well as school characteristics (e.g., percent Native American; size of
school) serving as independent variables.
Where non-commensurate variables need to be compared for high vs. low levels of
implementation effect sizes will be calculated and graphed. Effect sizes are standardized scores
and in this regard are scale independent.
Finally data patterns will be studied using a variety of graphical techniques. For
example, box-and-whisker plots which show the median, interquartile range, range and outliers
can effectively be used to visually describe the differences between DETS classes and
comparison classes, or between low implementing classes and high implementing classes.
Scheduling site visits and distribution of instrumentation can be problematic for a large
national curriculum project. In that regard scheduling sign-up and status sheets are included in
the September 2006 Instrumentation Binder. These forms contain useful information for PIs
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regarding data requests from the external evaluator as well as a project data timeline to assist PIs
in anticipating and managing these data requests. In addition the revised and expanded
September 2006 Instrumentation Binder contains checklists for teachers and PIs that will be
participating in field testing as well as status matrix to help track names of participating schools,
number of students involved, when DETS lessons are being taught, and whether or not pre-tests
and post-tests have been administered.
The phase III evaluation timeline has run for 16 months from May 1, 2005 through
September 30, 2006. While the external evaluator has contributed time to other DETS related
activities such as overseeing video development, Table 6 below summarizes expenses for only
evaluation related activities.
Table 6
Cost Summary of DETS Evaluation Related Activities
(From May 1, 2005 through September 30, 2006)
Cost Category

Expenditures

Direct Labor
Consultant
Staff
Data Entry
Travel
Transportation/per diem
Miscellaneous
Supplies/services
Indirect Costs
Fringe, overhead, G&A

$60,000 (600 hours)
$7,200 (240 hours)
$5,200 (260 hours)
$6,800 (5 trips)
$1,700
$20,225
Total
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$101,125

SUMMARY and RECOMMENDATIONS
The phase III evaluation work began in May, 2005 and concluded in September 2006.
The beta test and field test components of this phase were designed to track the critical processes
of the DETS curriculum development project. Throughout the beta test phase which included
five national level steering committee meetings, 16 steering committee conference calls, 14
evaluation subcommittee conference calls and two EAC meetings in Denver, progress was
shown on the three phase III questions: 1) Is the DETS program being developed as planned? 2)
Are DETS program critical processes being implemented? 3) Has the DETS curriculum been
developed into the expected output?
Throughout phase III the DETS program has attended to a general focus and its three
main goals. Beta test data, conference calls and documents (e.g., Instrumentation Binder in
Appendix F) distributed at quarterly steering committee meetings insured that the general focus
of health is life in balance and the three DETS goals relating to community health, the science of
diabetes and science careers remained explicit parts of the curriculum. The key concepts
document jointly produced by the three curriculum subcommittees (i.e., K-4; 5-8 and 9-12) was
derived from the three goals. The key concepts, or enduring understandings, led directly to the
development of evaluate activities and the associated lessons. Furthermore by standardizing
lesson pedagogy on the 5E model it ensured that a “backwards design” approach was used based
on the enduring understandings. The data record during phase III is very strong that the 5E
model constituted the guiding foundation for developing the curriculum as planned relative to
overall mission (i.e., health is life in balance) and three overarching goals (i.e., community
health, science of diabetes, careers in science).
Classroom site visits and teacher interviews provided data on whether the DETS program
critical processes were being implemented. Specifically, site visit classroom observational data
and teacher web surveys resulted in eleven separate pilot test reports and five separate beta test
reports to the PIs at the TCUs. This data shows that the curriculum material is aligned with the
National Science Standards, follows the 5E format and for the most part is engaging to the
students. Four curriculum reviews (June 2006 and September 2006) show that the materials are
in fact following closely the 5E pedagogical model, and linking lesson activities to the key
concepts of enduring understandings. The data record is clear that the processes (e.g., National
Science Standards, use of the 5Es) critical to implementing DETS have been followed.
While the DETS curriculum is not yet in final form due to schedule delays discussed
earlier in this report, the evidence is positive that it is moving toward its expected output of a
national level replacement modularized curriculum. As beta testing has progressed lesson time
estimates have gotten more accurate and realistic. This permits potential users the opportunity to
plan the fit of the DETS materials into their existing curriculum. Format improvements have
better aligned the central metaphor (i.e., health is life in balance) with specific content.
Throughout the curriculum reviews, the role of this central metaphor and the presence of the
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three DETS goals has been evident. Indeed this has been both the most difficult aspect and the
most rewarding aspect of the DETS curriculum development program. That is, the original
development effort in 2004 contained more that 100 unit/lessons that were un-unified relative to
the central theme and three goals. Furthermore these numerous unit/lessons represented the
intellectual efforts of eight Tribal Colleges and Universities (TCUs) not accustomed to working
collaboratively. The fundamental success thus far is that since 2004, through careful and
sometimes painstaking collaborations the eight TCUs have managed to focus all the disparate
unit/lessons into 15 or so unit/lessons. These efforts have resulted in a curriculum that is not
only focused but coherent relative to central theme, three goals and the enduring understandings
(i.e., key concepts). Finally the DETS scientific review committee (SRC) has reviewed all the
material for accuracy. Consequently from where the DETS curriculum development started in
late 2003 and early 2004 it has come a tremendous distant toward its expected output, generating
a curriculum that is focused, coherent and rigorous.
In summary, the data in this report is based on the completion of six specific phase III
beta test tasks (see Table 2): 1) recommend beta test evaluation design strategy; 2) present
evaluation design strategy to steering committee (including a practical timeline); 3) develop an
instrumentation binder for the beta test; 4) participate in the December 2005 EAC meeting; 5)
conduct beta test site visits (spring 2006); 6) generate beta test reports (spring 2006 and Fall
2006). The differential pace of lesson development across the eight TCUs resulted in an
extended pilot test period and schedule delays for starting the beta testing. At the December
2005 External Advisory Committee meeting it was recommended that field testing not begin
until September 2007. In its place rolling mini betas were designed to run from January 2006
through June of 2007. This schedule was further modified at the September 2006 EAC meeting,
where the Spring 2007 beta testing was cancelled. In its place, BSCS will use final revisions
based on the fall 2006 beta testing and September 2006 EAC review recommendations to
produce final pre-production materials for the September 2007 field tests. At the October 2006
steering committee meeting the September 2006 EAC schedule revisions will be presented,
discussed, adjusted (if needed) and approved.
At this stage the following recommendations are made:
1. Add a nationally focused teacher professional development component;
2. Task the external evaluator to work with BSCS to develop a standardized assessment
packet that would be part of the final product;
3. Develop a unified strategy for generalizing cultural components and at the same time
elicit and apply specific cultural components from within Native American
communities where the DETS curriculum will be taught;
4. Unify lessons via graphic design elements (e.g., DETS logo; K-12 pagination);
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5. Write a short teacher oriented “navigation” section for the entire K-12 curriculum;
6. Plan and obtain commitments from all school field test commitments by early June 2007
for September 2007 field test;
7. Integrate data from ethnographic component into curriculum materials;
8. Maintain a simple, clean, concise appearance to the materials (i.e., keep it teacher
friendly and practical for teachers to use).
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Appendix A
For Phase III DETS Evaluation Report
September 2006

Data Forms
Pilot Test survey form (paper-based)
Pilot Test survey form (web-based)
Beta Test survey from (web-based)

Page A-1
Page A-2
Page A-4

DETS Pilot Test Lesson Evaluation Form for Lesson: ____________
How did it go?
Please take a moment to complete this rating form on the main
elements of the DETS lesson that you have recently test taught to your students. The
survey is quick-and-easy to complete, and will provide the curriculum developers with a
good sense of what is working and what needs to be improved.
Name: __________ School: ___________ Grade: ___
Listed duration of lesson in minutes:
___
Actual duration of lesson in minutes:
___

The lesson components below were:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Lesson Goal
Lesson Objectives
Vocabulary
Material List
National Science Standards
American Indian
Content Standards
State Standards
Assessment

Date of lesson: _______

very clear

clear

unclear

very unclear









































Overall
9.
Student participation was:
 low
 average
 high
10.
Diabetes awareness content was:
 insufficient  adequate
 excessive
11.
Science content was:
 insufficient  adequate
 excessive
12.
For teachers lesson was:  teacher friendly
 confusing
 too complicated
13.
For students lesson was:  too easy
 just right  too difficult
14.
Lesson length was:
 too long
 just right  too short
15.
Also, lesson was:
 other: ___________________________________
16.

This lesson needs more:

17.

 supporting materials  inservice  assessments
 other:___________________________________
Briefly comment on lesson strengths:

18.

Briefly comment on areas that need improvement:

Thanks!

A-1

DETS Pilot Test Teacher Web Survey

Introduction: This survey should take about 10 minutes. The purpose of the survey
is to document your perception of the DETS curriculum pilot test lessons you have
taught thus far. Your confidential responses will help provide candid feedback on
this development phase of the DETS curriculum - thanks!
Teacher Name:

Grade Level:

School:

State:

Background Data
A. How many DETS lessons have you taught during the Pilot Test Phase?
1

2

3

4

5

more than 5

B. About how many of your students participated in the DETS pilot lessons?
1 to 10

11 to 20

21 to 30

31 to 40

More than 40

C. Briefly list the topics and names of the DETS lessons that you taught.

Survey Questions
1. Overall, how would you rate the content of these lessons for your students?
too easy

just right

too difficult

2. Overall, which lesson components (e.g., goal statements, standards, materials list, vocabulary,
cultural content, science content, assessments, etc.) were particularly effective and easy to use?

3. Overall, which lesson components (e.g., goal statements, standards, materials list, vocabulary,
cultural content, science content, assessments, etc.) were particularly ineffective and difficult t
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use?

4. From your perspective were the lessons that you taught from the DETS curriculum adequately
aligned with the National Science Standards?
yes

no

Please briefly elaborate.

5. In general what have been the strengths of the DETS lessons thus far?

6. In general what areas of the DETS lessons that you taught need improvement?

7. Please take a final moment to provide us with a couple of overall ratings on your experiences wit
the DETS curriculum thus far.
a. From a teacher's perspective how easy-to-use is the DETS curriculum?
very difficult to use

difficult to use

easy to use

very easy to use

b. Compared to other science curriculum that you have taught, how engaging for your
students was the DETS curriculum?
very unengaging

unengaging

engaging

very engaging

8. Please describe what kind of support or assistance you would need to fully implement the DETS
curriculum.

Thanks for your help!
Submit

Reset
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DETS Beta Test Teacher Web Survey

Introduction: This Beta survey should take about 15 minutes. The purpose of the
survey is to document your perception of the DETS curriculum beta test lessons you
have taught in '06 (i.e.: from January '06 through June '06). Your confidential
responses will help provide candid feedback on this development phase of the DETS
curriculum - thanks!
Teacher Name:

Grade Level:

School:

State:

Background Data
A. How did you get involved teaching DETS lessons?
volunteered

word-of-mouth

mandate from principal/superintendent

other:

B. What DETS-related professional development opportunities have you had since September '05?
none

introductory inservice on diabetes

teacher training on DETS curriculum

advanced inservice on diabetes

other:

C. Approximately how many hours of DETS-related professional development opportunities have you
had since May '05?
D. How many DETS lessons have you taught during this Phase (i.e.: January '06 through June '06)?
1

2

3

4

5

more than 5

E. About how many of your students participated in the DETS beta lessons?
1 to 10

11 to 20

21 to 30

31 to 40

More than 40

F. Approximately what percentage (number only) of your DETS students were Native American?

G. Approximately how many classroom hours (number only) have you spent teaching DETS lessons
since January '06?
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H. Briefly list the topics and names of the DETS lessons that you taught.

I. Briefly tell us approximately how many minutes you took to teach each lesson. Generally, was this
longer, shorter or about the time that was indicated in the curriculum materials?

Survey Questions
1. How age appropriate were the DETS materials for your students?.
very inappropriate

inappropriate

appropriate

very appropriate

2. Please rate the level of engagement of your students while you were teaching these lessons.
not engaged

somewhat engaged

very engaged

3. Overall, how would you rate the content of these lessons for your students?
too easy

just right

too difficult

Please briefly explain your rating. That is, which aspects were too easy or too difficult? What
made a lesson "just right" (e.g., content, format, vocabulary, etc.)?

4. How well did your students like the DETS lessons?
Really disliked them

Disliked them

Liked them

Really liked them

5. Please list which lesson components (e.g., goal statements, standards, materials list, vocabulary,
cultural content, science content, assessments, etc.) were particularly effective and easy to use?

6. Please list which lesson components (e.g., goal statements, standards, materials list, vocabulary,
cultural content, science content, assessments, etc.) were particularly ineffective and difficult to
use?

7. From your perspective were the lessons that you taught from the DETS curriculum adequately
aligned with the National Science Standards?
not aligned

somewhat aligned

very aligned

not sure

Please briefly elaborate.
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8. In general what have been the strengths of the DETS lessons thus far?

9. In general what areas of the DETS lessons that you taught need improvement?

10. Please take a final moment to provide us with a few more overall ratings on your experiences with
the DETS curriculum thus far.
a. How successful were you in implementing the DETS lessons?
very unsuccessful

unsuccessful

successful

very successful

b. From a teacher's perspective how easy-to-use is the DETS curriculum?
very difficult to use

difficult to use

easy to use

very easy to use

c. Compared to other science curriculum that you have taught, how engaging for your
students was the DETS curriculum?
very unengaging

unengaging

engaging

very engaging

d. Overall how strong was the Native American cultural framework (e.g. Native American
examples, links to Native American culture.)?
very strong

strong

weak

very weak

Please elaborate:

11. Please describe what kind of support or assistance you would need to fully implement the DETS
curriculum.

Thanks for your help!
Submit

Reset
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Appendix B
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Steering Committee
Evaluation PowerPoints
May ’05 (Leech Lake)
September ’05 (Keweenaw Bay)
January ’06 (Bellingham)
April ’06 (Albuquerque)
June ’06 (Spirit Lake)

Page B-1
Page B-5
Page B-8
Page B-11
Page B-13

Overview









Pilot Test Data
Beta Test Data
Field Test Design Considerations
Assistance from Curriculum Subcommittees
What I Need
Summary: Scheduling and Timeline Binder
Ethnographic Update
Presentation update from Lemyra

Pilot Testing

Pilot Data





Ten DETS Lessons

May: 4 reporting sites (9 total reports)
Strong prepre-post findings (at lesson level)
Reports on lessons have been excellent
Review data
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Very preliminary
Lesson Level
Lessons that are tested for a second time
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Thus Far

9 Pilot Data Reports Thus Far
JanJan-1919-05 MayMay-1919-05







9 pilot reports issued (some Beta data)
All prepre-posts statistically significant
Writers & Teachers using pilot web survey
(i.e. 26 responses)
Gaps:



Test items
Content outlines

Leech Lake; May 19th, 2005

Stone Child
Fort Peck
KBOCC
SIPI
Haskell
Candeska
NWIC
Leech Lake

9
9
9
9
9

9
9
9

9
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Wanted: Test Items

Test Items Thus Far
Topics

K–4

5–8

Author

Everybody’
Everybody’s Lunch (7 MC; 3 SA)
Traditional Diet & Exercise (8MC; 4 SA)
Life Science (10 MC; 36 SA)
Making Healthy Choices (10 MC; 6 SA)
Meat & Dairy (8 MC; 8 SA)
Food Needs of Humans (8 MC; 8 SA)

Mary Hindelang

Art and Diabetes (12 MC)
Fit and Sit Check (6 MC)
Diabetes Pre/Post Test (9 MC; 1 SA)
Body Systems (15 MC; 4 SA)

Malinda Pekarcik



Kenan Metzger





3 per lesson (2 MC & 1 SA)
Balanced across health & science
content
Touchstone: Health is Life in Balance

Janet Belcourt’
Belcourt’s Team

9 – 12

Assistance from Curriculum
Subcommittees

Field Test Design Considerations


Data – 4 data elements








Achievement
Attitude
Teacher web survey
Classroom observations

Timing
Basic design


Pre/post by levels of implementation with
limited control classrooms







What I Need – Soon









What I Need -- Eventually

(“…a
“…a little help from my friends…”
friends…”))

(“…a
“…a little help from my friends…”
friends…” -- continued)

Items & Content Outlines

The 4 Data Elements

Help from Lynn, Janet, and Bill: achievement
test items and unit/lesson outlines
Help from PIs and their staff


Receiving multiple choice and short
answer questions for each curriculum unit
Receiving unit outlines and lesson
activities to create specificity for attitude
questions
Working with Lynn (K(K-4), Janet (5(5-8) and
Bill (9(9-12) to coordinate evaluation needs

Coordinating matrix: SchoolSchool-x-TeacherTeacher-x-GradeGrade-xClass matrix
Distribution of pre/post tests with implementation of
DETS lessons
Teacher commitment to provide data
Site visits during DETS lessons

Leech Lake; May 19th, 2005







PrePre-post achievement tests (at unit level)
PrePre-post attitude tests (at unit level)
Completed teacher web surveys on
implementation for each DETS classroom
Site visit data
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Summary

“Scheduling and Timeline Binder”
Binder”







Ethnographic Update (Michelle)

Sampling classes, printing tests
Coordinating prepre- and postpost- tests (attitude
and achievement) with units
EndEnd-ofof-semester Online web
implementation survey for teachers
Being flexible yet systematic

Presentation Update (Lemyra)

Leech Lake; May 19th, 2005
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Evaluation Subcommittee

Overview – from A to B

Carolee (C)



Janet

Bill



Michelle

Sandy

Doug

Bonnie



Lemyra

Kelly



Lynn



Larry






Pilot Testing Update
Beta Testing
PrePre-post testing
Implementation measurement
Beta Test Summary
Comparative poster exercise
Presentation survey
Ethnographic update

September 21, 2005

14 Pilot Data Reports

Pilot Testing Update

Jan-19-05



September: 6 more site reports
(15 pilot reports total)



Two more strong prepre-post findings
(at lesson level)




128 paper surveys completed
39 web surveys completed

January 19, 2005
Web Survey

May 19, 2005
Feedback Form

Feedback Form

(1) Stone Child

9 (gr. 7)

(2) Fort Peck

1 (gr. 4 – 6)

(3) KBOC

2 (gr. 1 – 4)
1 (gr. 6)

5 (gr. 1B)

4 (gr. 8)

17 (gr. 6)
1 (gr. 6 – 7)
2 (gr.6-7-8)
3 (gr. 7)
14 (gr. 7 – 8)
6 (gr. 8)
1 (Special Needs)
(4 interviews)

(4) SIPI

(5) Haskell

(gr. K)
(gr. 1)
(gr. 2)
(gr. 3)
(gr. 4)

7 (gr. 5)
21 (gr. 6)
6 (gr. 6 – 7)
3 (gr. 7)
12 (gr. 8)
(4 interviews)

2 (gr. 1)
3 (gr. 2)
2 (gr. 3)
2 (gr. 4)

9
9
9

9
9

9
9
9

9

9
9

Beta Testing

Web Survey

(pre-post)

1
5
3
4
3

(gr. K)
(gr. 1)
(gr. 2)
(gr. 3)
(gr. 4)

2 (gr. K)
1 (gr. 5)

(pre-post)

1 (gr. 1)
1 (gr. 8-12)





4 (gr. K)
2 (gr. 1)
1 (gr.2)



2 (gr. 9)



2 (gr. 4 – 5)
2 (gr. 5 – 6)

(8) Leech Lake
26

9

(pre-post)
3
2
2
1
1

(6) Cankdeska
Cikana
(7) Northwest
Indian College

TOTAL

9

KBOCC
SIPI
Haskell
Cankdeska
NWIC

September 21, 2005

Web Survey

9

Fort Peck

Summary of Pilot Reports
Feedback Form

Sept-21- 05

9

Leech Lake

Report Dates¾

May-19-05

Stone Child

0

53

25

49

14

Keweenaw Bay Ojibwa Community College
September 21, 2005

More systematic
Identifiable duration
Specific unit(s)
unit(s) covered
Apply prepre-post testing to units (not
lessons)
Align with curriculum development

WANTED:
Achievement and Attitude

Pre-post testing (Achievement)







3 achievement items/lesson
Content outlines for attitude survey
Balance across health and science
Touchstone: Health is Life in Balance








Pre-post testing (Attitude)







Based on lesson level and unit level
topic outlines
Measure attitude at unit level
Topic outlines provide Doug with
curriculum language
Keep response burden low

Beta Test Summary





Align Beta Testing schedule with curriculum
development
Base unit achievement tests on sample of lesson
items (content)
Base attitude surveys on lesson and unit topic
outlines (language)
K-4: performance items








(~15 per unit of instruction)

9-12: written items


Implementation measurement







(~15 per unit of instruction)

Keweenaw Bay Ojibwa Community College
September 21, 2005

Fidelity of Implementation – a
concomitant variable
A composite variable
Measured via web survey
Measured via site visits
Measured via classroom reports on
DETS materials

Beta Test Summary (continued)




Run minimini-Beta Tests with sites that are
implementing at least 4 weeks of DETS lessons
Produce Interim analyses on the minimini-Betas
Work with Lynn (K(K-4), Janet (5(5-8), Bill (9(9-12):





(e.g., Pre: How many miles did you walk last week?
Post: How many miles did you walk last week?)

5-8: written items

Sufficient content to span
Measure achievement at unit level
Items sampled from lessons for
content coverage
Keep response burden low
About 15 multiple choice items
About 3 short answer items



To obtain test items and content outlines
To coordinate the when and where of curriculum
implementation (i.e., at least a 4 week chunk)
To coordinate site visits to coincide with “4 week
chunks”
chunks” of DETS lessons

Evaluation group (i.e., Doug) to post
implementation survey for teachers on his
website

Comparative Poster Exercise










DETS will be presented at conferences
and professional society meetings
DETS will be innovative and unique as a
replacement curriculum
How have other innovative curriculum
developers presented their curriculums?
Look at 8 photos of NSF innovative
curriculum displays
Some good, some bad, some ugly

Poster 3

Poster 1

Poster 2

Poster 5

Poster 4

Poster 7

Poster 8

Keweenaw Bay Ojibwa Community College
September 21, 2005

Poster 6

Twelfth Grade

Eleventh Grade

Tenth Grade

Ninth Grade

Eighth Grade

Seventh Grade

Sixth Grade

Fifth Grade

Fourth Grade

Third Grade

Second Grade

First Grade

Kindergarten

Unit Title
(Titles of Units to be BETA Tested)

Supplement
Replacement

# Class Periods

DIABETES EDUCATION IN TRIBAL SCHOOLS PROJECT
K-12 CURRICULUM MAP
NOVEMBER 2005

K-4 SUBCOMMITTEE
The Round Dance, A Colorful Balance
1. Introduction to the Round Dance – “The Round Dance
Food Model”
2. Importance of Water
3. (K-2) Earth’s Soil – Sprout yourself or (3-4) Earth’s Soil
Composition
4. Vegetables and Fruit
5. Dairy and Meat Foods
6. (K-2) Grains and Fats or (3-4) Grains, Fats, and Food
Advertising
7. (K-2) Everyday and Sometimes Foods or (3-4) Harvest
from Our Mother Earth: Traditional Native American Diet &
Exercise
8. (K-2) What is Diabetes? Or (3-4) Exploring Type 1 &
Type 2 Diabetes
The Round Dance Shows the Circle of Life
All Animals Need to Make Healthy Choices:
All Things in Nature are Linked
Everybody’s Somebody’s Lunch; Everybody Lives Where
Lunch in Available
The Round Dance is a Friendship Dance:
Balancing Self and Others
Kindergarten Lessons:
Setting Goals for Good Health
Myself and Others: Preventing Conflicts
The Body’s Needs: Balancing Food, Water, Rest, and
Physical Activity
Grade 1 & 2 Lessons
Healthy Friendships
Understanding and Handling Bullying
Grade 3 & 4 Lessons
Making Healthy Choices – Third Grade
Setting Goals for Good Health – Third Grade

6

7

S

X

S

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

5
5

5

5

R/S

5

R/S

X

X

R/S
6
6
5

X
X
R/S

X

X

R/S

X

X

X

5/4
5/4
R/S

X

X

2/1
1

9-12
SUBCOMMITTE
Science Unit:
The Cell
Careers
Science Unit:
Circulation, Respiration, Digestion, Stress and
Diabetes
Health Education Unit:
Culture and History
Science Unit:
Energy Production and Utilization
Science Unit:
Diabetes as seen by the Community:
Introduction to Qualitative Research Methods
Civics and Government Unit:
Lobbying for the Health of It
Science Unit:
Diabetes as Life Science 1: Prevention
#1 Life in balance and type 2 diabetes
#2 Dynamic feedback systems, insulin resistance,
and type 2 diabetes
#3 Risk factors for type 2 diabetes
#4 Prevention of type 2 diabetes
General Unit (science, health ed, PE, etc.)
Using SMART Goals

Twelfth Grade

Eleventh Grade

Tenth Grade

Ninth Grade

Eighth Grade

Seventh Grade

Sixth Grade

Fifth Grade

Fourth Grade

Third Grade

Second Grade

First Grade

Kindergarten

Supplement
Replacement

Unit Title
(Titles of Units to be BETA Tested)

Evaluation Subcommittee

2

S

X

2
4

S
S

X
X

5

S

X

2

S

X

6

S

X

X

5

S

X

X

X

7-9

S or
R

X

X

X

X
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X

X

X

X
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Lynn



January 24, 2006

X

5
5

# Class Periods

Twelfth Grade

Eleventh Grade

X

Tenth Grade

Eighth Grade

X

Ninth Grade

Seventh Grade

Sixth Grade

Fifth Grade

Fourth Grade

Third Grade

Second Grade

First Grade

Supplement
Replacement

S

Kindergarten

# Class Periods

8

5-8
SUBCOMMITTEE
Science Unit
#1 History in the Making
#2 Focus on Diabetes
#3 It’s all about balance
#4 The [insert name of school] Community
Care Clinic
#5 Taking the Message Home
Social Studies Unit:
5–6 section
#1 Letter from Down Under
#2 Change and Choices
#3 Anna’s Questions about Diabetes
#4 Connections
7–8 unit section
#1 Lifestyles in Focus
#2 Environment and the Circle of Balance
#3 The Balancing Act
#4 Choice is Power
#5 The Balancing Act, Part II

X

R/S

5
5

DIABETES EDUCATION IN TRIBAL SCHOOLS PROJECT
K-12 CURRICULUM MAP
NOVEMBER 2005

DIABETES EDUCATION IN TRIBAL SCHOOLS PROJECT
K-12 CURRICULUM MAP
NOVEMBER 2005

Unit Title
(Titles of Units to be BETA Tested)

X
1





Timeline at EAC
Mini Beta Testing
Available Beta Testing Forms
WhenWhen-andand-where of these assessment
forms
Update on ethnographic study
HowHow-whenwhen-where of the ethnographic
interviews

Northwest Indian College

Bellingham; January 24, 2006

1

Concordant Committee
Harmonizing the Curriculum parts




Seeking a unified looklook-andand-feel



Membership



Current DETS Timeline: ‘06 – ‘07
Jan ’06 – June ‘06

Beta Testing

• pre/post
achievement
• pre/post attitude
• implementation
survey
• classroom
observations

3 to 4 DETS folks
1 to 2 External folks

Probable DETS Timeline: ‘06 – ‘07
Jan ’06 – June ‘06

July ’06 – Aug ‘06

Sep ’06 – Dec ‘06

Sep ’06 – Dec ‘06

Jan ’07 – Aug ‘07

Sept. ‘07

Jan ’07 – June ‘07

Establish operating change and budget by
July ‘06



July ’06 – Aug ‘06

Concordant
Committee I

• align goals to key
concepts
• align key concepts
to objectives
• align objectives to
unit titles
• edit for consistent
look-and-feel
• fully integrate
cultural and
scientific
components
• Storyboard all
marketing material

Field Test I

• Ready Sites
• Sister Sites
• Systematic
comparison
groups
• Pre/post
measures
• Classroom
observations
• Fidelity of
implementation

Field Test II

National
Launch of
DETS
Curriculum

• Remaining Sites
• Sister Sites
• Systematic
comparison groups
• Pre/post measures
• Classroom
observations
• Fidelity of
implementation

Concordant Committee II
• integrate graphics and art work
across K-12 units
• edit for consistent look-and-feel
• complete marketing materials
• disseminate marketing materials
for Sept ’07 launch

Probable DETS Timeline: ‘07 – ‘08

Jan ’07 – June ‘07

Sep ’06 – Dec ‘06

Jan ’07 – Aug ‘07

Sept. ‘07

Jan ’07 – June ‘07

Beta Testing

Concordant Committee I

Beta Testing II

Beta Testing III

•pre/post achievement
•pre/post attitude
•implementation survey
•classroom observations

•align goals to key concepts
•align key concepts to objectives
•align objectives to unit titles
•edit for consistent look-and-feel
•fully integrate cultural and scientific
components
•Storyboard all marketing material

•pre/post achievement
•pre/post attitude
•implementation survey
•classroom observations
•Fidelity of implementation

•pre/post achievement
•pre/post attitude
•implementation survey
•classroom observations
•Sister Sites
•Fidelity of implementation

Field Test I

• Ready Sites
• Sister Sites
• Systematic comparison groups
• Pre/post measures
• Classroom observations
• Fidelity of implementation

Field Test II

• Remaining Sites
• Sister Sites
• Systematic comparison groups
• Pre/post measures
• Classroom observations
• Fidelity of implementation

National Launch of DETS
Curriculum

Concordant Committee II

• integrate graphics and art work
across K-12 units
• edit for consistent look-and-feel
• complete marketing materials
• disseminate marketing materials
for Sept ’07 launch

Mini Beta Testing






January 06 through June 06
clumps of DETS lessons
selfself-initiated prepre-post assessments
send assessment items and data to Doug
implementation suggestions

Available Beta Forms








Bellingham; January 24, 2006

Teacher Web Survey (for clumps of DETS lessons);

developed by Doug and Carolee; available at
pscounts.com/detsbeta

K-2 Attitude Survey – A readread-outout-loud form on
general attitude toward science; developed by Doug
and Mary; available via email
Teacher Participation Survey for the end of the
’06 semester; developed by Doug and the Evaluation
Subcommittee; available on the web by March ‘06
Needed: prepre-post achievement assessments; content
linked attitude questions (prototypes available in
Instrumentation Binder)

2

When and Where of Beta Forms





Throughout current academic semester
Available via email or online submissions
at Doug’
Doug’s web location
Self initiated prepre-post assessments
(e.g., Carolee’
Carolee’s “prepre-post journals”
journals” and
Kenan’
Kenan’s prepre-post classroom tests)

Bellingham; January 24, 2006

Update on Ethnographic Study


Michelle Chino and LeMyra DeBruyn
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Evaluation Subcommittee
Larry

Carolee

Janet

Bill

Michelle

Sandy

Doug (C)

Bonnie

Lemyra

Kelly
Lynn

April 11, 2006

Current DETS Timeline: ‘06 – ‘07

Overview








Jan ’06 – June ‘06

Current Timeline
Mini Beta Testing Update
Available Beta Testing Forms
Beta Data Flow
Fall Field Test Components
Presentations Catalogue
Update on ethnographic study

Current DETS Timeline: ‘07 – ‘08
Sep ’07 – Dec ‘07

Jan ’08 – Aug ‘08

Sept. ‘08

Jan ’08 – June ‘08

Field Test I
o Ready Sites
o Sister Sites
o Systematic comparison
groups
o Pre/post measures
o Classroom observations
o Fidelity of implementation

Field Test II
o Remaining Sites
o Sister Sites
o Systematic comparison
groups
o Pre/post measures
o Classroom observations
o Fidelity of implementation

Southwest Indian Polytechnic Institute

Southwestern Indian Polytechnic Institute;
April 11, 2006

Jan ’07 – June ‘07

Concordant Committee I

Beta Testing II

Beta Testing III

•pre/post achievement
•pre/post attitude
•implementation survey
•classroom observations

•align goals to key concepts
•align key concepts to objectives
•align objectives to unit titles
•edit for consistent look-and-feel
•fully integrate cultural and scientific
components
•Storyboard all marketing material

•pre/post achievement
•pre/post attitude
•implementation survey
•classroom observations
•Fidelity of implementation

•pre/post achievement
•pre/post attitude
•implementation survey
•classroom observations
•Sister Sites
•Fidelity of implementation

Mini Beta Testing Update




o integrate graphics and art work across K-12 units
o edit for consistent look-and-feel
o complete marketing materials
o disseminate marketing materials for Sept ’07
launch
o announce availability of curriculum at national
conferences

Sep ’06 – Dec ‘06

Beta Testing

National Launch of DETS
Curriculum

Concordant Committee II

July ’06 – Aug ‘06





January 06 through June 06
clumps of DETS lessons (i.e., Units)
selfself-initiated prepre-post assessments
PIs send assessment items and data to
Doug
The “What and Why”
Why” document by Doug
and Carolee

1

3 Available Beta Forms

Beta Data Flow

(see handout)



Teacher Web Survey: (for clumps of DETS lessons
– i.e., Units); developed by Doug and Carolee;
available at pscounts.com/detsbeta



Knowledge Surveys: prepre-post achievement



Attitude Surveys: – ReadRead-outout-loud survey for KK-2:



classroom assessments; teacher written



paper survey for older students



Fall Field Test Components







Teacher web survey
Standardized Knowledge Survey (pre/post)
Standardized Attitude Survey (pre/post)
Classroom Observational Protocol
Systematic comparison groups
Systematic start dates

Teachers collect student Beta Data (i.e.,
knowledge surveys and attitude
surveys), and complete web survey
Teachers give PIs knowledge surveys
and attitude surveys
PIs send Doug Beta Data for analysis

Presentations Catalogue
(The DETS Resume – see handout)







Documenting DETS considerable public effort
Database on articles, poster sessions,
presentations, professional development
workshops, etc
Send Doug news of your efforts
Via email, snail mail, survey form or website
form at: www.pscounts.com/detspresentations

Update on Ethnographic Study


Michelle Chino and LeMyra DeBruyn

Southwestern Indian Polytechnic Institute;
April 11, 2006
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Evaluation Subcommittee
Larry

Carolee

Janet

Bill

Michelle

Sandy

Doug (C)

Bonnie

Lemyra

Kelly
Lynn

June 20, 2006

Current DETS Timeline: ‘06 – ‘07

Overview











Jan ’06 – June ‘06

Current Timeline
Mini Beta Testing Update
Available Beta Testing Forms
Beta Data Flow
Fall Field Test Components
Presentations Catalogue (DETS Resume)
Improved DETS Video
Getting acknowledgment data
Update on ethnographic study

Current DETS Timeline: ‘07 – ‘08
Sep ’07 – Dec ‘07

Jan ’08 – Aug ‘08

Sept. ‘08

Jan ’08 – June ‘08

Field Test I
o Ready Sites
o Sister Sites
o Systematic comparison
groups
o Pre/post measures
o Classroom observations
o Fidelity of implementation

Field Test II
o Remaining Sites
o Sister Sites
o Systematic comparison
groups
o Pre/post measures
o Classroom observations
o Fidelity of implementation

Cankdeska Cikana

July ’06 – Aug ‘06

Sep ’06 – Dec ‘06

Jan ’07 – June ‘07

Beta Testing

Concordant Committee I

Beta Testing II

Beta Testing III

•pre/post achievement
•pre/post attitude
•implementation survey
•classroom observations

•align goals to key concepts
•align key concepts to objectives
•align objectives to unit titles
•edit for consistent look-and-feel
•fully integrate cultural and scientific
components
•Storyboard all marketing material

•pre/post achievement
•pre/post attitude
•implementation survey
•classroom observations
•Fidelity of implementation

•pre/post achievement
•pre/post attitude
•implementation survey
•classroom observations
•Sister Sites
•Fidelity of implementation

Mini Beta Testing Update

National Launch of DETS
Curriculum




Continuing through June 2007
Beta Data in from:
SIPI
Stone Child
 Leech Lake



Concordant Committee II
o integrate graphics and art work across K-12 units
o edit for consistent look-and-feel
o complete marketing materials
o disseminate marketing materials for Sept ’07
launch
o announce availability of curriculum at national
conferences

Cankdeska Cikana; June 20, 2006



Denver 7/06: Doug to review “What and
Why”
Why” of Beta Testing with teachers

1

3 Available Beta Forms


Beta Data Flow

Teacher Web Survey: (for clumps of DETS lessons
– i.e., Units); developed by Doug and Carolee;
available at pscounts.com/detsbeta



Knowledge Surveys: prepre-post achievement



Attitude Surveys: – ReadRead-outout-loud survey for KK-2:



classroom assessments; teacher written



paper survey for older students



Fall 07 Beta Test Components







Teacher web survey
TeacherTeacher-made Knowledge Survey (pre/post)
DougDoug-made Attitude Survey (pre/post)
Site visits by Doug
Participation by sister sites when possible
Data to PIs, then to Doug for analysis

Teachers collect student Beta Data (i.e.,
knowledge surveys and attitude
surveys), and complete web survey
Teachers give PIs knowledge surveys
and attitude surveys
PIs send Doug Beta Data for analysis

Teacher Components


Administer untainted pre/post tests



Keep student motivation high



Put pre/post data into Excel



Include answer key



Complete web survey



Give DETS coordinator (or PI) Beta Data

Presentations Catalogue

DETS Video

(The DETS Resume – see handout)







Documenting DETS considerable public effort
Database on articles, poster sessions,
presentations, professional development
workshops, etc
Send Doug news of your efforts
Via email, snail mail, survey form or website
form at: www.pscounts.com/detspresentations









Cankdeska Cikana; June 20, 2006

New and improved
Greater emphasis on children
Inaccurate content cut
Irrelevant content cut
Additional shots & interviews
All 8 TCUs represented
Kudos to Bill Curtis
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DETS Acknowledgements







Writers
Artists
PilotPilot-BetaBeta-Field test teachers
EAC
PIs, coordinators
NIH folks

Cankdeska Cikana; June 20, 2006

Update on Ethnographic Study


LeMyra DeBruyn and Michelle Chino
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Appendix C
For Phase III DETS Evaluation Report
September 2006

External Advisory Committee
Evaluation Power Point
Denver ’05 PowerPoint
2006-2007 Timeline Slide

Page C-1
Page C-3

Iterative development of document

Iterative development of document

(5 Subcommittee Chairs: Steering,
K-4, 5-8, 9-12, & Evaluation)

(Influences)
Rodger Bybee &
EAC – 12/05

Need overview & structure of
DETS Curriculum

Carolee & Lynn Basic concept of DETS:
health is life in balance

Purpose, Goals, & Concepts
Of Enduring Understanding
02/05

BSCS
3 Grade Subcommittees
Steering Committee

Purpose, Goals, & Concepts with overall & grade Narratives
04/05

Audience will be school
officials, school teachers,
& curriculum developers

Overview of DETS Project,
Mission, Purpose, 3 Goals, &
Key Objectives by grades 08/05

BSCS
3 Grade Subcommittees
Steering Committee

FINAL: Overview of DETS,
Mission, Purpose, 3 Goals,
Key Concepts, & Key
Objectives by grades 09/05

(Influences)
Rodger Bybee
& EAC 12/05
Basic DETS
concept:
Health is life
in balance
BSCS, &
3 Grade
Subcommittees,
& Steering
Committee

Structure of document

Purpose of the DETS Project

Curriculum
Goal 3

4 Key Concepts

3 Key Concepts

2 Key Concepts

K-4 Key
Objectives

K-4 Key
Objectives

K-4 Key
Objectives

5-8 Key
Objectives

5-8 Key
Objectives

5-8 Key
Objectives

9-12 Key
Objectives

9-12 Key
Objectives

9-12 Key
Objectives

Mission, Purpose,
Goals, & Concepts
- with explanatory
narratives
Overview of DETS,
Mission, Purpose, 3
Curriculum Goals, Key
Concepts, & Key
Objectives by grades

The DETS Project is part of a
national effort to decrease the
incidence and improve the care of
type 2 diabetes among American
Indians and Alaska Natives. The
DETS Project is a K-12 curriculum
that has a multidisciplinary
approach. The DETS curriculum
consists of units that incorporate
national education standards,
inquiry learning, and American
Indian / Alaska Native cultural and
community knowledge.

Mission of DETS Project

Curriculum
Goal 2

Need overview &
structure of DETS
Curriculum

Overview of DETS Project

Overview of DETS Project

Curriculum
Goal 1

(5 Subcommittee
Chairs: Steering,
K-4, 5-8, 9-12,
& Evaluation)

Mission of DETS Project

Purpose of DETS Project

• Increase the understanding of
health, diabetes, and maintaining
life in balance among American
Indian / Alaska Native children,
families, and communities.

Develop and implement a schoolbased diabetes curriculum that
supports the integration of
American Indian / Alaska Native
cultural and community knowledge
with diabetes-related scientific
knowledge.

• Increase the number of American
Indian / Alaska Native people in
science or health careers.

1
c-1

Curriculum Goal 2

Curriculum Goal 1

Increase American Indian / Alaska
Native students' understanding and
application of scientific and
community knowledge about health,
diabetes, and maintaining balance,
and of the processes of development
of that knowledge.

Increase the understanding of
health, diabetes, and maintaining
life in balance among American
Indian / Alaska Native students.
• Key Concepts for Goal 1:
– Positive health is a continual process
of maintaining life in balance.
– Diabetes is an imbalance of health at
many levels.
– Some risk factors and imbalances
contribute to the likelihood of
diabetes.
– Individuals, families, and
communities can maintain health and
balance and prevent type 2 diabetes.

• Key Concepts for Goal 2:
– Health, preventing and treating
diabetes, and maintaining balance and
enhancing health require both scientific
and community knowledge.
– Individuals, families, and communities
can effectively apply scientific and
community knowledge to maintain
health and prevent type 2 diabetes.
– Both scientific and community
knowledge develop over time.

Curriculum Goal 3
Increase interest in science and
health professions among
American Indian / Alaska Native
youth.
• Key Concepts for Goal 3:
– Science and health professionals can
work with people and communities to
prevent and care for type 2 diabetes.
– American Indian / Alaska Native
students can and do have future
careers in science and health.

2
c-2

Beta Testing
• pre/post
achievement
• pre/post attitude
• implementation
survey
•classroom
observations

Committee I
• align goals to key
concepts
• align key concepts
to objectives
• align objectives to
unit titles
• edit for consistent
look-and-feel
• fully integrate
cultural and
scientific
components
• Storyboard all
marketing material

• Ready Sites
• Sister Sites
• Systematic
companson
groups
• Pre/post
measures
• Classroom
observations
• Fidelity of
implementation

• Remaining Sites
• Sister Sites
• Systematic
comp anson groups
• Pre/post measures
• Classroom
observations
• Fidelity of
implementation

• integrate graphics and art work
aero ss K -12 units
• edit for consistent look-and-feel
• complete marketing materials
• disseminate marketing materials
for
'07 launch

L mmdtof
DETS
Curriculum

Appendix D
For Phase III DETS Evaluation Report
September 2006

Pedagogical Design Material
The 5Es Worksheet
Understanding by Design Powerpoint

Page D-1
Page D-2

Stage 1 - Desired Results
Established Goal(s):

__ _______________ T ________________ _

CD 1 Essential Question(s):

Understanding(s):
Students will understand the:!·..

1

o

Ci)

·

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

-- ---- -----------~- --- - ---- -- --- ---

Students will know...

Students will be able to ...

Stage 2- Assessment Evidence
Performance Task(s):

ltn'hP»f ~rfvtYYt»'lte-

01
J

Other Evidence:

~VYlQ1tlf~

I
I
I
I
I
I

Stage 3 - Learning Plan
Learning Activities:

•

©2004 ASCD and Grant Wiggins & Jay McTighe

D-1

,.j. Engage
5E and UbD

• 5E
• Pique curiosity
• lnfornnal preassessment
• Develop questions

• Constructivist
discovery of
important ideas
• Emphasis on
experiences

• UbD

• 5E

• Constructivist
discovery of
important ideas
• Emphasis bn making
sense of experience
by design
• Also in Stage 3:
"equip~
• "rethink"

• make sense of
learning experiences
• Reconcile competing
ideas
• Revise conclusions

, . Elaborate
• 5E
• Connect ideas, solve
new problems
• Use terminology
• Draw conclusions
• Communicate
understanding

• "hook" in Stage 3
• Pre-assessment in
Stage 2
• Also in Stage 3:
• "hold"
.·where·

,.. Explain

'Explore
• 5E

• UbD

• UbD
• Make sense of
learning experiences
• "Rethink" and
"revise"
• "Explain" one of six
facets through which
understanding is
revealed

_,. Evaluate
• UbD

• 5E

• Connect ideas
through overarching
essential questions
• Use terminology
• Draw conclusions
during learning
activities (Stage 3),
communicate them
in assessment
(Stage 2)

• Demonstrate and
share understanding
• Assess their own
progress

• UbD
• Demonstrate
understanding
through complex
transfer task
• Many routes to
assessment
• Assess their own
progress

1
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Appendix E
For Phase III DETS Evaluation Report – September 2006

Pilot & Beta Test Data

Appendix E
For Phase III DETS Evaluation Report
September 2006

Pilot & Beta Test Data
(by Report Date)
May 19, 2005
September 21, 2005
January 24, 2006
June 20, 2006
October 11, 2006
Summary of Pilot & Beta Test Reports

Page E-1
Page E-37
Page E-65
Page E-71
Page E-103
Page E-105

DETS Pilot Test Teacher Web Survey
Fort Peck Community College
Data period: February 2005-April 2005
# of surveys: 9
Grade Level range: K-2
Background Data
A. How many DETS lessons have you taught during the Pilot Test Phase?
1

2

3

4

5

more than 5

89%

11%

B. About how many of your students participated in the DETS pilot lessons?
1 to 10

11%

11 to 20

21 to 30

31 to 40

More than 40

89%

C. Briefly list the topics and names of the DETS lessons that you taught. See attached table
Survey Questions
1. Overall, how would you rate the content of these lessons for your students?
too easy

just right

89%

too difficult

11%

2. Overall, which lesson components (e.g., goal statements, standards, materials list, vocabulary, cultural content, science
content, assessments, etc.) were particularly effective and easy to use? See attached table
3. Overall, which lesson components (e.g., goal statements, standards, materials list, vocabulary, cultural content, science
content, assessments, etc.) were particularly ineffective and difficult to use? See attached table
4. From your perspective were the lessons that you taught from the DETS curriculum adequately aligned with the
National Science Standards?
yes 67%

no 33%

Please briefly elaborate. See attached table
5. In general what have been the strengths of the DETS lessons thus far? See attached table
6. In general what areas of the DETS lessons that you taught need improvement? See attached table
7. Please take a final moment to provide us with a couple of overall ratings on your experiences with the DETS curriculum
thus far.
a. From a teacher's perspective how easy-to-use is the DETS curriculum?
very difficult to use

difficult to use

easy to use

very easy to use

100%

b. Compared to other science curriculum that you have taught, how engaging for your students was the DETS
curriculum?
very unengaging

unengaging

engaging

very engaging

67%
33%
8. Please describe what kind of support or assistance you would need to fully implement the DETS curriculum.
See attached table
Thanks for your help!
Report Date: 5/19/05
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8

22

Meat and Dairy

I felt that the
vocabulary list was
great except they
really struggled with
understanding
pasteruized and
homogonized. These
words must have
made an impact
though because on
our field trip to the
supermarket, they all
point out the products
that they found that
were labeled with
these words. I
thought the book
selection was nice
did a great job of
answering some of
the questions that we
had when we first
stared the lesson.
The rubric worked
great.

I taught the "Exploring I found all the lesson
Meat and Dairy
components effective
Products" unit.
and easy to use.
Two that were
particularly effective
were the "Milking the
Cow" activity and
"Making Jerky".

Report Date: 5/19/2005

8

14

ID School Lesson Topic

Q2 Effective
Components

vocab words were a
little dificult and we
never really were
able to use all of the
food models. I found
that I had to add some
of my own materials
due to the fact that
my class is very high
academically and
they needed more
challenge.

The only components
that were difficult to
use were the 3D food
models because they
were not ready to
utilize at the time I
taught the lesson.

Q3 Ineffective
Components

We addressed
National Standard F:
Science in personal
and social
perspectives,
personal health. I felt
we did address this
standard many times.
We discussed how it
important for each
child to learn about
and make healthy
food choices. We
discussed the effects
of both good and bad
choices on the body.
We discussed the
proper care of both
meat and dairy and
what the possible
consequences would
be if we made a
epersonal choice to
eat/drink outdated,
discolored or rotten
meat/dairy.

Q4b Align with
Nat'l Science
Standards

By 2nd grade
students have a
pretty good
understanding of the
food groups so we
were able to go
beyond that by
comparing food
labels, looking for
high protein, low-fat
meats and dairy
products etc... We
really enjoyed taking
the trip to the meat
and dairy depts. and
the buffalo ranch.
The jerky making was
another favorite.

The strengths I
noticed were the
wide ranging
activities the students
did to complete the
unit. They really
enjoyed them and
learned a great deal
of information.

Q5 Strengths

Fort Peck Community College

Narrative Responses to DETS Pilot Test Lesson Web Survey

More enrcihment
activities

Only to have all the
materials readily
available for use at
the time of the
lessons.

Q6 Areas to
Improve

Better food models

Continued
replacement of
supplies as the
lessons are taught
each year.

Q8 Additional
Comments

E-3

9

8

I taught a unit of 5
lessons in Prevention
of Diseases over a 5
day consecutive
presentation.

The students will
explore, explain and
be evaluated on their
knowledge of meat
and dairy products

Report Date: 5/19/2005
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ID School Lesson Topic

The book "101 Ready
to Use Drug
Prevention Activities
published by the Red
Ribbon Resources
Inc. 135 Dupont St.
Box 760 Plainview,
N.Y. 11803-0760
was especially
effective & easy to
use.

I felt the materials ,
vocabulary and
assessments were
easy to use because
it fell right into the
science content area
of what I already
teach. I felt the lesson
was fun, motivating
and easy to use.

Q2 Effective
Components

The video on Drugs
was too short (only 5
min.) and too primary
for 3rd grade. I
changed the videos
to 2 from our school
library: "All About the
Brain" & "All About
our Blood Systems"
by Life Science.
These were much
more effective for
this age group.

I felt the hands on
stuff were ineffective
because we did not
have the stuff readily
available. When and if
we do get the 3-D
models that we
depended on in our
unit I feel will be a
great value to our unit.

Q3 Ineffective
Components

Students developed
an understanding of
personal health by
viewing videos on the
brain & blood
systems, by listening
to & asking an adult
diabetic & our school
nurse questions
about diabetes, & by
learning meanings of
body parts &
showing them on
large life-like body
shapes traced by the
students.

content standard F:
science in peresonal
and social
perspectives.
and Personal health

Q4b Align with
Nat'l Science
Standards

active participation of
students and
speakers invited to do
presentations

I felt the lesson was
easy to use, fun and
motivating for the
students. Once we
get the hands on
materials I feel the
lesson will capture
the cultural aspects
of the native
american culture.
The lesson is easily
broken into smaller
lessons or can be
taught within a couple
days. The field trips
is a great added
feature for this area
of living. I felt the
lesson hit many areas
of the curriculum
such as: art, math,
science, health,
language arts and
social studies.

Q5 Strengths

none, thus far, other
than needing one
more day out of a 5day unit to "wrap up"
learnings.

I felt the lesson was
at a great level for
Kindergarten or first
grade. I feel the
lesson needed some
enrichment activities
to include second
grade and the higher
level kids. I feel
computer programs
would be an added
feature we could
include to reach the
higher level children. I
felt the lesson should
include more of the
healthier choice
meats and dairy
instead of the higher
fat content.

Q6 Areas to
Improve

I will continue needing
the support our
Poplar DETS coordinator has been
providing through
materials and the
insistence that we
keep our lessons &
units "teacher
friendly" but
informative to all.

We would need the
materials needed to
make the 3 D models
or have the ready
made models
available. An
interavtive computer
program would be
benificial. We would
need the different
types of meat that we
used within our
lesson ( buffalo, elk,
deer or antelope
etc.)We would also
need dairy and meat
products for the
memory game and
taste test.

Q8 Additional
Comments

E-4

9

19

Assessment, as it
was hands-on for
children.

The goal statements,
materials list cultural
content and
assessments

The assessment was
particularly easy to
use as it was hands
on for the children

Prevention of Diseases vocabulary combined
with the dakota
language
materials had good
information in them

Exploring the Food
Groups: Fruits,
Vegetables, Grains

Elploring the Food
Groups: Fruits,
Vegetables, Grains
and Starchy
Vegetables

Exploring the Food
Groups

Report Date: 5/19/2005

9

9

17

18

9

15

ID School Lesson Topic

Q2 Effective
Components

Q4b Align with
Nat'l Science
Standards

the objective relating
to making healthy
food choices made
this unit too long to
do. This component
should be removed.

Material list because
all materials were not
available at the time
of pilot testing.

The science content,
materials list,
vocabulary, science
content

This unit does
address the
understanding of
personal health.

The lesson was
aligned with Standard
F, but not so much
with the others.

At a kindergarten
level, students are
not able to
understand scientific
inquiry. Meaning,
some of the lessons
were a bit over their
heads.

The materials list was The lesson was
a little difficult to use aligned with Standard
because we didn't
F and not so much
have the materials
with the other two.
available - The Round
Dance Food Model
wasn't complete
when we did our
lesson so we had to
compromise.

Q3 Ineffective
Components

This lesson
discusses the
problem of Diabetes
type two and ways
to prevent it. This unit
covers fourth grade
mastery objectives.

The content that has
been introduced to
the children has been
strong.

The strengths are
having the lessons
actually taught in the
classroom. The
students are being
introduced to the
concept of diabetes
at a younger age and
it may help them be
more aware of the
importance of being
healthy.

The content
introduced to the kids.
It was kid friendly
and of high interest to
them. They had fun.

Q5 Strengths

The "healthy foods
choices" part needs
to be removed to
shorten the unit.

The order and
arrangement of the
lesson needs to be
revised.

The lessons need to
be very basic, at a
Kindergarten level.
Easy stuff so that the
students can
understand what I am
trying to teach them.

The order that we
had it written for
things to be taught
needs to be changed
and we are working
on that.

Q6 Areas to
Improve

Small group
discussion works
very well with every
part of this unit. This
helps the students
get a good handle on
the information
presented in this unit.

All materials need to
be available at the
time the lessons are
taught.

I feel that I am
receiving enough
support, what I need
some help with is
getting some input in
the cultural aspect of
the lessons.

Q8 Additional
Comments

E-5

9

Exploring the Food
Groups

Report Date: 5/19/2005
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ID School Lesson Topic
Using the Round
Dance Food Modelthe students
understood the colors
on the Indian dolls in
relationship to the
food group. They did
particularly well on
the eval with the
paper plate activity.
This activity was
much easier at this
time of year and
would have been
more difficult in
September.

Q2 Effective
Components
The brainstorming of
what they "know"
was difficult. It had
to be guided by the
teacher to get them
on the right track of
what they knew.
Using the term
starchy was new to
them and I don't know
how much they
actually understood
to separate the fruits
and vegetables in this
manner. We have
actually changed the
readings out of
American Indian
Foods because it
didn't flow very well
or apply to the part of
the lesson.

Q3 Ineffective
Components
The definition of
diabetes was age
appropriate and the
story "Oh, the Things
you can DO that are
GOOD for you" was
a good science book.
The food group
lesson was a good
review for the
students as we had
already covered the
subject earlier in the
year.

Q4b Align with
Nat'l Science
Standards
Q6 Areas to
Improve

Q8 Additional
Comments

Emphasizing the
Tying the cultural part. The authentic Round
responsibility for
Dance Food Model of
good health in
Jewel Payne's.
relationship to the diet
you might choose.

Q5 Strengths

DETS Pilot Test Lesson Feedback Form

SIPI (Southwestern Indian Polytechnic Institute)
Data period:
# of surveys:
Grade Level range:

April 2005: September 2004 through March 2005
49
5th through 8th grade

The lesson components below were:

very clear

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

 60%
 57%
 52%
 57%
 24%
 45%
 64%
 50%

7.
8.

Lesson Goal
Lesson Objectives
Vocabulary
Material List
National Science Standards
American Indian
Content Standards
State Standards
Assessment

clear

unclear

very unclear

 27%
 28%
 28%
 32%
 69%


 2%
 2%

 2%

 13%
 13%
 17%
 11%
 5%

 43%
 30%
 30%

 7%
 2%
 7%

 5%
 5%
 14%

Overall
9.
10.
11.

Student participation was:
 low 4%

 average 36%

 high 60%

Diabetes awareness content was:
 insufficient 7%

 adequate 92%

 excessive 1%

Science content was:
 insufficient 10%  adequate 78%

12.
13.

For teachers lesson was:
 teacher friendly 82%  confusing 5%

 excessive 12%

 too complicated 14%

For students lesson was:
 too easy 2%

 just right 72%

 too difficult 26%

14.

Lesson length was:

 too long 21%

 just right 67%

 too short 12%

15.

Also, lesson was:

 other: See attached table _______________________

16.

This lesson needs more:
 supporting materials 91%
 inservice
 assessments 9%
 other: See attached table _____________________________

17.

Briefly comment on lesson strengths: See attached table

18.

Briefly comment on areas that need improvement: See attached table
Thanks for the data!

Report Date: 5/19/05
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E-7

6

6

34

35

50 min

50 min

100 min

6

6

6

90min This
lesson was
broken up into 3
days.

50 min (25 min a
day, over 2
days)

50 min (I
extended this to
2 days, 25 min
each day)

90 min(30 min a
day)

Unit 1 Lesson 4

Unit 1 Lesson 3

Unit 1 Lesson 2

Unit 1 Lesson 1

100 min

6

Actual duration Lesson Topic
Unit 1 Overview

Listed
duration

6

Report Date: 5/19/2005

6

6

32

33

6

31

ID School# Grade

It was an interesting lesson

It was a good lesson which
allowed me to extend it later.

The students liked the
stories. Compare/contrast
was also used as an
extension.

I liked the information it is
trying to get across

This lesson was done just
for my own pref. I felt
students should get a feel for
diabetes and how it affects
our body The students
enjoyed it very much

Q17 Strengths

This lesson was taught in 3
days. I incorporated lessons
with material I wanted to
teach. (15) It was good
because I could break it
down into three day's worth.
(16b) Maybe some
worksheets for students.

Students were introduced to
lessons. As extra I allowed
students to illustrate how
they visualized "Cell City" in
the intro.

Additional Comments

I feel that students should be (16b) illustrated activities.
able to do some illustrations. I
understand that some did
activities in art, but maybe
some activities to include
could be pamphlets,
diagrams, etc..

Just like I stated in Lesson 2,
all stories or books attached
would be nice. Especially in
the Middle School setting, the
library really doesn't carry
very low fairytale stories.

I feel that all the books
recommended or at least a
copy should be provided.
(Cinderella, maybe the diff.
stories of that way it could
be used throughout.

I feel maybe some
worksheets for students to
follow along at times

Q18 areas to improve

(SIPI) Southwestern Indian Polytechnic Institute

Narrative Responses to DETS Pilot Test Lesson Evaluation Form

E-8

trip

50 min

6

6

100 min

6

50 min

50-60 min

6

6

50-60 min

Listed
duration

6

Report Date: 5/19/2005

6

6

39

41

6

38

6

6

37

40

6

36

ID School# Grade

trip(trip was not
possible. I
showed films of
Petroglyphs

50 min (Broken
down into 2 days
of 25 min ea.)

50 min (Broken
down into 2 days
of 25 min ea.)

100 min (This
lesson was
broken up into
3days: 35 min,
35 min, 30 min)

60 min (It was
broken up into 2
days 30 min
each)

60 min (It was
broken up into 2
days 30 min
each)

Unit 2 Lesson 4

Unit 1 Lesson 3

Unit 2 Lesson 2

Unit 2 Lesson 1

Unit 1 Lesson 6

Unit 1 Lesson 5

Actual duration Lesson Topic

I wish I could've planned a
trip, but since this was not
possible @ this time, we
looked at websites and
books with petroglyphs

It was interesting to learn
more about petroglyphs

This lesson would be great
for geography. I used visuals
that I downloaded.

I liked this because it tied in
with a literature piece that
introduced: The G?? Sisters,
Martin Luther King.

I like fables personally, so I
had fun with this lesson. I
also extended it to where my
students wrote fables that
they have heard.

Q17 Strengths

Maybe a lesson to be used in
case (back-up plan) you are
not able to make a school
trip. We only get 1 trip a year.

Maybe a lesson that is not
too long. More visuals.

It would be nice to attach the
Uncle Remus folk tales.

Q18 areas to improve

(15) I was not able to take
students on a field trip so I
found books (from our
library: Selected Petroglyphs
in Rio Arriba County) and
websites
(http://video.search.yahoo.co
m/search/video:_adv_prop=v
ideo&fr=Fptabweb+&Va=Petroglyphs).

(15) fun -- we used rocks
and sharpie markers.

(15) This lesson lost the
attention of a lot of my
students. (16b) Some lower
level reading, to the point and
fun activities. At times it is
hard to get some of the
required materials, if it could
be provided that would be
great.

(16b) maybe more visuals

(15) Fun, exciting, interesting!

Additional Comments

E-9

12

48

50

50

6

100

6

6

50

6

100

2-3 days

6

6

50 min

Listed
duration

6

Report Date: 5/19/2005

12

12

45

47

12

44

12

6

43

46

6

42

ID School# Grade
Unit 2 Lesson 5

100

100

150

150

50

Lesson 1 - What is
Diabetes

Lesson 2 - What is
Diabetes - Family
Tree/Play

L.A. Lesson 1 Myths & Legends

L.A. Lesson 2Turkey Girl Cinderella

Unit 2 Lesson 1What are
Petroglyphs

2 days for 2
Unit 2 Lesson 6
periods (I broke it
up into 30 min a
day for 2 days
for 2 periods
each)

50 min (lesson
was broken up
into 2 day of 25
min each)

Actual duration Lesson Topic

The lesson was perfect for
6th grade students. The
students were able to
understand and get into the
lesson.

Students understood lesson
and got involved. Students
enjoyed the play, "Mr. Insulin
and the Cell Keeper"

Students related lessons to
other subjects/areas using
DETS

I use this lesson in both L.A.
& S.S. because it pertains to
both subjects. We also read
Cinderella stories from other
cultures.

Interesting materials.
Students will re-visit lesson
under S.S. Ancient Egypt.

The students had fun with
this exercise. They were
able to express themselves.

Students were unable to use
fabric so they used 8 1/2 X
11 size paper with certain
requirements such as
borders etc. They were
displayed and taken home.
Neat!

Q17 Strengths

By the time you go over
everything and get student
feedback, it should really be
2 periods.

Lesson takes 2 periods

Lesson length could be
longer because students
share a lot.

Material was interesting,
however, students did not
get as involved as…

Q18 areas to improve

Students really got into the
lesson and we carried
lesson on for a couple more
days.

(15) Fun!

(16b) Maybe a day could be
set aside for someone to
come in to help sew for next
time.

Additional Comments

E - 10

6

6

54

55

5

50

20

8

8

8

50

6/7

10

50

6/7

8

50

Listed
duration

6/7

Report Date: 5/19/2005

6

53

6

51

6

6

50

52

6

49

ID School# Grade

All hour - we
went for a long
walk

about that

30

OK - longer with
walk

45

45

40

Walking 6 - daily

walking 7 - What's
so great

Walking 8 Stretches

Walking 9Hydration

Reading the book,
"Through the Eyes
of the Eagle"

lesson 1 Introduction

Actual duration Lesson Topic

The book is so well
illustrated. The story is
appealing. Perhaps it would
be a good one to start in the
first lesson.

Overheads are great. These
lead into a discussion. We
were able to use the pretest
to coordinate with
overheads. Pretest was
clear.

Students enjoyed the story
of Waterjug Boy. We were
trying to catch up as we
were behind our schedule.

Q17 Strengths

Additional Comments

Need more directions for
Handouts.

We had just finished an
article on NOT to stretch so
we modified this. We walked
first, then stretched lightly
then walked again.

We didn't have any more of
the water bottles so I had
students buy or bring one in
& we did OK.

(1) Use the book at the
beginning as a lead in. (2)
Planning better. (3) Activities
to go with the book

Go when it's cold -- they
walk faster.

(15) Created by me. The
book is so well illustrated.

Fill in the blank &/or matching (15) Student participation
post test for review.
was good.

(1) Break it down into smaller
segments, (2) Too much
interference with school
sport activities. I had to work
around tournament schedule.
(3) I was not prepared
because of personal
tragedy.

Q18 areas to improve

E - 11

6

6

6

6

6

12

57

58

59

60

61

62

50

30

20

40

20-30

50

30

8

8

8

8

8

5

Listed
duration

8
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ID School# Grade

30

50

30-40

40

close to that

a little longer

This took us 2
days because I
changed the
lesson some.

Walking Lesson #4

What is Diabetes
Part 1

Walking 1 - How
Active

Walking 2 Pedometers

Walking 3 - Logging

Walking 4 - Fitness

Walking 5 - goal set

Actual duration Lesson Topic

Students learned how to take
their pulse. Learned to use
different pedometer.

Q17 Strengths

I divided the class up into
groups of 4 or 5 kids and let
them choose where they
wanted to walk to. They
have had their pedometers
for about a week, so we
took those steps and figured
about how far they walked
and then they picked a town
to walk to.

Additional Comments

Could not complete it with all
students.

(15) Didn't have enough time
to complete. (16b) Fine the
way it is

We took 4 days to the story
(16b) the story was a little
to the Cartoon Kids. Did have hard.
some trouble understanding
story to relate to cartoon.

Some of the kids have a hard
time understanding what is
considered fit and sit. You
have to walk them through
the 1st day, activity by activity

Did good. You just have to
work with the kids to find out
how to explain how to put
them on.

Can not send these home.
Too many are lost if made
HW

It would be nice to have a
chart in here that would tell
the kids where their heart
rate should be.

Q18 areas to improve

E - 12

20-30

5

20-30

5

40

30

5

5

30

Listed
duration

5
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12

67

12

65

12

12

64

66

12

63

ID School# Grade

15

18

20

30

24

Core Diabetes
Lesson #1 - How
Active Am I

Lesson #2 Pedometers

Walking Lesson #1
- Fit/Sit

Walking #1 - Fit/Sit
check

Pedometers

Actual duration Lesson Topic

Good data collection activity.
A good lead-in to scientific
data collection in conjunction
with science experiments.

Hands-on materials
(pedometers) of interest to
students. Good but difficult
means of stressing personal
responsibility for materials
(pedometers).

Students placed sheets in a
file that was to become their
fitness file. Lesson was of
high interest to students
because of the personal
nature.

Student activity log was
easy to fill out. Students
were willing to participate.
Students understood what
was expected of them and
what they needed to do.

Students grasped the
pedometer concept and
usage. They wanted to
reach the 10,000 steps the
first day. Steps log is very
useful because it keeps them
on track. Students were
instructed to wear
pedometers on their side, to
the pocket.

Q17 Strengths

Students could use a visual
aide such as video to begin
preparation for activity, but it
worked out okay.

Q18 areas to improve

(15) simple but important. A
good lead in to pedometers
and to introduce recordkeeping. (16b) prepared
fitness folders.

(15) Fit & Sit check
(Basketball activity) (16b)
adequate/ Incentives
suggested.

Additional Comments

E - 13

Walking/Pedometer The walking is great
s

45

8

History of pottery -- Why we
need to continue teaching
our young children the
importance of pottery. How
we can prevent diabetes by
making pottery. Diabetes
discussion is usually carried
on while making pottery.

Lesson 1&2

Pottery making - Coil
Techniques. Students are
very impressed using coil
method and how they can
get formed into different
shapes of pottery

Overheads were excellent.
Pre and Post tests excellent.

Q17 Strengths

6-7

lesson 4

What is Diabetes?

6-7

30

Actual duration Lesson Topic

lesson 3

50

Listed
duration

6-7

5
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12

72

12

70

12

12

69

71

12

68

ID School# Grade

Lesson needs to be adapted
to ESL. Too complex for ESL
students, please simplify.

Vocabulary words were too
complicated for students to
understand. Need more
simple writings, words.

Perhaps a good video would
help as far as my limited time
frame. For a younger group
such as mine (5th grade) it
would have been great to
have visuals (pictures) to go
along with the story used to
introduce the lesson.

Q18 areas to improve

Goal, Objectives and
Assessment were seen as
too complex.

Why our Native people are at
high risk for developing
diabetes. They need to
develop healthy food and
prevent getting diabetes.
Pottery were used during the
early times when our people
made healthy meals.

Additional Comments

E - 14

12

12

12

12

12

12

74

75

76

77

78

79

2 classes 45 min
ea.
2 classes 45 min
ea.
3 classes 45 min
ea.

8

7

6

2 classes
of 45 min
ea.

3 classes 45 min
each

6

7

45

7

Diets, Exercise 6&5

Diets, Exercise

Diets, Exercise

Core Unit 1

Core Unit 1

Core part 2

Core part 2

Actual duration Lesson Topic
45

Listed
duration

6
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12

73

ID School# Grade

Q18 areas to improve

Adapted with Hands on
projects

Adapted with Hands on
projects

Adapted with Tribal Program

Diabetes Ed. Is very
Vocabulary was difficult;
important to students & family needed to be spoken in
native language. A lot of oral
instruction & rephrasing was
necessary.

Adapted with Diabetes
program from S.D.

Totally adapted core material
as said in oral interview.

Q17 Strengths

Activities took about a week
to complete. Hands on
activities : poster and
worksheet.

Student participation was
high *with adaptations. Goal,
Objectives, Vocabulary and
Assessment were seen as
too complex.

(15) Worked with tribal
diabetes program. Student
participation was high *with
adaptations. Goal,
Objectives, Vocabulary and
Assessment were seen as
too complex.

Additional Comments

Interview with Denise Gallegos – April 22, 2005; Dulce Middle School
Length of Lessons
The teacher indicated that the length of the lessons could have been completed in one
class session, but she completed most of the lessons over a two-day period. She thought
that in this way she could capitalize on the interest that students showed for a particular
lesson and could expand on some to the concepts/ideas contained within that lesson.
The ability of the teacher to adapt the lessons, not only as it pertains to the length, but
also to the interest level of the students has become very evident. The teacher indicated
that based on student interest exhibited by the students, she either lengthened or
shortened the lessons.
Integration of Lessons
The teacher stated that the lessons could have easily been integrated into other subject
areas such as Social Studies. She did not teach Social Studies this year, but thought that
some of Language Arts activities would have fit very well into her Social Studies
curriculum. She used many art activities to have students better visualize some of the
Diabetes concepts. The students took many of their art projects home. The stories (fables)
that students wrote were also sent home. She will try and have students bring them back
to the school.
Integration with diabetes concepts
The teacher was able to review the diabetes concepts with the students by relating to the
every day experiences of the students. For example she talked about the exercise patterns
of the past when her parents and grandparents had to work hard in the fields; when there
were not many modern conveniences such as washing-machines. She also used the foods
served in the cafeteria as an example of not such healthy offerings, and challenged them
to eat foods such as salads.
Adequacy of the Units
Ms Gallegos completed all of the 12 lessons and stated that they were “fun” and for the
most part held to interest of the students. Overall the teacher was pleased with the
lessons. She felt that the lessons could be completed within the suggested time-frame, but
she chose to extend the lessons to two and even three days.
Some of the activities, such as the suggested field trip to a petroglyph site were not
possible because of travel budget constraints. Other activities involving use of fabric to
construct an article of clothing was also not completed because students did not bring the
required materials.
I informed Ms. Gallegos that there were plans to modify the Units. She enjoyed doing the
lessons and was interested in future participation in the project.
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Interview with Josette Lopez – March 23, 2005; Santo Domingo M.S.
Length of the Lessons
The length of the lessons is too long for the time frame suggested. Although the time
frame suggested for the lessons are generally 50 minutes, the teacher adapts the lessons to
be completed over a two to three day period.
Integration of Lessons
The teacher indicated that she especially liked the lessons because she was able to
integrate them with other subject areas. The teacher teaches Social Studies in addition to
Language Arts. For example one of the lessons she taught from the Petroglyphs lesson,
she was able to integrate with the Ancient Civilization Egyptian that was required in the
6th grade curriculum. She also indicated that some of the concepts contained within the
lessons could also be integrated with math.
Adequacy of Curriculum
The teacher indicated that the lessons were very amenable to integration with the State
required subjects. She felt that the lessons were very “kid friendly”. The students could
relate to the topics in the Diabetes lessons because there were many students whose
families were affected by diabetes. There was real life application of the diabetes
concepts. For example there was a student in the class who had diabetes, and when
snacks were being planned for special occasions, students would bring snacks that were
not laden with sugar.
The teacher stated that the students like the Mr. Cell lesson. They especially like to role
play the different characters depicted in this lesson.
Overall the teacher was very complimentary with the Units. Although she did feel that
the Units were not able to be completed within the suggested time frame, she was able to
modify the lessons to fit her class periods. Ms. Lopez indicated that the Units were very
useful to her since she was responsible for completing the Ancient Civilization
curriculum required by the State. The units we developed were able to enhance her
curriculum.
I informed Ms. Lopez that there were some plans to modify the Units and possibly the
units would not be in the same format. She understood that possible changes could occur,
and she asked whether she would still be able to use the units as presented.
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Interview with Manuelita Lovato – February l, 2005 at Santo Domingo Middle School
Interviewer: -- Santo Domingo Middle School and Manuelita taught lessons from the art
unit and she will tell us which lesson she is critiquing. She has a total of four
lessons.
And let me scoot over here and, Manuelita, I'll let you go ahead with the name of your first
lesson and tell us all about it.
Ms. Lovato: My first lesson is the History of Pottery, why we need to continue teaching our
young kids the importance of pottery. And along with this, how we can prevent
diabetes by making pottery.
The diabetes discussion is usually carried on while making pottery. It is so important
that our students know the type of food that they should be consuming.
And one important thing, too, is that it is important that they need to exercise.
And this is part of the lesson one, too, that I teach in pottery class.
One important thing, too, is that I greatly put emphasis on the history of
pottery, as how the materials were -- were gathered. Gathering material exercises
were done. You had to walk a distance to get the clay, as well as the red slip. So this
is part of that.
And then also, during the springtime, how you have to walk to the fields to
gather the plant, the -- spinach, and then how that process is done. This is also part
of the learning process.
And then to the final steps on the history of the pottery is the firing process,
how the firing method is done. Traditionally, they have to gather a cedar wood to be
used for firing pottery.
So this is all very important for students to know so they can be able to
experiment on their own during the summer, while they are at home. So the students
are very interested, wanting to learn and they have always had questions to ask. So
that makes me happy when they have questions and wanting to know, you know,
some of the very important things that they should know.
Interviewer: Now can you tell me, Manuelita, the lesson the way it was written, how could it
be improved?
For example, we are really interested in knowing if maybe they are too long,
or too short, or if there are things that were left out, that once you taught it you
realized we should have included some other examples or activities.
So, from a teacher perspective, sort of evaluate how the lesson is written.
Because we are going to be revising the curriculum and it will all be based on what
we hear from teachers. So we just want you to be honest and tell us things that can
be improved.
Ms. Lovato: Okay. To develop a curriculum, I would say it's very important that we have
student input, as well as parental input. And then also the teacher's point of view has
to be shared with the parents and students. Because some of the curriculum that I
have read, I think it is too extensive. It should be very -- for different grade levels so
these students can be able to understand.
Some of the wordings that are written in the curriculum are very hard for a
lot of the students to understand. I mostly have to have the students look it up in the
dictionary, which is also good, I would say. But to really get things directly across to
Report Date: 5/19/05
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students, I think they should be very simply written.
Interviewer: Perfect. That's the kind of information that will help us.
Okay. Anything else on the pottery lesson? If not, we'll move on to the second
lesson. And you can tell us the name of the second lesson that we are evaluating.
Okay. Lesson one and two on the core diabetes concepts were combined and
we'll do that next. So this is the evaluation for lessons one and two on diabetes.
Ms. Lovato: One of the things that I have found out written -- things that are written about
diabetes, I think also like this is fairly new to a lot of the students, the definition of
diabetes. What is really diabetes and how is diabetes affecting people? So these
type of things are very important.
And then also I would say some of the wordings in diabetes that you try to
describe it, like identifying the organs, a lot of our students are not familiar with
those type of things. So I think we need to develop a different method how we can
get this information across to students as well.
Interviewer: That's great. Thank you. Okay. Are we ready for the next lesson?
Ms. Lovato: Uh-huh.
Interviewer: And that will be which one? Lesson -Ms. Lovato: Lesson three. My information here is why are native people are at high risk for
developing diabetes. They need to develop healthy food and prevent getting
diabetes.
Pottery were used during the early times when our people made healthy
meals. I think from the earliest point of -- from the early start, excuse me, a lot of our
native people used natural foods. And there were no preservatives added to these
kind of native foods. And I try to bring that across to students.
Nowadays we have a lot of different kinds of foods that are affecting our
young kids, especially snacks like Hot Cheetohs, their favorite food, and Coke.
These type of things were brought to our school and I just can't believe seeing kids
carrying some of these things in their backpacks.
And then also at the time when this was going on, we also had a Coke
machine right at the entrance of our school. And that really made me upset because
after I found out what was happening within our own community with the epidemics
of diabetes, I immediately approached the principal and explained to him that we
should really remove the Coke machine. Along with a few parents' support, we
succeeded. So the pop machine is no longer serving our kids.
And then after that our approach was to search through backpacks, that no
child comes in with two cans of Cokes, nor large bag of Cheetohs. This has
completely stopped. And now we are still trying to get the kids to understand that
they cannot or should not be consuming a lot of this because this can create diabetes.
So this portion of eating habits has really been explained to students. And
I'm very happy that a lot of the students have really learned some things that we have
shared from the books that we have used from the diabetes program.
Interviewer: Was there enough content in there about eating habits and snack foods, or was
that something you felt you needed to kind of add?
Ms. Lovato: That was the most important thing that needs to be added to the lesson plans.
Because most of the time I'm a reader of the newspaper and a lot of the healthy
information that I get for kids, like most recently in the USA News, I found
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information in there that says our kids are too fat. We need to feed our kids more
healthy food. And it identified the type of foods that they should be consuming. So
more of this information is needed within the lesson plans.
Interviewer: Okay. Good deal. Thank you, very much. That's helpful.
Now we have one more lesson, do we?
Ms. Lovato: Yes.
Interviewer: What is the title of the fourth one?
Ms. Lovato: Okay. The fourth lesson that I used from the lesson plans is pottery making,
the Coya (sp. ph.) techniques.
Students are very impressed using Coya method and how they can get -form into eight different shapes of pottery. This was stressed to the students because,
like I said, I mostly start from the early history into the present new types of
methods. So Coya method was very impressive to the students and they really
enjoyed creating pottery.
I feel that they have learned quite a bit from doing the pottery because the
students are so happy. They had a very and a tremendous experience with their
presentation on -- with the diabetes program and the pottery making. That was done
recently at our school. Students are still talking about how they thought from the
start that they were afraid. To the end they said, "We did it" and "How did we do
that presentation."
And I told the students they did so well and I'm very proud of the students for
getting in front of the people because I think public speaking is so difficult. But my
students did very well and I'm very proud.
And I'm very proud to be part of the diabetes program because I, myself,
have learned quite a bit. I normally get different information by pamphlets that I
pick up from -- from the hospitals. But now, working with people from the diabetes
program, I think this has really helped me a lot. And I have understood a lot of
things that has been brought to our attention and I'm happy because I can be able to
share with students and I can be able to teach the students the importance of eating
healthy food.
Interviewer: Now that student presentation, that was sort of a special activity
that was unique at Santa Domingo. And I believe that that was created from you and
Tony and maybe we should include that as an optional activity. Would this be the
lesson that it would go with?
Ms. Lovato: Yes. I think it will be like self-evaluation for students. What they have learned
from the program, from the lessons that we have taught them, and then to the end
that they -- you know, they're proud. And they did proudly by doing a presentation
to a group of people.
Interviewer: So we might need to come back to you for help on building in that student
activity because these students really did a wonderful job and we want to use that as
an example in the curriculum. We don't have that in there now.
Ms. Lovato: Good. I will be very proud to be part of this planning process for the students.
I think it would do very well.
Interviewer: I think we're finished. Thank you, Manuelita.
Ms. Lovato: Okay. Thank you. And I thank everybody for giving us this opportunity at our
school to be part of the diabetes program.
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Interviewer: End of interview.
(End of interview.)
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Interviews with Peggie S. Nez – Diabetes/vessel Lessons at Dulce M.S.
Monday: January 24 – Dolly and visitors joined the 6th and 7th hour art classes. Dolly
introduced herself and began the lessons by presenting the stories of “The little Waterjug
Boy” and “The Cell Keeper”. The class ended with an introduction to the 19 Pueblos and
3 other Native American Nations of New Mexico. The 6th hour class needs more
instruction in listening skills. The 7th hour class was well behavior and joined in the class
discussion. They seemed to enjoy the stories and actively participated in the listing of the
19 Pueblos and other tribes of New Mexico.
Monday: January 31 – Dolly and I used the overheads to explain “What is Diabetes” and
the different types of diabetes. Dolly explained the concepts on the board as I followed
along with the overheads. We reviewed the vocabulary, the 19 Pueblos and the other
tribes of New Mexico and the styles of pottery. Students drew the 4 different types of
Native pottery and added their unique designs. These designs will be used to create a mug
during the next Monday class. Pretest given.
Thursday: February 3 – I read the story “Through the eyes of the Eagle” to both classes
and had students draw their version of the story. Again, the 6th hour class needs more
instruction in listening activities. Those who listened closely did very well on their
illustrations.
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DETS Pilot Test Teacher Web Survey
Haskell Indian Nations University
Data period: February 2005-April 2005
# of surveys: 16
Grade Level range: K – 4
Background Data
A. How many DETS lessons have you taught during the Pilot Test Phase?
1

2

3

6%

4

6%

5

19%

more than 5

31%

38%

B. About how many of your students participated in the DETS pilot lessons?
1 to 10

11 to 20

50%

21 to 30

31 to 40

More than 40

50%

C. Briefly list the topics and names of the DETS lessons that you taught. See attached table
Survey Questions
1. Overall, how would you rate the content of these lessons for your students?
too easy

just right

too difficult

100%

2. Overall, which lesson components (e.g., goal statements, standards, materials list, vocabulary, cultural content, science
content, assessments, etc.) were particularly effective and easy to use? See attached table
3. Overall, which lesson components (e.g., goal statements, standards, materials list, vocabulary, cultural content, science
content, assessments, etc.) were particularly ineffective and difficult to use? See attached table
4. From your perspective were the lessons that you taught from the DETS curriculum adequately aligned with the
National Science Standards?
yes 100%

no

Please briefly elaborate. See attached table
5. In general what have been the strengths of the DETS lessons thus far? See attached table
6. In general what areas of the DETS lessons that you taught need improvement? See attached table
7. Please take a final moment to provide us with a couple of overall ratings on your experiences with the DETS curriculum
thus far.
a. From a teacher's perspective how easy-to-use is the DETS curriculum?
very difficult to use

difficult to use

easy to use

very easy to use

100%

b. Compared to other science curriculum that you have taught, how engaging for your students was the DETS
curriculum?
very unengaging

unengaging

engaging

very engaging

6%
81%
13%
8. Please describe what kind of support or assistance you would need to fully implement the DETS curriculum.
See attached table
Thanks for your help!
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7

4

Meat lessons
5E lessons
including internet
search, word web,
cooperative groups
making a poster

OK

Meat and Dairy
Materials list
Products Unit
lesson plans
Dairy Lessons
assessments
Engagement
Exploration
Explanation
Extension/Elaboration
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7

3

ID School Lesson Topic

Q2 Effective
Components

Made following
changes
Made an internet
sheet with four web
addresses for
students to use.
Included lines for
them to write facts
about meat.
Changed the coop
groups to student
pairs to work on the
meat posters.
Found it was better to
divide groups
according to different
meats and then
suggest the topics
listed such as
source, processing,
care, etc.

I have not used guest
speakers and
cultural
component,yet.

Q3 Ineffective
Components

Followed the
standards

Science inquiry.
Used the internet for
research.

Q4b Align with
Nat'l Science
Standards

Students enjoy the
Internet search. The
poster in pairs
worked much better.
Students enjoyed the
expert groups and
question and answer
game.

Good information
Students enjoyed
learning about dairy.
They especially
enjoyed the internet
search.

Q5 Strengths

Haskell Indian Nations University

Narrative Responses to DETS Pilot Test Lesson Web Survey

Q8 Additional
Comments

Changed the areas I
felt needed
improvement.

I made a sheet for the I haven't scheduled
internet search with
guest speakers yet.
suggested websites.
I gave them a point
for each fact found
and written down.
I helped students
select topics for
research using the
suggested topic list. It
was difficult for them
to generate topics.

Q6 Areas to
Improve
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7

8

Life Science Unit:
1. Plant Parts and
Functions
2. How Plants Are
Alike and Different
3. Cultivating Plants
4. Human Impact on
Environment (how
human impact has
changed our
environment)
5. Human Impact on
Environment (ways to
help protect the
environment)

Plant parts and their
functions - lessons 1
to 4

cultivation

plantsparts/functions
environmental factors

Food Needs of
Humans and Other
Animals
Serving Size, Label
Reading, Recognizing
Foods that Contain
Carbohydrates, Fats
and Protein
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7

7

9

7

5

ID School Lesson Topic

Q4b Align with
Nat'l Science
Standards

If was hard to use
the cultural
components about
milkweed as no
pictures/samples
were available.

The beginning of the
I think the lessons
unit needed to be
align well with the
revised. It was a little standards.
vague. A brief intro.
needed to be included.

Just needed some
tweeking of
directions.

Q3 Ineffective
Components

Overall, I felt very
As stated above, I
comfortably teaching only found one areas
each lesson. I felt the that needed changes.
first lesson needed
additional background
information (2 read
alouds) in
engagement. This has
be revised already
and worked much
better!!

The overall objectives
of these lessons
were met effectively.
The materials that
were run off
(appendixes) were
useful.

goal statemnts
material lists
science contents

It all seemed pretty
easy to follow.
We didn't need a lot
of supplies.
By the pre and post
tests, it seems
effective.

Q2 Effective
Components

They are very easy
to follow and teacher
friendly. I had a
substitiute on one day
and she said the
lesson went very
well.

Hands on activities
that were effective
and enjoyable.

Teacher friendly

The students seem to
enjoy the content.

Q5 Strengths

The time frame for
some lessons needs
to be adjusted. More
pictures/information
may be needed to
make the cultural
component more
effective.

As mentioned earlier
the very beginning
lesson needed to be
revisited to include
more of an intro.

Again, just some
clarification needed.

Q6 Areas to
Improve

The time issue is my
main concern.
Luckily the lessons
work really well with
our own Science
curriculum.

Except for the
milkweed information I
had what I needed to
teach these lessons.

Supplies will need to
be purchased by
someone.
I have had to
purchase a few
things by myself.

Q8 Additional
Comments
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Life Science-Plants
and their functions
life cycle of a plant

Healthy Living
Bullying
Being a friend

Friendship- Venn
Diagram, Scavenger
Hunts, Accordion
Books, Mobiles All of
these lessns have
compared likes and
differences of our
friends.
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7

7

11

12

7

10

ID School Lesson Topic

science content:
*it covers science
curriculum required
for first grade
*the lessons are
working well for this
level

All components were
easy to use

So far everything has
worked great!! The
kids have been very
engaged.

Q2 Effective
Components

none at this point

Plan seemed to work
well.

NA

Q3 Ineffective
Components

The lessons were
written with the
standards in mind.
They do cover the
required standards
for first grade as far
as plant science is
concerned.

Aligned with
standards that
applied.

Q4b Align with
Nat'l Science
Standards

High interest for first
graders. My students
have enjoyed the
lessons.

Students are
interested in topics
Activities are
interesting

Student interest

Q5 Strengths

Q8 Additional
Comments

none at this point

Changed the poster
assignment to one
per person. I have
found that small
groups don't work
well in designing a
poster.

Just the supplies and
books listed in the
lessons.

School libraries seem
somewhat limited in
providing enough
materials for all
students to have
something to
research. Use of the
encyclopedia helps.

Since we changed
the web search
options and provided
wevsites, it has been
easier to do the
research option. Most
schools have
internet possibilities.
Hopefully they have a
computer lab, so that
all students are able
to research at the
same time.

Not that it's a
Nothing at this time.
concern. It will just
need to be changed.
All of the lessons so
far will need an
adjustment on length
of time to complete
from 30-45 min. to 4560 min.

Q6 Areas to
Improve
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Goal statements,
materials list was
very complete

I found them all easy
to use. Of course,
when you develop
them yourselves it
makes sense to you!

Six Food Groups (Life Good resources,
Science Curriculum
students enjoyed
Lessons 9-12)
activities, test results
indicate good
understanding of
science content.
(Cultural component
not tested.)

Making Healthy
Choices, Setting
goals for good health,
Meat and Dairy
products

Healthy Choice
collage
Presentation of
collage with
discussion
Learn to use, and
explore use of
pedometers
Physical activity
involved in Native
American dancing

Report Date: 5/19/2005

7

7

20

21

7

13

ID School Lesson Topic

Q2 Effective
Components

Q4b Align with
Nat'l Science
Standards

I suggested some
minor revisions, but
not major problems
were found.

some of the optional
lessons were a little
time consuming

They met the
standards listed

The pedometers
They seem to meet
were a little time
the criteria stated in
consuming due to
the standards.
figuring each
student's stride length
and programming the
pedometers.

Q3 Ineffective
Components

Nice variety of
activities that
students enjoy while
mastering the
intended objectives.

Helping make the
children aware of
healthy food choices,
serving sizes, and
the effects of good
choices

The students enjoy
the hands-on
activities.

Q5 Strengths

I always appreciate
having the anwser
key available as a
double check as well
as ease for me. We
need to include them.

Time.

Q8 Additional
Comments

Length of lessons
Help with the cultural
often took longer than component.
suggested.
Otherwise, things
went fairly smoothly.

They seemed fine the cultural
components seemed
like native american
students might
already be aware of
some of these. They
worked fine in our
building because we
have a good mulitcultural blend.

I don't know of any
this time.

Q6 Areas to
Improve

E - 27

7

Making Healthy
Choices
Food Needs of
Humans and Other
Animals

Report Date: 5/19/2005

25

ID School Lesson Topic
I did not have any
problem with any of
them. The students
enjoyed the lesson
presented by our
school nurse
regarding nutrition,
smart food choices
and portion size. We
did the portion size
activity with cereal
which they enjoyed
and were made
aware "hands on" of
what a true portion
size should look like.
Another lesson with
the pedometers went
very well. However,
many of the
pedometers didn't
seem to work
correctly so this
caused some
confusion and
frustration. The
students wanted to
keep using the
pedometer for
several days after
the lesson to see if
they could increase
their number of steps
taken - so this lesson
did have an effect on
them.

Q2 Effective
Components
Both pre and post
tests need to have a
key supplied for the
teacher. Also, should
each test have at
least 10 questions???
On the test for
Making Healthy
Choices - may need
to change the
wording for question
#1 to list three healthy
life choices - the
three components is
unclear to me what is
required for an
answer.

Q3 Ineffective
Components
You can probably
align any science
topic to meet the
standards, however,
it the topic presented
on the state science
test? Magnets,
healthy food choices,
electricity and
erosion is
emphasized on the
state science test.

Q4b Align with
Nat'l Science
Standards

Any "hands on
activities" are the
BEST and leave a
more lasting
impression.

Healthy food choices,
importance of
exercise, portion
sizes

Q5 Strengths
Many of the topics
are in addition to our
curriculum. We are
being forced (through
state testing) to
spend our time wisely
on the topics that are
only on the state
tests. Many of the
DETS lessons topics
do not come under
our curriculum that
we need to teach.
When I began this
endeavor a few
years ago, we were
told to come up with a
Diabetes Unit. This
made sense to us
since it is such a
health problem. What
we developed the
first year, we feel,
was our best work
and made the most
sense, and was
teacher friendly.
Now we are not even
really teaching about
diabetes and the
lessons are very time
consuming. Our time
is so limited and we
HAVE to make AYP
on our state tests or
our school district is
in trouble. The
pressure is really on
the teachers state
wide. Actually,
nationwide.

Q6 Areas to
Improve

More time in the day.
Ha!
We would need to
limit what we teach to
the TOPICS that are
on our state tests.

Q8 Additional
Comments

E - 28

Preventing Conflicts:
My Friends and
Myself plus the
extension lesson
My Family and My
Friends,
Communicating with
Family and Friends
topics: students
learn about self, how
we are alike and
different, ways to be
responsible and
respectful, and
emotions

Friendship
Healthy Friendships
A Person Who Bullies
and Victims

Plant part and their
functions
Life cycle of a plant
Transporting seeds
People need plants
Parts of plants we
eat

Report Date: 5/19/2005

7

7

27

28

7

26

ID School Lesson Topic

The lessons were
written to be easy to
use (developmentally
appropriate for
kindergarten).

It was all easy to use.
However, we have
not yet received the
cultural component
that is being written
by the Haskell
students.

The engagement
activities seemed to
be the most effective.
The students
showed real interest
in the activities. Any
of the hands-on
activities went over
really well with my
students. They
especially enjoyed
the seed soaking
lesson.

Q2 Effective
Components

None

Nothing was difficult
to use. However, I
do think teacher's will
pick and choose
which sections to
use in a lesson. I
don't feel all five
areas of the lesson
are needed in some
of the lessons to get
the point across to
the students.

Q3 Ineffective
Components

It meets Standard 5.

The lessons for first
grade were aligned
with the Sci.
Standards. Much
of the information
covered in this
curriculum is the
same as what we
are required by our
district to teach.

Q4b Align with
Nat'l Science
Standards

Children enjoy
learning about
themselves.

Teaching children the
characteristics of a
healthy friendship.
Teaching children
what it means to bully
someone, why they
bully, and how to
handle a person that
bullies.

The lessons are
appropriate for first
graders. They are
interesting and cover
curriculum required to
be taught.

Q5 Strengths

Q8 Additional
Comments

Some of the lessons
are too easy for this
time of year and
some will be too hard
at the beginning of
the school year. The
length of some of the
lessons is too long.

None

I have not seen any
lessons except those
I helped write so I
can't comment on this
question. After I
see the entire
curriculum I will feel
better prepared to
answer this question.

Time and materials

Some of the lessons
Making sure all
are too long, they
supplies and books
require more than one are on hand.
day to cover all the
material.

Q6 Areas to
Improve

Haskell Pilot Testing – Spring 2005
Ten DETS Lessons

Meat and Dairy
100
80
72.1

60
40
40.3
20
0
Pre

Post

Bullying
100
80

77.5
60
40
20

30

0
Pre

Post

E - 29

Haskell Pilot Testing – Spring 2005
Ten DETS Lessons – continued

Taylor Meat and Dairy
100

88.9

80
60

73.9

40
20
0
Pre

Post

Taylor Healthy Living
100

91

80
60

75

40
20
0
Pre

Post

E - 30

Haskell Pilot Testing – Spring 2005
Ten DETS Lessons – continued

Making Healthy Choices-1
100

95

80

75.6
60
40
20
0
Pre

Post

Making Healthy Choices 2
100

97.9
80

84.4

60
40
20
0
Pre

Post

E - 31

Haskell Pilot Testing – Spring 2005
Ten DETS Lessons – continued

Diabetes Food Needs-1
100

95.8
80

75.3
60
40
20
0
Pre

Post

Diabetes Food Needs-2
100

97.6
80

79
60
40
20
0
Pre

Post

E - 32

Haskell Pilot Testing – Spring 2005
Ten DETS Lessons – continued

1st Grade Life Science (Pilot)
25

20

19
15

10

5

4.5
0
Pre

Post

1st Grade Life Science (Beta)
25

23

20
15
10
5

4
0
Pre

Post

E - 33

Haskell Pilot Testing – Spring 2005
Ten DETS Lessons – continued

2nd Grade Life Science (Pilot)
25
20

20
15
10
5

4.2
0
pre

post

2nd Grade Life Science (Beta)
25
20

21

15
10
5

3
0
Pre

Post

E - 34

DETS Pilot Test Lesson Feedback Form

Woodlands Wisdom/Leech Lake
Data period:
# of surveys:
Grade Level range:

March 2005: 12/04 through 3/05
4
4-6

The lesson components below were:

very clear

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

 50%
 25%
 25%
 50%
 50%

 50%
 75%
 75%
 50%
 50%













 75%
 25%
 75%

 25%
 25%
 25%









7.
8.

Lesson Goal
Lesson Objectives
Vocabulary
Material List
National Science Standards
American Indian
Content Standards
State Standards
Assessment

clear

unclear

very unclear

Overall
9.

Student participation was:
 low

10.
11.

Diabetes awareness content was:
 insufficient

13.

 high 75%

 adequate 100%

 excessive

 adequate 100%

 excessive

Science content was:
 insufficient

12.

 average 25%

For teachers lesson was:
 teacher friendly 75%  confusing

 too complicated

For students lesson was:
 too easy

 just right 100%

 too difficult

14.

Lesson length was:

 too long 25%

 just right 75%

 too short

15.

Also, lesson was:

 other: See attached table _______________________

16.

This lesson needs more:
 supporting materials
 inservice 25%  assessments
 other: See attached table _____________________________

17.

Briefly comment on lesson strengths: See attached table

18.

Briefly comment on areas that need improvement: See attached table
Thanks for the data!

Report Date: 5/19/05

E - 35

E - 36

10

10

10

28

29

30

3 40-50
min
sessions

40-50

40-50/day

80

4-5

4-5

5-6

Listed
duration

5-6

Report Date: 5/19/2005

11

27

ID School# Grade

45

close

close, takes
longer the first
time through, but
I see 40-50 as a
good
approximation

3 30 min
sessions

Math: Calorie Burn

Native American of
the Day

Wild Rice

Sugar is a
Carbohydrate

Actual duration Lesson Topic

very relevant to students'
lives!

Materials supplied and
relevance to games fun and
posters

definitions at beginning help
with vocabulary

Easy to understand
Vocabulary. Easy to
associate the common found
food in their cupboards with
carbohydrate list.

Q17 Strengths

Woodlands Wisdom/Leech Lake

Organization: Table of
contents, Index, page #'s

Most of my classes, I only
will have 30 mins, if lucky, to
instruct them, work, assist
them, and correct them. The
kids don't want to sit and
listen to you more than 2-3
mins.

Q18 areas to improve

Narrative Responses to DETS Pilot Test Lesson Evaluation Form

(15) length was adapted

(16b) inservice for teachers
not familiar with Native
American culture. I am
interested to see how this
goes with more time and
additional practice.

(15) not too long (16b) game
ideas or worksheets

Additional Comments

DETS Pilot Test Teacher Web Survey
Fort Peck Community College
Data period: May 2005-July 2005
# of surveys: 3
Grade Level range: K and 5
Background Data
A. How many DETS lessons have you taught during the Pilot Test Phase?
1

2

3

4

67%

5

more than 5

33%

B. About how many of your students participated in the DETS pilot lessons?
1 to 10

11 to 20

21 to 30

31 to 40

More than 40

67%

33%

C. Briefly list the topics and names of the DETS lessons that you taught. See attached table
Survey Questions
1. Overall, how would you rate the content of these lessons for your students?
too easy

just right

too difficult

100%

2. Overall, which lesson components (e.g., goal statements, standards, materials list, vocabulary, cultural content, science
content, assessments, etc.) were particularly effective and easy to use? See attached table
3. Overall, which lesson components (e.g., goal statements, standards, materials list, vocabulary, cultural content, science
content, assessments, etc.) were particularly ineffective and difficult to use? See attached table
4. From your perspective were the lessons that you taught from the DETS curriculum adequately aligned with the
National Science Standards?
yes 100%

no

Please briefly elaborate. See attached table
5. In general what have been the strengths of the DETS lessons thus far? See attached table
6. In general what areas of the DETS lessons that you taught need improvement? See attached table
7. Please take a final moment to provide us with a couple of overall ratings on your experiences with the DETS curriculum
thus far.
a. From a teacher's perspective how easy-to-use is the DETS curriculum?
very difficult to use

difficult to use

easy to use

67%

very easy to use

33%

b. Compared to other science curriculum that you have taught, how engaging for your students was the DETS
curriculum?
very unengaging

unengaging

engaging

very engaging

67%
33%
8. Please describe what kind of support or assistance you would need to fully implement the DETS curriculum.
See attached table
Thanks for your help!
Report Date: 9/21/05

E - 38

9

Buffalo: A Healthy
Choice

Report Date: 9/21/2005

37

ID School Lesson Topic
The "Tipi Food Model"
was a great visual
model for the class to
relate to and
visualize the food
groups. The changes
that the traditional
food model used for
our Native
Americans-lowering
the servings of grains
and starches for a
healthier diet is vital
for disease
prevention. The class
has a first hand
knowledge of buffalo
and tipi's and the
lesson progressed
smoothly with this
prior knowledge. My
class was able to
have an elder bring in
a buffalo hide and the
students enjoyed the
activity and saw the
size of 1 buffalo hide.
The most amazing
activity was the
laying out of 25 hides
to show what was
needed to make a tipi
after the buffalo fed
the tribe. The
numerous ways our
tribe used the buffalo
meat was interesting
also.

Q2 Effective
Components
The literature choices
without pictures was
too lengththy for the
Kindergarten class. I
had to paraphrase,
the information was
necessary and could
be read to older
students.

Q3 Ineffective
Components
The tipi food model
represented the food
groups and was a
great hands on model
for the students to
manipulate. Healthy
food choicesemphasizing meat
specifically and
relating it to how it
kept tribes healthy.

Q4b Align with
Nat'l Science
Standards
Q6 Areas to
Improve

Integrating Science
Our own tipi food
and Culture into the
model.
curriculum has been
pushed aside to leave
room for other
topics. Using DETS
lessons and adding
writing, literature,
science, math, and
our own culture has
been exciting.

Q5 Strengths

Fort Peck Community College

Narrative Responses to DETS Pilot Test Lesson Web Survey

We had to share the
literature and tipi food
model.

Q8 Additional
Comments

E - 39

5

9

Diabetes: Circulatory
System, Digestive
System, Endocrine
System,
Excretory System

Vegetables and
Grains
Buffalo - Meat

Report Date: 9/21/2005

39

38

ID School Lesson Topic

Objectives,
Vocabulary,Science
Content

For the buffalo unit
the goal statements,
standards,
vocabulary, cultural
content,science
content and
assessments were
effective and easy to
use.

Q2 Effective
Components

The cut-out of the
digestive system was
difficult for some
students.

In the buffalo unit
there was a book that
was a little to difficult
read and keep the
children's attention.
This particular book
was quite lenghthy
and the children lost
interest right away. I
will look for a
different book to read
to the children, to
keep their interest.
So I guess I would
say that this book
was ineffective. If I
am unable to find a
different book I would
paraphase this
particular book to
keep the children's
attention.

Q3 Ineffective
Components
The national science
standards that were to
be addressed was to
develop and
understanding of
personal health.
(F)

Q4b Align with
Nat'l Science
Standards
Vocabulary for this
particular lesson could
use some
improvement and the
materials needed be
prepared in advance
for this lesson
because there is a lot
of preparation time
needed to prepare
some of the materials
in the lessons.

Q6 Areas to
Improve

The lessons are more More hands-on,or
indepth than what we inquiry activities
have been teaching
would be helpful.
for
the past 2 or 3 years.

I feel that this
particular lesson
strengths was to give
the students an idea
of how the buffalo
historically influenced
personal health
behaviors with the
Native Americans
long ago.

Q5 Strengths

It fits in with our
current Health
curriculum.

I would need to help
on developing the
materials provided for
the lesson being
taught.

Q8 Additional
Comments

DETS Pilot Test Lesson Feedback Form

Keweenaw Bay Ojibwa Community College
Data period:
# of surveys:
Grade Level range:

February 2005 – June 2005
5
1

The lesson components below were:

very clear

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

60%
60%
100%
60%


40%
40%

40%
100%

















100%
100%
100%









7.
8.

Lesson Goal
Lesson Objectives
Vocabulary
Material List
National Science Standards
American Indian
Content Standards
State Standards
Assessment

clear

unclear

very unclear

Overall
9.

Student participation was:
 low

10.
11.

Diabetes awareness content was:
 insufficient

13.

 high 80%

 adequate 100%

 excessive

 adequate 100%

 excessive

Science content was:
 insufficient

12.

 average 20%

For teachers lesson was:
 teacher friendly 100%

 confusing

 too complicated

For students lesson was:
 too easy

 just right 80%

 too difficult 20%

14.

Lesson length was:

 too long 20%

 just right 80%

 too short

15.

Also, lesson was:

 other: See attached table _______________________

16.

This lesson needs more:
 supporting materials
 inservice
 assessments
 other: See attached table _____________________________

17.

Briefly comment on lesson strengths: See attached table

18.

Briefly comment on areas that need improvement: See attached table
Thanks for the data!

Report Date: 9/21/05

E - 40

E - 41

45-60

45-60

1B

1B

45-60

Listed
duration

1B

Report Date: 9/21/2005

15

15

125

126

15

124

ID School# Grade

40

30

35

Using Senses to
Stay Healthy and
Survive - Exploring
Nature with all
senses turned on

Animals in Nature Every Body's some
Body's Lunch

Native Am.
Heritage - Harvest
from Mother Earth:
Traditional Native
Am. Diet &
Exercise

Actual duration Lesson Topic

Students loved the stories
and activities and learned the
lessons about using our
senses and gifts to stay
healthy.

Dr. Mary came in and did a
wonderful presentation on
animals in nature and had
several books to show the
children about the various
animals that habitate our
region. She discussed the
animal food chain and let the
children act out the plants
(herbivores) and animals
(carnivores) and how they
work together to provide a
healthy life for all. Was just
right for my grade level.

It gave a good introduction to
the Native Am. In our region
and in general the children
were interested in the various
needs and cultural
differences the Native
American had compared to
our needs, how they had to
live off the land as hunters &
gatherers, etc.

Q17 Strengths

(15) a good companion to
other science lessons I do.

(13) too difficult for my grade
level (I geared down). (16) I
used materials I had on hand
as well as things I collected
at my teacher inservice. I
had good materials supplied
by Dr. Mary H.

Additional Comments

Needed to gear down, content (15) fun stories and activities.
& time wise, for my students
and that made it just right.

I think I just need to get more
books for my classroom to
better show the Native
American culture and
customs. The children were
really intrigued by it all

Q18 areas to improve

(KBOCC) Keweenaw Bay Ojibwa Community College

Narrative Responses to DETS Pilot Test Lesson Evaluation Form

E - 42

15

128

45-60

45-60

1B

Listed
duration

1B

Report Date: 9/21/2005

15
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ID School# Grade

30

35-40

The Food Pyramid The Body's Needs:
Balancing food,
water, rest &
exercise

Animals in an
Ecosystem - All
things in nature are
linked: All animals
need to make
healthy choices

Actual duration Lesson Topic

Q18 areas to improve

The children liked learning
Thought this was fine as is
about foods they eat and
what Native Americans did as
they lived off the land and
how they eat the same types
of foods as we do now. They
have seen the Food pyramid
before.

The children really loved this I just needed to gear down to
lesson because animals are a best suit my young grade
favorite topic of study for
level and all was just fine.
them. I have many wonderful
Indian tales of the various
animals Native Americans
wrote of and passed on
through the generations. They
understood the cycle of life
in the animal kingdom very
well and the Native American
way of using everything to
the fullest.

Q17 Strengths

(15) a good compliment to
other Science/Health units I
use like the Dole 5 a day
Program.(16) I had lots of
things for children that I
gathered at my Oct. 2004
inservice.

(15) a compliment to our
regular science lessons (16)
was good and very enjoyable
for kids.

Additional Comments

DETS Pilot Test Teacher Web Survey
Keweenaw Bay Ojibwa Community College (KBOCC)
Data period: May 2005-July 2005
# of surveys: 2
Grade Level range: 1, 8-12
Background Data
A. How many DETS lessons have you taught during the Pilot Test Phase?
1

2

3

4

5

50%

more than 5

50%

B. About how many of your students participated in the DETS pilot lessons?
1 to 10

11 to 20

21 to 30

50%

50%

31 to 40

More than 40

C. Briefly list the topics and names of the DETS lessons that you taught. See attached table
Survey Questions
1. Overall, how would you rate the content of these lessons for your students?
too easy

just right

too difficult

100%

2. Overall, which lesson components (e.g., goal statements, standards, materials list, vocabulary, cultural content, science
content, assessments, etc.) were particularly effective and easy to use? See attached table
3. Overall, which lesson components (e.g., goal statements, standards, materials list, vocabulary, cultural content, science
content, assessments, etc.) were particularly ineffective and difficult to use? See attached table
4. From your perspective were the lessons that you taught from the DETS curriculum adequately aligned with the
National Science Standards?
yes 100%

no

Please briefly elaborate. See attached table
5. In general what have been the strengths of the DETS lessons thus far? See attached table
6. In general what areas of the DETS lessons that you taught need improvement? See attached table
7. Please take a final moment to provide us with a couple of overall ratings on your experiences with the DETS curriculum
thus far.
a. From a teacher's perspective how easy-to-use is the DETS curriculum?
very difficult to use

difficult to use

easy to use

very easy to use

100%

b. Compared to other science curriculum that you have taught, how engaging for your students was the DETS
curriculum?
very unengaging

unengaging

engaging

very engaging

100%
8. Please describe what kind of support or assistance you would need to fully implement the DETS curriculum.
See attached table
Thanks for your help!
Report Date: 9/21/05

E - 44

15

1.The food pyramid
vocabulary, cultural
and exercise -- "The
content, science
Body's Needs:
content
Balancing food, water,
rest and exercise"
2. Using senses to be
healthy and survive - "Exploring Nature
with all senses turned
on: becoming an
outdoor detective"
3. Animals in an
ecosystem; simple
food chains--"All
things in nature are
linked: all animals
need to make healty
food choices."
4. Animal survival
strategies in nature-"Everybody's
Somebody's Lunch:
Everybody needs to
live where lunch is
available"
5. Native American
culture -- "Harvest
from our Mother
Earth: Traditional
Native American Diet
and Activity"

Report Date: 9/21/2005

35

ID School Lesson Topic

Q2 Effective
Components
all were helpful

Q3 Ineffective
Components
Many areas were
already taught in our
regular science
lessons and these
complemented them

Q4b Align with
Nat'l Science
Standards
Q6 Areas to
Improve

Opened up new areas I needed to gear down
of thinking for me as
for my younger level
I taught the children.
students both in
These lessons were
lesson content and
great and gave me
timewise
new ideas on other
things I could do in
the classroom.
Wonderful materials
and books.

Q5 Strengths

(KBOCC) Keweenaw Bay Ojibwa Community College

Narrative Responses to DETS Pilot Test Lesson Web Survey

Get more books to
share with the
students.
More teacher
workshops like the
one we had last
summer.

Have more Native
Americans visit the
classroom to talk and
vist with the children.

Q8 Additional
Comments

E - 45

16

Introduction to
Qualitative Methods:
Diabetes as Seen by
the Community

Report Date: 9/21/2005

40

ID School Lesson Topic
The strongest
component of this
lesson plan was the
preparation and
simulation of
interviewing
procedures. Plus, the
actual interview
process and reporting
presentations. Both
an English and
Science course might
find these lessons
appropriate.

Q2 Effective
Components
The Concept Map,
needs modification. I
forsee this unit
being used with
students that have
had some prior basic
diabetes knowledge or
coursework.

Q3 Ineffective
Components
It fulfills Science
Standard A: Science
as inquiry, abilities
necessary to do
scientific inquiry and
understanding about
scientific inquiry.
Content Standard F:
Personal and
community health,
student perspectives
and community
perspectives as they
relate to diabetes
knowledge. This also
falls under Content
Standard G: Historical
perspectives.

Q4b Align with
Nat'l Science
Standards
Increasing the
students diabetes
knowledge through
scientific inquiry,
comparing their
viewpoints with
community
perspectives, looking
for the disconnects
and similarities.

Q5 Strengths
The concept map,
seemed difficult to
convey and for the
students to interact.

Q6 Areas to
Improve

Q8 Additional
Comments

DETS Pilot Test Lesson Feedback Form

Southwestern Indian Polytechnic Institute (SIPI)
Data period:
# of surveys:
Grade Level range:

May 2005 – June 2005
44
6 –8 and Special Needs

The lesson components below were:

very clear

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

 68%
 56%
 58%
 53%
 62%







 58%
 50%
 52%

7.
8.

Lesson Goal
Lesson Objectives
Vocabulary
Material List
National Science Standards
American Indian
Content Standards
State Standards
Assessment

clear

unclear

very unclear

32%
44%
30%
40%
27%



 12%
 7%
 11%







 32%
 41%
 41%

 11%
 9%
 7%





Overall
9.
10.
11.

Student participation was:
 low 7%

 average 30%

 high 63%

Diabetes awareness content was:
 insufficient 7%

 adequate 84%

 excessive 9%

Science content was:
 insufficient 10%  adequate 66%

12.
13.

For teachers lesson was:
 teacher friendly 85%  confusing 12%

 excessive 24%

 too complicated 2%

For students lesson was:
 too easy 7%

 just right 88%

 too difficult 5%

14.

Lesson length was:

 too long 8%

 just right 74%

 too short 18%

15.

Also, lesson was:

 other: See attached table _______________________

16.

This lesson needs more:
 supporting materials 79%
 other: See attached table

17.

Briefly comment on lesson strengths: See attached table

18.

Briefly comment on areas that need improvement: See attached table

 inservice 21%  assessments 21%

Thanks for the data!
Report Date: 9/21/05

E - 46

E - 47

12

86

2-3 days

20-40 min

5

100 min

6

6

50

6

50-60 min

50 min

6

6

50-60

Listed
duration

6

Report Date: 9/21/2005

12

12

83

85

12

82

12

12

81

84

12

80

ID School# Grade

45 min

4 days

100 min

100 min

100

100 min (2 class
periods)

150 min

Students seemed to finally
get petroglyphs and
communication. They enjoyed
modern petroglyphs.

Story was interesting and
captured students' attention.

Students came up with some
interesting ideas on what
petroglyphs mean.

Students made their own
petroglyphs and they really
enjoyed this.

Students enjoyed figuring out
how people have different
traits. The lesson did bring up
many questions.

I used this lesson during L.A.
and S.S. (When introducing
Ancient Greece). Students
enjoyed listening to the
fables.

Q17 Strengths

Lesson 4 Walking
The personal nature of this
Fitness Self-Test or lesson was quite positive.
Straw Test
Students shared stats and
understood that none of them
were exactly the same.

Exploring Modern
Day Petroglyphs

Uncle Remus -Brer Rabbit

What was the
Subject Matter on
the Petroglyphs

How were the
Petroglyphs Made

Reebop Lesson

Aesop's Fables

Actual duration Lesson Topic

Q18 areas to improve

(SIPI) Southwestern Indian Polytechnic Institute

Narrative Responses to DETS Pilot Test Lesson Evaluation Form

The idea of handing
something to students was a
good idea and served to
encourage students to
continue. I plan to use it in the
future for walking activities.
(15) Fun because students
were outside.

(15) Some students related
this story to a ride at
Disneyland (Splash
Mountain).

(15) Fun for students.

Additional Comments

E - 48

12

12

90

91

20

5

8

120 min

Lesson 1, Part 1

Lesson #9 Hydration

5

Lesson #6 Walking Rules…

Lesson #5 - Setting
a Walking Goal

Lesson #8 Stretching

15

20

60+

Actual duration Lesson Topic

5

10

30-50

Listed
duration

5
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12

12

88

89

12

87

ID School# Grade

I liked how organized it was

Students enjoyed the
personal nature of the lesson

Students enjoyed the idea
that they were given a
choice of stretches. Girls
preferred a certain type,
while boys preferred another

Students enjoyed route
variation and felt good about
being allowed to walk on a
"special" trail or route that
others have not been
allowed to use.

Students enjoyed setting
goals, but didn't seem quite
able to set realistic goals
based on information at
hand. As the program
progressed, students began
to see their goals needed
adjustment, as many were
too high/low.

Q17 Strengths

I felt incapable of really
discussing the science
part/chromosomes/DNA/gene
s -- but I got through it.

More visuals (overheads)
could have been included
with the lesson as time is of
essence to prepare these for
students. Students could be
asked to create visuals in
groups and make
presentations to the class
perhaps as ….

Handouts were needed so
students could refer to the
stretches in the future,
although stretches will be
incorporated
before/following walking
exercise.

Some students feel walking
tends to be boring. I added
the incentive of portable CD's
to encourage students to
want to walk. Singing didn't
quite work, but many of the
boys enjoyed cadence and
what amounted to military…

Students had difficulty
finding pulses when heart
rates were checked. A
stethoscope might make
taking a pulse a bit more
interesting for this age group.

Q18 areas to improve

(15) Students really were
interested and concerned. I
was surprised at how high
student participation was.

(16b) Colorful charts and/or
graphs are good for visual
learners (PowerPoint).

(16b) needs more handouts

Extra emphasis had to be put
on WALKING rather than
RUNNING. The attitude tends
to be that walking is for older
people, such as their
teacher. (16) needs more
incentives to encourage
walking.

Students enjoyed choosing
names for their teams.

Additional Comments

E - 49

12

12

12

12

6

6

6

6

93

94

95

96

97

98

99

100

160
min(book/story)
320 min + more
for the art proj.

160 min
100-120

50-60

50 min

50

8

8

7-8

7-8

7-8

7-8

160 mins

8

50

100 min

160 mins

8

Lesson 2 Turkey
Girl - Cinderella

Part 1 - Core What
is Diabetes

Part 2 - What is
Diabetes

Unit 1 - Folktales
(What are
Legends, Myths &
Folktales)

Unit # Lesson 1 Petroglyphs

Lesson 2 -- Turkey
Girl/ Cinderella

Unit 1 - Folktales

Lesson 3 Causes
of Diabetes

Lesson 2, Part 2

Actual duration Lesson Topic
160

Listed
duration

8

Report Date: 9/21/2005

12

92

ID School# Grade

Q18 areas to improve

The Books were interesting
and accepted them
graciously

liked the transparencies

Students enjoyed Apache Coyote Tales

Reviewed Core Lessons 1-3.
Discussions on
traditions/daily
lives/exercise/lifestyles was
very good. Students love the
Art and really associated oral
traditions.

Discussions on
Myths/Legends/Folktales
combined this again with
Core lesson 1 -- "What is
Diabetes?" Students really
became interested in
integration of the literary with
the disease.

I love the vocabulary and the
very friendly overhead
transparencies.

none

Need more time to make the
models

none, right now

I would like to get more tribal
interaction/speakers to really
develop this lesson.

More devel. Of vocab.. For
legends/myths etc. maybe
even more books/tapes.

n/a

My students are so excited
n/a
about these lessons, they
are making a booklet to share
and keep

Q17 Strengths

(16b) Lesson needs more
time and materials in our
school.

(15) lesson was interesting.
(16b) Wonderful. Can be
extended to other lessons

(16b) Lesson was quite
interesting.

Did proj. related to story -ArtNative Endangered
animals/foods.

(15) Extremely interesting!
Really got students' attention

(15) Still keeping their interest)

(15) Lesson was
informative, I'm even learning!
(16a) Needs more inservice
(DNA, Cell, Chromosome) -I'm not a science person.

Additional Comments

E - 50

12

12

112

113

Lesson 8 - Corn

Lesson 8 - Corn
Lesson 8 - Corn

6

6

Unit 2, Lesson #5 What was Subject
Matter on
Petroglyphs?

7-8

7

Lesson 4 - Where
were Petroglyphs
found?

7-8

Lesson 6 Exploring Modern
Day Petroglyphs

Lesson 3 - How
were the
Petroglyphs made

7-8

7-8

Lesson 2 - Who
were the people
who made the
Petroglyphs

7-8

120-160 min

Lesson 1 - What
are Petroglyphs

7-8

50

Lesson 6 Uncle
Remus

7-8

Lesson 5 Aesop's
fables

50-60

7-8

80-100

Lesson 4 Coyote
Tales

100-120

50

7-8

Actual duration Lesson Topic
Lesson 2 Cinderella

Listed
duration

7-8

Report Date: 9/21/2005

12

111

6

107

6

6

106

110

6

105

6

6

104

109

6

103

6

6

102

108

6

101

ID School# Grade

This is not a short topic. It's
very important to most native
people. It made a very
interesting topic to develop
into multi layered tasks.

Students wanted to design
more petroglyphs on paper.

We were not able to travel,
but read out where
petroglyphs are found

Students designed their own
petroglyphs

Students enjoyed the
pictures. Very exciting.

Student found some Aesop's
fables from the internet

Students brought their own
coyote tales.

They like comparing Turkey
Girl, Cinderella

Q17 Strengths

Expanded lesson ito several
activities. Reading other
native cultures' stories,
discussion, illustration,
original stories & drawings

I would need more time on
this lesson for activities.

Some of the students had
studied the Anasazi and
found it repetitive.

Students weren't too
interested in Uncle Remus

Q18 areas to improve

Used portfolio for 6th grades.

Used portfolio for 6th grades.

Some students created
drums and smoke signal on
paper.

(16b) Books were great

Additional Comments

E - 51

12

120

Encourage Special Needs
teachers to have their
students be part of the
program.

Q18 areas to improve

1&2 - Southwest
Understanding the important
Pottery and Diabetes of pottery and why it has
been used by our people.
How they used a lot more
health food than what we
eat today. To be more aware
of health food with corn

6-7-8

Walked to clay bed to use
native clay in our own area.
Gathering materials
clay/sand, and how to
process the clay. Exercise
was used in this area.

3-Making a
digestive system
using clay

6

Understanding the different
designs and why it's so
important to different tribal
groups. Why we use corn
symbol. Corn is our mother.

Have input from the
traditional point of view.

Providing student in different
areas of clay bed and how
to identify clay.

Need more research done on
old patterns of designs.

Corn is so important to Native Using elders as speakers.
American Indian because
we look to our mother which
is corn. Different colors of
corn represents different
direction; multi color
represents different races.

7-Designs &
Symbols

Lesson 8 - Corn

6

Special need children need to
be part of the diabetes
program. They are able to
produce pottery and
understand the basics of
diabetes.

Great idea to use traditional
crops

Q17 Strengths

6-7

Lesson 8 - Corn

Lesson 8 - Corn

Special
Needs

2 weeks

Actual duration Lesson Topic

Lesson 8 - Corn

Listed
duration

7

6

Report Date: 9/21/2005

12

12

117

119

12

116

12

12

115

118

12

114

ID School# Grade

Worked on original images &
writing after pottery was
completed

Additional Comments

E - 52

12

12

122

123

Lesson 8-Corn

2 weeks

What is Diabetes?

6

60min

Actual duration Lesson Topic

Lesson 8-Corn

Listed
duration

7

6-7-8
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121

ID School# Grade

Great idea to use Traditional
crops

Diabetes is something new to
new students I had in class.
Vocabulary is the hardest for
these grade levels.

Q17 Strengths
Instructions be written more
in simple sentences for the
grade level we work with.
However the students are
very interested in learning.
Now they are more aware of
the kinds of food they eat.

Q18 areas to improve

Worked on original images &
writing after pottery was
completed

Additional Comments

Interview with Johnie Garcia – April 21, 2005, Dulce Middle School
I met with Mr. Garcia on April 21, 2005 to review the lessons he had completed for the
Language Arts/Diabetes portion of the DETS Project. He did not have the forms available
at the time and stated that he would mail them to me. He subsequently mailed the forms
to Carol and she forwarded them to me.
Mr. Garcia offered the following comments regarding the Language Arts/Diabetes
Lessons:
• The students enjoyed the diabetes lessons on the Family Tree, although some families
objected or did not wish for their child to participate in this activity. (The teacher
thought it was because there were some close intermarriages.) Other objections might
be related to the family’s reluctance to talk about death of family members.
• The transparencies were very helpful and served to make the subject matter clearer and
more interesting.
• The Coyote Folktales were very interesting to the students. They could relate to the
Apache Coyote Folktales, some students brought in some other versions of the Coyote
Tales. The Tar Baby story was not used.
• The students enjoyed the comparison between Turkey Girl Story and Cinderella. They
didn’t think the Cinderella story was too juvenile for them.
• The students especially enjoyed the Petroglyph lessons. The students drew their own
petroglyphs. The drawings were displayed in the hallway. Overall the students enjoyed
doing the art work that was a part of the lessons and they enjoyed sharing the stories
and their art work.
• The diabetes lesson that suggested use of marshmallows was also used by another class
and the students became bored with the lesson.
• It is important to know which lessons have already been used by some of the other
teachers. Some of the students became bored because some other teacher had taught
the same lesson.
• The diabetes lessons are very relevant to the students as diabetes is very prevalent in
the Dulce community. Almost every family has a family member (relative) that is
affected by the disease
• Although all teachers commented very positively on the Lessons, they all also felt
that their first priority rested with meeting of the State Content Standards and
Benchmarks.
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Interview with Josette Lopez – May 26, 2005, Santo Domingo Middle School
I met with Ms. Lopez on May 26, 2005 to formally close out the DETS Program for
2005. Ms. Lopez expressed her appreciation for having had the opportunity to work with
the program. She thought they were very useful to her both in her Language Arts and
Social Studies curriculum. The students responded well to the diabetes portion of the
lessons as students and their families are affected by this disease. She stated that she
would continue to use the lessons in the upcoming school year.
Ms. Lopez felt that the students were able to understand the concepts presented in the
diabetes portion of the lessons. The diabetes lessons were very relevant to the students
since so many of the students have parents, grandparents or other relatives who are
affected by diabetes. It was extremely gratifying to hear her speak of the lessons in this
way. It appears that students have benefited greatly from these lessons.
I asked Ms. Lopez whether she was aware of the curriculum design – Understanding by
Design. She indicated that she had not heard of it.
Overall, it has been a pleasure working with Ms. Lopez. She is enthusiastic, cooperative
and overall a great teacher to work with. She carried out the lessons with much gusto and
was a wonderful part of the DETS Project. I would highly recommend her participation
in next year’s project.
I am submitting 6 additional evaluation forms on the lessons she has completed.
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Interview with Montana Collard – May 26, 2005, Santo Domingo Middle School
I met with Ms. Collard on May 26, 2005 to formally close out the DETS Program for
2005. Ms. Collard expressed much satisfaction with her participation in the program. Her
main regret was that she had not started the lessons earlier in the year. She indicated that
she was unsure about how to proceed with the lessons and her general reluctance to begin
the lessons. Once she began to work with the lessons she stated that she became very
enthused and excited about working with the lessons and regrets not having started
earlier!
Ms Collard taught the lessons to her 8th grade Language Arts classes and Native
American Studies classes. She also used the lessons with her AP (Advanced Placement)
Literature class. Both groups responded well to these lessons.
She commented very positively on the following:
• Diabetes lesson on the Family Tree – the students enjoyed plotting out their family
trees and parents became involved in the activities contained in this lesson.
• Handouts & Overheads – they were informative and students responded very positively
to the science concepts contained therein.
• Pre/Post tests were well received by students. Students became very aware of their
eating and exercise patterns and were able to make some changes in their habits.
• Use of library – students were able to use the library to research/make booklets on
planning healthy meals.
• Use of spouse (who has diabetes) – Montana’s husband came and spoke/demonstrated
to the class about diabetic meals.
• Posters – students illustrated posters using the stories they read from Pablita Velarde’s
book: Old Grandfather Storyteller.
• Integration – Ms. Collard was able to integrate the science concepts contained in the
diabetes portion with the Social Studies and Language Arts lessons.
• As stated previously Ms. Collard became intrigued by the lessons, and her major regret
was that she had not started with the lessons sooner in the year. She states that she will
definitely start with the lessons early in the coming year!
She stated that the one lesson that she had trouble with was the diabetes lesson: REEBOP.
She indicated that she did not understand the underlying science principles contained in
the lesson. She had someone with a science background help with the lesson and did the
lesson a second time.
Ms. Collard also thought that In-service training on the content and use of the Units
would have been very useful. I indicated that we had tried to schedule time for training
but were not successful.
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Interview with W. Thurgood – May 26, 2005, Santo Domingo Middle School
I met with Ms. Thurgood on May 26, to formally close out the DETS Program for 2005.
She stated that she enjoyed working with the DETS Program, and felt that it was an
excellent curriculum.
Ms. Thurgood cited the following as highlights:
• One of the major accomplishments was having the students wear their pedometers.
• Students were generally excited about the program, and were able to set their own
goals, some were set too low, others too high.
• Students acquired an increased awareness of the disease.
• One student was very concerned because the grandfather had diabetes. As the student
learned more about the disease the student became less worried because the student
realized that diabetes was not necessarily a “death sentence” for the grandfather.
Concerns:
Ms. Thurgood felt like she needed more time to work on the Walking Lessons. She
indicated that there were so many programs that competed for time within the teaching
day.
The teacher started working late with the Walking Lessons. She felt that the PE teacher
was not committed to the program and thus did not participate as fully in the program as
was anticipated.
A major challenge for the teacher was to keep track of the pedometers. The students lost
quite a few of the pedometers and did not complete all of the activities outlined in the
walking lessons.
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DETS Pilot Test Teacher Web Survey
Haskell Indian Nations University
Data period: May 2005-June 2005
# of surveys: 7
Grade Level range: K-2
Background Data
A. How many DETS lessons have you taught during the Pilot Test Phase?
1

2

3

4

5

29%

14%

more than 5

57%

B. About how many of your students participated in the DETS pilot lessons?
1 to 10

11 to 20

21 to 30

31 to 40

More than 40

100%

C. Briefly list the topics and names of the DETS lessons that you taught. See attached table
Survey Questions
1. Overall, how would you rate the content of these lessons for your students?
too easy

just right

too difficult

100%

2. Overall, which lesson components (e.g., goal statements, standards, materials list, vocabulary, cultural content, science
content, assessments, etc.) were particularly effective and easy to use? See attached table
3. Overall, which lesson components (e.g., goal statements, standards, materials list, vocabulary, cultural content, science
content, assessments, etc.) were particularly ineffective and difficult to use? See attached table
4. From your perspective were the lessons that you taught from the DETS curriculum adequately aligned with the
National Science Standards?
yes 100%

no

Please briefly elaborate. See attached table
5. In general what have been the strengths of the DETS lessons thus far? See attached table
6. In general what areas of the DETS lessons that you taught need improvement? See attached table
7. Please take a final moment to provide us with a couple of overall ratings on your experiences with the DETS curriculum
thus far.
a. From a teacher's perspective how easy-to-use is the DETS curriculum?
very difficult to use

difficult to use

easy to use

86%

very easy to use

14%

b. Compared to other science curriculum that you have taught, how engaging for your students was the DETS
curriculum?
very unengaging

unengaging

engaging

very engaging

100%
8. Please describe what kind of support or assistance you would need to fully implement the DETS curriculum.
See attached table
Thanks for your help!
Report Date: 9/21/05
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7

30

Preventing Conflicts:
All People have
feelings,
Communicating with
Family and
Friends,Family and
Friends Don't Always
Get Along,Ways to
Resolve conflicts
Setting Goals for
Good Health: What
keeps us healthy

Preventing Conflicts:
My Friends and
Myself- all about self;
My Family and My
Friends- How I "fit"
into my family and
with my friends & how
we are alike and how
we are different; and
All People Have
Feelings- all about
emotions and how to
deal with them.
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7

29

ID School Lesson Topic

all

All the lessons were
easy enough to use
at this time of the
year. They are
developmentally
appropriate for
Kindergarten.

Q2 Effective
Components

none

None

Q3 Ineffective
Components

Q4b Align with
Nat'l Science
Standards
Q6 Areas to
Improve

The kids seem
interested.

length of the lessons
needs shortened

The children are
Some of the lessons
easily engaged in any are too easy for the
lessons that have to end of year and some
do with themselves.
will be too hard at the
beginning of a school
year. Alos, some
lessons are too
lengthy for a
kindergarten child's
attention span.

Q5 Strengths

Haskell Indian Nations University

Narrative Responses to DETS Pilot Test Lesson Web Survey

I cannot answer this
question as I have
not seen the entire
curricumlum.

Q8 Additional
Comments

E - 59

7

7

I feel the lessons
went well and the
children were all
engaged.
Students enjoyed
making the Venn
Diagrams in Lesson
1. In Lesson 2, the
extension activity
(accordian book) was
fun for the students
to make. Lesson 4:
Bullying Behaviors-we had many
discussions on
bullying in our
classroom starting at
the beginning of the
year. The students
had lots of
background
knowledge on this
topic. The lesson went
smoothly.
Lesson 5--students
enjoyed extension
activity.

Healthy Friendships
all
Bullying Behavior
The cultural
Why people bully
component has not
How to handle a
yet been developed.
person who bullies
Using I messages
Determining whether it
is bullying behavior
Keeping a healthy body

Healthy Living
Lessons
Lesson 1-2
Friendships
Lesson 3 Healthy
Friendships
Lesson 4 Bullying
Behaviors
Lesson 5 Teasing

Report Date: 9/21/2005
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31

ID School Lesson Topic

Q2 Effective
Components

none
However, we still do
not have the cultural
component from the
Haskell students.

I found there isn't
always time to fit in
the extension
activity. I did not try
the activity for
Lesson 3 friendship
recipe.

Q3 Ineffective
Components

Q4b Align with
Nat'l Science
Standards
We have rewritten our
lessons to make
improvements. I need
to see lessons from
others involved in the
program to respond.

Q6 Areas to
Improve

The kids seem to
We still need the
have a strong
cultural component.
understanding of what
it means to bully
someone, and how to
be healthy
emotionally and
physically.

The only lessons I
have seen or taught
have been the
lessons we have
written her a RVES.
Teacher friendly-easy to follow-meaningful to
students.

Q5 Strengths

materials

More time in the day.
We have a district
science curriculum
that needs to be
taught,

Q8 Additional
Comments

E - 60

7

36

Setting Goals for
Good Health:
Keeping Fit,
Healthy Foods?,
Good Decisions for
our Lives,
Setting Health Goals

Friendship
Healthy Friendships
Bullying Behavior and
Being a Victim
Reasons some
People become a
Person that Bullies

Setting goals for good
health- Ways to be
healthy (keep clean,
eat right, and keep
fit); how do we keep
clean and what tools
are used; specific
examples of ways to
keep fit (specific
exercises, specific
ways to eat healthy,
etc.).

Preventing ConflictsUsing "I" messages to
communicate what a
person is feeling and
needs; and nonviolent ways to solve
conflicts.

I've already sent in
the first 5 lessons.
This covers the next
6 lessons.
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ID School Lesson Topic

all

The friendship
lessons went over
well with my class.
There were several
qualities of being a
friend that my
students hadn't
thought about, such
as being patient and
helping a sick friend.

They were all easy to
use and the children
were quick to catch
on.

Q2 Effective
Components

none

The lessons have
been easy to use.

none (except we
decided one of the
cassettes of music
were not good and we
are cutting them out).

Q3 Ineffective
Components

The curriculum covers
being a healthy
friend and handling
conflicts as stated in
the National
Standards.

Q4b Align with
Nat'l Science
Standards

The students have
especially enjoyed
the discussions. They
like talking about
situations they have
been in with their
friends.

They are about the
right length and
content for young
children. There is a
good variety of
movement, hands on,
and sharing in the
lessons.

Q5 Strengths

None

Just some minor "fine
tuning".

Q6 Areas to
Improve

The consumable
supplies would be a
problem in the future,
as there wouldn't be a
grant to provide
these items.

Some of the materials
we requested have
not been provided or
they are the wrong
thing.

Q8 Additional
Comments

Pre-Post Results
Royal Valley Middle School (Haskell Indian Nations University)
cl-1
PRE
82
82
55
46
46
64
55
64
37
82
55
64
73
73
55
37
55
64
55
64
37
55
55
55
55
46
37
64
55
37
46
46
64

cl-1
POST
91
91
91
64
100
100
91
82
91
100
91
100
100
91
46
82
82
91
91
91
82
100
64
82
82
91
82
91
91
100
100
73
91

cl-2
PRE
55
55
55
55
82
37
82
28
55
55
64
55
46
64
55
64
55
55
64
11
37
73
64
91
46
73
55
73
64
46
64
46

cl-2
POST
91
82
73
82
91
91
100
55
91
73
73
91
82
100
100
100
82
100
91
64
91
46
91
91
100
100
100
100
100
64
100
64
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DETS Pilot Test Teacher Web Survey
Cankdeska Cikana
Data period: May 2005-July 2005
# of surveys: 2
Grade Level range: 9
Background Data
A. How many DETS lessons have you taught during the Pilot Test Phase?
1

2

3

4

5

more than 5

100%
B. About how many of your students participated in the DETS pilot lessons?
1 to 10

11 to 20

21 to 30

31 to 40

More than 40

100%

C. Briefly list the topics and names of the DETS lessons that you taught. See attached table
Survey Questions
1. Overall, how would you rate the content of these lessons for your students?
too easy

just right

too difficult

100%

2. Overall, which lesson components (e.g., goal statements, standards, materials list, vocabulary, cultural content, science
content, assessments, etc.) were particularly effective and easy to use? See attached table
3. Overall, which lesson components (e.g., goal statements, standards, materials list, vocabulary, cultural content, science
content, assessments, etc.) were particularly ineffective and difficult to use? See attached table
4. From your perspective were the lessons that you taught from the DETS curriculum adequately aligned with the
National Science Standards?
yes 100%

no

Please briefly elaborate. See attached table
5. In general what have been the strengths of the DETS lessons thus far? See attached table
6. In general what areas of the DETS lessons that you taught need improvement? See attached table
7. Please take a final moment to provide us with a couple of overall ratings on your experiences with the DETS curriculum
thus far.
a. From a teacher's perspective how easy-to-use is the DETS curriculum?
very difficult to use

difficult to use

easy to use

very easy to use

100%

b. Compared to other science curriculum that you have taught, how engaging for your students was the DETS
curriculum?
very unengaging

unengaging

engaging

very engaging

100%
8. Please describe what kind of support or assistance you would need to fully implement the DETS curriculum.
See attached table
Thanks for your help!
Report Date: 9/21/05
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13

Culture and History,
Energy
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ID School Lesson Topic
Science content,
assessments,
materials list

Q2 Effective
Components
Having the elders
attend the sessions
that we expected
them to. We will use
a different method by
providing
transportation.

Q3 Ineffective
Components
The lessons were
science based,
Students understood
the principles
governing change and
how change affects
the environment and
quality of life
(comparison of life
and diet 100 years
ago and now, also
comparison of
lifestyles,) On-going
assessment by
failitator and students
through use of
journals, pre and post
test, presentations
and group projects.
Recognize the
integration of
disaplines by writing
papers, use of
internet, reading
articles, working out
computation of
energy used in
various servings of
foods. Proper
communication skills
used through oral
reports,
presentations, posters
and spread sheets.

Q4b Align with
Nat'l Science
Standards

Cankdeska Cikana

The involvement of
guests speaking to
the students and
answering questions,
use of journals for
notes and reflection
and hands on
activities.

Q5 Strengths

Narrative Responses to DETS Pilot Test Lesson Web Survey

Timing, students
needed more time to
complete all the tasks
so some of the plans
for my lessons will
be modified. Most
teachers will modify
time to fit their
students but notations
will be made.
Involving elders,
Students were to
invite and they would
come....this did not
happen so they need
to be provided rides
and plan a meeting
with them to introduce
program so it gets
their support.
Testing, unless all the
lessons are taught
the pre-post test
results will not be
valid.
Time of year the
lessons were taught,
end of the school
year had too many
interuptions.

Q6 Areas to
Improve

Rides for the elders
since our school is
30+ miles from their
community. All the
students in our school
are bused.

Q8 Additional
Comments

E - 64
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Culture and History,
Energy
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ID School Lesson Topic
Science content,
assessments,
materials list

Q2 Effective
Components
Having the elders
attend the sessions
that we expected
them to. We will use
a different method by
providing
transportation.

Q3 Ineffective
Components
The lessons were
science based,
Students understood
the principles
governing change and
how change affects
the environment and
quality of life
(comparison of life
and diet 100 years
ago and now, also
comparison of
lifestyles,) On-going
assessment by
failitator and students
through use of
journals, pre and post
test, presentations
and group projects.
Recognize the
integration of
disaplines by writing
papers, use of
internet, reading
articles, working out
computation of
energy used in
various servings of
foods. Proper
communication skills
used through oral
reports,
presentations, posters
and spread sheets.

Q4b Align with
Nat'l Science
Standards
The involvement of
guests speaking to
the students and
answering questions,
use of journals for
notes and reflection
and hands on
activities.

Q5 Strengths
Timing, students
needed more time to
complete all the tasks
so some of the plans
for my lessons will
be modified. Most
teachers will modify
time to fit their
students but notations
will be made.
Involving elders,
Students were to
invite and they would
come....this did not
happen so they need
to be provided rides
and plan a meeting
with them to introduce
program so it gets
their support.
Testing, unless all the
lessons are taught
the pre-post test
results will not be
valid.
Time of year the
lessons were taught,
end of the school
year had too many
interuptions.

Q6 Areas to
Improve

Rides for the elders
since our school is
30+ miles from their
community. All the
students in our school
are bused.

Q8 Additional
Comments

DETS Pilot Test Lesson Feedback Form (updated 2/24/06)

KBOCC (Keweenaw Bay Ojibwa Community College)
Data period:
# of surveys:
Grade Level range:

June 2005
4
1-4

The lesson components below were:

very clear

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.







7.
8.

Lesson Goal
Lesson Objectives
Vocabulary
Material List
National Science Standards
American Indian
Content Standards
State Standards
Assessment

50%
50%
25%
100%

 100%
 100%


clear

unclear

50%
50%
100%
75%















 100%















very unclear

Overall
9.

Student participation was:
 low

10.
11.
12.
13.

 average

 high 100%

 adequate 100%

 excessive

 insufficient 25%  adequate 75%

 excessive

Diabetes awareness content was:
 insufficient
Science content was:

For teachers lesson was:
 teacher friendly100%  confusing

 too complicated

For students lesson was:
 too easy

 just right 100%

 too difficult

14.

Lesson length was:

 too long

 just right 100%

 too short

15.

Also, lesson was:

 other: See attached table _______________________

16.

This lesson needs more:
 supporting materials 67%
 inservice 33%  assessments
100%
 other: See attached table _____________________________

17.

Briefly comment on lesson strengths: See attached table

18.

Briefly comment on areas that need improvement: See attached table
Thanks for the data!

Report date: 1/26/06
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15

3

130

131

5 days(4560 min
each

225

120
minutes

3

1-3

Listed
duration

4
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School Grade

129

ID

120 minutes(did
not use all
activities)

300

~7 days

Actual
duration

The Body's Needs:
Balancing Food,
Water, Rest &
Exercise

Mother Earth

Everybody's
Somebody's Lunch

Lesson Topic

Younger children may not
have been able to
understand the good groups
from "My Pyramid" but the
Diabetes Educator created a
puppet show demonstrating
food groups that might be
good to include. (13) original
lesson was too difficult, but
as adapted it was just
right.(14) Original lesson
was too long, but as
adapted, it was just right.

Students were attentive to
cultural information about
traditional sacred foods and
then exploring healthy food
choices they can make
when they are hungry -working together to make
their "healthy" snack for the
day. Many students wanted
to make that snack at home.
Making a book about
themselves was a good
assessment activity.(15)
Good use of observational
skills & 5 senses in
discovering things about the
world around us.

see separate page:
"Extended comments from
Jamie Johnson"

see separate page:
"Extended comments from
Helen Stenvig"

Needs more background for
teachers on science
content. Lesson was hard to
follow at times. Lesson
needs more books, websites, videos, hands-on
activities.
Students should have a
background on food groups
prior to activity.

Additional Comments

Q18 areas to improve

Use of literature &
movement activities. Clear
focus

Great stories. Unfortunately,
I got the Teacher's Guide
Everybody's…..after I'd
bought my own book & used
it, AND thought that the T.G.
was just another copy of the
book itself. Overall
goals/objectives are great.

Q17 Strengths

(KBOCC) Keweenaw Bay Ojibwa Community College

Narrative Responses to DETS Pilot Test Lesson Evaluation Form

E - 67

3

1-3

School Grade

Report Date: 1/24/2006
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ID

120
minutes

Listed
duration
120 minutes(did
not use all
activities)

Actual
duration
All Animals Need
to Make Healthy
Choices: All
Things in Nature
are Linked

Lesson Topic
The students really
participated in identifying
familiar animals and what
they eat to stay healthy -then linking that to how they
need good food and
physical activity to stay
healthy. The puzzle &
pyramid blocks were a big
hit and the web of life game
was a great activity. (15) a
great one to use in summer
science camp because the
outdoor explorations &
activities worked well on
warm sunny days.

Q17 Strengths
We were not able to fit the
entire lesson into this
session, so it had to be
adapted to fit our time.
Because it was summer
science camp, we did not
use all of the assessment
activities -- better
assessment strategies for
younger students would be
helpful.(13 & 14) Lesson
was "just right" after
adaptations.

Q18 areas to improve

Additional Comments

Extended Comments from Helen Stenvig - C.J. Sullivan Elementary - 4th grade
Everybody’s Somebody’s Lunch (Sept.13-16, 19-21)
Before lesson one, I needed to do lessons on habitats, predator/prey, producers/consumers
(herbivores, omnivores, carnivores) to make sure students had the vocabulary
background.
Lessons really need to be put in a step-by-step format to be teacher friendly. Teacher
background information needs to be included, clearly labeled as such.
Predacious Robin – I needed to expand/explain to kids what a food chain is. Again, I did
not have the teacher’s guide at the time, and realized later that the activity came from
there.
I spent much time creating handouts for the students and figuring out how to make a
smooth transition from one thing to the next in a lesson. Things were a bit choppy.
On day two – putting animals into categories of predator/prey – lots of debate on which
an animal was; most just said animals were both. Trouble classifying them as herbivores,
omnivores and carnivores. This was due to limited knowledge about an animal. Cat &
Mouse tag --- sorry, I didn’t get to do. Playground and gym were both in use, I guess I
should have done a bit more planning ahead of time on that. (Similar, but not as complex
as “O Deer” from Project Wild.)
Day three – research an animal. This took lots of time with limited success. I created a
sheet to collect the data, but students couldn’t find all of the information. My
encyclopedias were old, so we went to the computer lab (hard to find extra time slots for
the library) I couldn’t find the perfect web site, but finally settled on the DNR website. I
ran myself ragged trying to help all of my students. So this was frustrating at best.
Need more background info on what bears, shrews, buffalo eat, their ranges, etc.
for teachers. Didn’t realize that this came from that Teacher’s Guide, again, until after the
fact. Reference needs to be made to this book in the day by day lessons when it is used. I
know it would have helped me. (That teacher’s guide looks really neat!)
Day four – Mousy Math, again I had to create a handout for this lesson. Calculations not
truly accurate. I guess we just need to keep in mind it is a very ‘simplified’ activity just to
show what would happen to a population if no predators, etc. were present.
Overall, this plan has great goals and objectives. A more teacher friendly, step by step
plan is needed, however. More background information needed. More references to the
Teacher’s Guide (page numbers) needed. Handouts for students need to be available for
use. For day 3 research a list of web-sites and books that work to find all of this
information is necessary. Perhaps they could create a poster from their research. This
research is actually a great thing, because kids have limited knowledge on our local
animals. More activities/options on ways to expand the lessons would be nice. (A list of
kids’ books, music/songs, web-sites, activities, and especially ways to ‘artistically
express’ their work would be great!)
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Diabetes – actually, there was very limited mention of this in the whole unit, and when it
was mentioned, it was almost awkward. I think we need an introduction to this unit for
kids on what this unit hopes to accomplish and why, and what diabetes is. (Maybe some
of this was there, and I missed it.) Teachers, too, need more information.
A resource book on food chains. ISBN: 1-58469-002-X Pass The Energy Please! By
Barbara Shaw McKinney Illustrated by Chad Wallace. Kind of neat, on the back cover it
starts off: “Everybody is somebody’s lunch”. No joke!
I truly don’t intend this to sound so critical, because I think the ideas are truly wonderful!
However, I mention things as honestly as I can, just because I know what I need as a
teacher. It has to be as teacher user friendly as possible with all of the background
information and support, lots of activities, options, and hands on activities for kids. Those
will all attract teachers to use the material. If not, it will probably be shelved!
I haven’t tried any of the other units, but I trust they are laid out similar to this one.
Thanks for all of your work on this necessary and valuable curriculum!
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Extended Comments from Jamie Johnson - L’Anse - grade 3
Mother Earth (September 26-30, 2005)
Harvesting from Mother Earth
Day One:
The students really enjoyed listening to the two stories, Berenstain Bears and American
Indian Foods. It took longer than what was listed. I broke it up over two days, spending
45 minutes a day. The Field Tag Game was a hit! The students comprehended the stories
and correctly filled in the compare/contrast worksheet.
Day Two:
The journal article “The traditional diet and American Indian Health” was too advanced
for my students. I read I before hand and gave them a summary. Perhaps there could be a
different way to give students this information – a more age appropriate resource (but not
sure what!) Instead of having the students journal what foods they ate the day before, I
had my students keep a food journal for one day. They recorded everything they ate.
Then we discussed if they thought they were healthy choices.
Day Three:
We role played the process of harvesting wild rice. I wish I could have had someone
more knowledgeable in this subject come and discuss it but it did not work out. I did
enlarge the foods model and then had them list the foods they ate during their food
journal into the proper place. This way they could see how much of each food they were
eating and if they were skipping a group. This went well. I did not discuss or bring in
people from th4e community who use science and traditional wisdom as listed in the
plans. I just didn’t have the time. It would be very helpful to have a list of resources of
these people so teachers do not have to look for them. (You might have it somewhere in
all of our information already – just a thought!)
Day Four:
Compared traditional lunch with fast food. Students had a hard time understanding the
concept of eating only so many calories a day. We had to discuss this and how much the
average person and child should eat.
Day Five:
I ran out of time but did a little of what was listed. Students wrote down a healthy day.
I really wish I had more time to spend on this, but we are so busy at the beginning of the
year, especially with MEAPS now. I enjoyed having these lessons and feel they are very
helpful and teach a very valuable concept. I will use some information and lessons from
the other units when I do life science. I hope my feedback helps you, and if there is
anything else, please let me know.
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DETS Beta Test Teacher Web Survey
Stone Child College

Background Data:
ID#:

2

Teacher:

State Montana
Teresa Olson

A. How did you get involved teaching DETS lessons?
1
2
3
4

volunteered
word-of-mouth
mandate from principal/superintendent
other

School:
Grade

Rocky Boy Jr High (School # 1 )
7th

B. What DETS-related professional development opportunities
have you had since September '05?
1
2
3
4
5

I was asked by my principal to
work with Janet Belcourt at the
beginning of Unit Development

none
introductory inservice on diabetes
advanced inservice on diabetes
teacher training on DETS curriculum
other

C. Approximately how many hours of DETS-related professional
development opportunities have you had since May ;05?
25
D. How many DETS lessons have you taught during this phase
(i.e.: January '06 through June '06)?
1
1
2
2
3
3
4
4
5
5
6
more than 5

E. About how many of your students participated in the DETS
beta lessons?
1
1 to 10
2
11 to 20
3
21 to 30
4
31 to 40
5
More than 40

F. Approximately what percentage of your DETS students were
Native American?

G. Approximately how many classroom hours have you spent
teaching DETS lessons since January '06?

100

10

H. Briefly list the topics and names of the DETS lessons that you taught.

History in the Making, Focus on Diabetes, Health is Life in Balance, The Diabetes Helath Care Clinic,
Taking the Message Home
Survey Questions:
1. How age appropriate were the DETS materials for your
students?
1
2
3
4

2. Please rate the level of engagement of your students while
you were teaching these lessons.

very inappropriate
inappropriate
appropriate
very appropriate

1
2
3
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not engaged
somewhat engaged
very engaged

3. Overall, how would you rate the content of these lessons for
your students?
1
too easy
2
just right
3
too difficult

Please briefly explain your rating. That is, which aspects were
too easy or too difficult? What made a lesson "just right" (e.g.,
content, format, vocabulary, etc.)

Lesson 1, History in the Making:the newspaper
clipping was too difficult to understand, the story
about Leonard was perfect, the clue cards were
difficult, some of the questions were too difficult.
Lesson 2, Focus on Diabetes: the transparencies
were good, letting the students come up with their
own questions loses the focus of what we want
the kids to learn, teh questions became too
broad. Lesson 3, Health is Life in Balance: the
MyPyramid trancparency is not detailed enough,
it doesn't really teach anything, the student
profiles and the master sheet did not correlate
very well, made the activity too difficult. Lesson 4,
The Diabetes Health Care Clinic: too many
professions to choose from, limit professions to
just 2-3 or so. Lesson 5, Taking the Message
Home: the storyboard concept was difficult for my
students to understand, it was not a concept we
had been exposed to before, the rubric was
difficult to understand.

4. How well did your students like the DETS lessons?
1
2
3
4

really disliked them
disliked them
liked them
really liked them
6. Please list which lesson components (e.g., goal statements,
standards, materials list, vocabulary, cultural content, science
content, assessments, etc.) were particularly INEFFECTIVE and
DIFFICULT to use?

5. Please list which lesson components (e.g., goal statements,
standards, materials list, vocabulary, cultural content, science
content, assessments, etc.) were particularly EFFECTIVE and
EASY to use?

Overview, Major Concepts, Objectives,
Photocopy list, Materials, Preparation, and
Procedure (most of the directions were well done)
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The Information About Diabetes is too extensive
for a teacher to really use. I feel that it needs to
be pared down to just the vital information
needed. Also, some of the directions were hard
to understand although most of them were very
well written. There are some mistakes in Lesson
one Procedure. A couple of times we were
asked to "reconvene the class" and teh meaning
is not clear, were we to disband the groups, get
the classes attention, or something else? A vital
question was not included on Master 1.5 but was
listed in the Procedure, this caused lots of
confusion to me and the students. The students
really enjoyed evaluating other students eating
and activity profiles but the profiles do not
correlate very well with teh MyPyramid
worksheets. The students profiles have teh
MyPyramid equivilants but teh Worksheets have
the goals and totals listed in ounces and cups. In
lesson 4, the students are asked to include
controllable and uncontrollable factors, and

special challenges relevent to patients situation
without explanation. My students were confused
Also, teh students had too many health care
professions to choose from, I think it would have
been more effective to limit the professions to 3-4
as that was how large the groups were to be. A
physician, a diabetes educator, exercise
physiologist and a registered dietician would be
my sugestions.The Evaluate lesson was too
complicated for what the students needed to do.
The rubric simply confused my 7th graders, they
needed a simpler format/ explanation.
7. From your perspective were the lessons that you taught from
the DETS curriculum adequately aligned with the National
Science Standards?
1
2
3
4

Please briefly elaborate.

not aligned
somewhat aligned
very aligned
not sure

The National Science Standard of Science as
Inquiry was included, especially "an appreciation
of 'how we know' what we know in science". The
National Science Standard of Science in Personal
and Social Perspective was included, especially
in the areas of 'Personal Health', 'Risks and
Benefits'. THe National Science Standard of
History adn Nature of Science Standard was
included, especially "Science as a Human
Endeavor"

8. In general what have been the strengths of the DETS lessons thus far?

The students really enjoyed becoming health care professions and learned a lot in that lesson. They also
enjoyed being "mentors" to other students.
9 In general what areas of the DETS lessons that you taught need improvement?

There are some mistakes in the written lessons that need to be corrected, especially in lesson one where
a vital question was not included on the master copy. I feel that the lessons need to be adjusted to make
sure that the lessons the students need to come away with are more accessable. I do not feel that wiht
these lessons that the students could make the connection that they (younger students not just adults)
need to be concerned with preventing diabetes or that they are able to prevent diabetes..
10. Please take a final moment to provide us with a few more overall ratings on your experiences with the DETS curriculum thus far.
a. How successful were you in
implementing the DETS lessons?
1
2
3
4

very unsuccessful
unsuccessful
successful
very successful

d. Overall how strong was the Native
American cultural framework?
1
2
3
4

b. From a teacher's perspective how
easy-to-use is the DETS curriculum?
1
2
3
4

very difficult to use
difficult to use
easy to use
very easy to use

Please elaborate.

very strong
strong
weak
very weak
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c. Compared to other science curriculum
that you have taught, how engaging for
your students was the DETS curriculum?
1
2
3
4

very unengaging
unengaging
engaging
very engaging

11. Please describe what kind of support or assistance you would need to fully implement the DETS curriculum.

I think that all I would need would be just changes and modifications to the lessons themselves.
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DETS Beta Test Teacher Web Survey
Stone Child College

Background Data:
ID#:

3

Teacher:

State Montana
Temina Olson

A. How did you get involved teaching DETS lessons?
1
2
3
4

volunteered
word-of-mouth
mandate from principal/superintendent
other

School:
Grade

Box Elder Schools (School # 2 )
8th

B. What DETS-related professional development opportunities
have you had since September '05?
1
2
3
4
5

none
introductory inservice on diabetes
advanced inservice on diabetes
teacher training on DETS curriculum
other

C. Approximately how many hours of DETS-related professional
development opportunities have you had since May ;05?
0
D. How many DETS lessons have you taught during this phase
(i.e.: January '06 through June '06)?
1
1
2
2
3
3
4
4
5
5
6
more than 5

E. About how many of your students participated in the DETS
beta lessons?
1
1 to 10
2
11 to 20
3
21 to 30
4
31 to 40
5
More than 40

F. Approximately what percentage of your DETS students were
Native American?

G. Approximately how many classroom hours have you spent
teaching DETS lessons since January '06?

95

8

H. Briefly list the topics and names of the DETS lessons that you taught.

History In The Making which was a short history of diabetes, Focus on Diabetes which included
information about what diabetes is. Health is life in balance which talked about good health choices.
Diabetes Health Care Clinic which talked about ways that a team of professionals could help a patient
or someone at risk for diabetes. Taking the message home was a compiling of everything that the
students had learned about diabetes in the lessons.
Survey Questions:
1. How age appropriate were the DETS materials for your
students?
1
2
3
4

2. Please rate the level of engagement of your students while
you were teaching these lessons.

very inappropriate
inappropriate
appropriate
very appropriate

1
2
3
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not engaged
somewhat engaged
very engaged

3. Overall, how would you rate the content of these lessons for
your students?
1
too easy
2
just right
3
too difficult

Please briefly explain your rating. That is, which aspects were
too easy or too difficult? What made a lesson "just right" (e.g.,
content, format, vocabulary, etc.)

The content of the information was just right for
8th grade. I think the times when the students
had to go out and find information about diabetes
was a little difficult for them because I don't think
that they have to do that very often. I do think
that it was a good tool to make the students find
information on their own.

4. How well did your students like the DETS lessons?
1
2
3
4

really disliked them
disliked them
liked them
really liked them
6. Please list which lesson components (e.g., goal statements,
standards, materials list, vocabulary, cultural content, science
content, assessments, etc.) were particularly INEFFECTIVE and
DIFFICULT to use?

5. Please list which lesson components (e.g., goal statements,
standards, materials list, vocabulary, cultural content, science
content, assessments, etc.) were particularly EFFECTIVE and
EASY to use?

In lesson 1 the students were able to relate to
Leonard well because he was a child. The
students also knew a little bit about diabetes
because most of the students had a family
member who has diabetes. Vocabulary was
fine. Cultural content was great. Science
content was fine. Assessments were fine.

Question #2 Master 1.5 was confusing for the
students. There were only 6 clue cards instead
of 8 in the first lesson. On lesson # 2 I don't
think that every student needs a copy of the
transparencies unless they can not see the
projector. On lesson # 3 Master 3.8 it says that
Jessica is 12 years old but it also says she does
not have PE because she is a senior in high
school. I feel that an example letter for lesson #
3 would really help the students know what a
specific letter would look like. I don't think that
there should be more that 3 goal statements for
each lesson. I don't think that the students will
be able to meet more than three goals a lesson.
The standards were fine. The materials list was
ok. I think that it might be hard to compile the
amount of information needed so that the
students can research diabetes. I had a lot of
reference books about diabetes in my classroom
but a worry about a teacher who does not have
those resources available to them.

7. From your perspective were the lessons that you taught from
the DETS curriculum adequately aligned with the National
Science Standards?
1
2
3
4

Please briefly elaborate.

not aligned
somewhat aligned
very aligned
not sure

8. In general what have been the strengths of the DETS lessons thus far?

The strength of the lessons is that they are able to cover a broad topic in a very short amount of time.
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9 In general what areas of the DETS lessons that you taught need improvement?

I think there were to many transparencies and paper to work with for the lessons. I have not thought of a
way to fix that though. I also think that if you give each student a folder it would help them keep track of
their diabetes information.
10. Please take a final moment to provide us with a few more overall ratings on your experiences with the DETS curriculum thus far.
a. How successful were you in
implementing the DETS lessons?
1
2
3
4

very unsuccessful
unsuccessful
successful
very successful

d. Overall how strong was the Native
American cultural framework?
1
2
3
4

b. From a teacher's perspective how
easy-to-use is the DETS curriculum?
1
2
3
4

very difficult to use
difficult to use
easy to use
very easy to use

c. Compared to other science curriculum
that you have taught, how engaging for
your students was the DETS curriculum?
1
2
3
4

very unengaging
unengaging
engaging
very engaging

Please elaborate.

very strong
strong
weak
very weak

11. Please describe what kind of support or assistance you would need to fully implement the DETS curriculum.

More reference material for the students and teacher. Maybe some supplies for the lessons.
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DETS Beta Test Teacher Web Survey
Stone Child College

Background Data:
ID#:

4

Teacher:

State MT
Richard Jones

School:
Grade

A. How did you get involved teaching DETS lessons?
1
2
3
4

Crossroads Alternative HS (School # 17 )
9-12

B. What DETS-related professional development opportunities
have you had since September '05?

volunteered
word-of-mouth
mandate from principal/superintendent
other

1
2
3
4
5

none
introductory inservice on diabetes
advanced inservice on diabetes
teacher training on DETS curriculum
other

C. Approximately how many hours of DETS-related professional
development opportunities have you had since May ;05?
NA
D. How many DETS lessons have you taught during this phase
(i.e.: January '06 through June '06)?
1
1
2
2
3
3
4
4
5
5
6
more than 5

E. About how many of your students participated in the DETS
beta lessons?
1
1 to 10
2
11 to 20
3
21 to 30
4
31 to 40
5
More than 40

F. Approximately what percentage of your DETS students were
Native American?

G. Approximately how many classroom hours have you spent
teaching DETS lessons since January '06?

40

10

H. Briefly list the topics and names of the DETS lessons that you taught.

Lessons 1-3
Survey Questions:
1. How age appropriate were the DETS materials for your
students?
1
2
3
4

2. Please rate the level of engagement of your students while
you were teaching these lessons.

very inappropriate
inappropriate
appropriate
very appropriate

1
2
3

3. Overall, how would you rate the content of these lessons for
your students?
1
too easy
2
just right
3
too difficult

not engaged
somewhat engaged
very engaged

Please briefly explain your rating. That is, which aspects were
too easy or too difficult? What made a lesson "just right" (e.g.,
content, format, vocabulary, etc.)
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The vocabulary and reading level were somewhat
higher than my students were ready for. The
case studies in lesson 3 were not interesting to

the students.
4. How well did your students like the DETS lessons?
1
2
3
4

really disliked them
disliked them
liked them
really liked them
6. Please list which lesson components (e.g., goal statements,
standards, materials list, vocabulary, cultural content, science
content, assessments, etc.) were particularly INEFFECTIVE and
DIFFICULT to use?

5. Please list which lesson components (e.g., goal statements,
standards, materials list, vocabulary, cultural content, science
content, assessments, etc.) were particularly EFFECTIVE and
EASY to use?

Teaching instructions were very helpful

Vocabulary was a challenge for my students

7. From your perspective were the lessons that you taught from
the DETS curriculum adequately aligned with the National
Science Standards?
1
2
3
4

Please briefly elaborate.

not aligned
somewhat aligned
very aligned
not sure

I believe that DETS did a very good job in
aligning with the National Standards

8. In general what have been the strengths of the DETS lessons thus far?

LInked health issue directly to Native Americans
9 In general what areas of the DETS lessons that you taught need improvement?

I think there needs to be more reality in the time requirment to comple the lessons as written
10. Please take a final moment to provide us with a few more overall ratings on your experiences with the DETS curriculum thus far.
a. How successful were you in
implementing the DETS lessons?
1
2
3
4

very unsuccessful
unsuccessful
successful
very successful

d. Overall how strong was the Native
American cultural framework?
1
2
3
4

b. From a teacher's perspective how
easy-to-use is the DETS curriculum?
1
2
3
4

very difficult to use
difficult to use
easy to use
very easy to use

c. Compared to other science curriculum
that you have taught, how engaging for
your students was the DETS curriculum?
1
2
3
4

very unengaging
unengaging
engaging
very engaging

Please elaborate.

very strong
strong
weak
very weak

11. Please describe what kind of support or assistance you would need to fully implement the DETS curriculum.

More time to prepare the lessons. It would also be helpful if color transparencies were included in the
materials. Not all schools have access to color coping.
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Beta test Results
June 20th, 2006 Report
Stone Child College
Rocky Boy Jr. High

Interview with Teresa Olson
April 28, 2006

TERESA: This is Teresa Olson.
DOUG: Hi, Teresa. Thanks for calling.
TERESA: No problem. How are you?
DOUG: I'm doing great. How are things out in Montana?
TERESA: Beautiful. It's really nice right now.
DOUG: It's -- what's the temperature?
TERESA: Oh, it's supposed to be in the 70s. I don't know if it's quite that warm.
DOUG: Oh my.
TERESA: Blue sky and sunshine and green grass.
DOUG: Yeah, same in Maryland.
TERESA: Yeah?
DOUG: Spring is so wonderful.
TERESA: Isn't it? Did you get my extra notes?
DOUG: I did, and I appreciate that. About how much time do we have? Not that we'll take it all.
TERESA: Oh, ten, fifteen minutes.
DOUG: Okay. That's perfect.
TERESA: Okay.
TERESA: Okay, all right.
DOUG: Okay. That's terrific.The general focus of my questions would be things that would make the lesson more
age-appropriate from your perspective.
TERESA: Okay.
DOUG: Ways to help teacher – and ways to help teachers succeed with a more open-ended, inquiry approach, studentgenerated questions.
TERESA: Okay, okay.
DOUG: And I thought maybe the best way to go about this is just to cruise through the specifics on the lessons. I want
to compliment you on the detail with which you've commented on the lesson, which I know Janet appreciates,
and certainly I do.
TERESA: Thank you.
DOUG: On the first lessons, you made a couple of comments on the masters, for example.
TERESA: Yes. There are some mistakes on the masters.
DOUG: Right. And for example, the first master was hard to read.
TERESA: Yeah. When I discussed it with the aid in my classroom and the kids in my classroom, we don't even think
it should even be in there.
DOUG: Okay.
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TERESA: It's actually very distracting because the kids get frustrated because it doesn't make sense to them and it's
hard to read.
DOUG: Okay. It doesn't link clearly to the second master, which is -TERESA: No.
DOUG: -- Leonard Thompson's condition.
TERESA: No.
DOUG: So, if they had a newspaper article that had -- about a medical discovery that may be linked more closely to
Leonard Thompson, that might be a good idea.
TERESA: Right. I really think that you don't even need other things -- anything other than the Leonard Thomas -Thompson story.
DOUG: Okay.
TERESA: He -- that story really hooks the kids. They really like reading that, and it was short enough that I think it
could be the hook.
DOUG: Good. Related to that, Teresa, how much time did the first lesson take, and would this actually help in terms
of the time, cutting? TERESA: Yeah, it was a little long, longer than they planned and what it said. One -one or two class periods. Okay. We spent quite a bit of time on that first master because we were trying to
understand it, trying to see what it was saying.
DOUG: Okay.
TERESA: And we didn't really gain anything from it.
DOUG: Okay.
TERESA: So, if you get rid of that, the time that they have listed is going to be about right.
DOUG: Okay. Good. Now, you said the next -- the clue cards were a little too complex. There are six clue cards.
TERESA: Yeah. When I look at those clue cards -- find them here.
DOUG: Yeah.
TERESA: I'm wondering if it's necessary for the stuff in there that talks about how the pancreas makes two types of
chemicals, how one goes through a tube and how the other goes right into the-DOUG: Bloodstream.
TERESA: -- bloodstream. And I'm wondering if they need to know the difference.
DOUG: I think -- that's a good point, and I think the intent there had to do with sort of scientific inquiry -TERESA: Yeah.
DOUG: -- which is, if the dog doesn't develop diabetes even though the tube is cut, what does that say about the nature
of the insertion of the chemical into the system.
TERESA: Yeah, yeah.
DOUG: And I think that was the intent.
TERESA: My kids actually were having trouble. Maybe it's the way it was presented, because they haven't seen the
clue cards before. But they were having trouble completely understanding what each clue card was saying.
Are you looking at the clue cards right now?
DOUG: Yes.
TERESA: Okay. If you look at the bottom of the last one, Number Six, there.
DOUG: "If the pancreas is cut completely"?
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TERESA: Yeah. I'm wondering if you could just get rid of that whole second part, "If the grafted pancreas is later
removed from the dog's body altogether, the dog does develop diabetes." I don't know if that would get rid of
the context or not.
DOUG: That's an excellent suggestion.
TERESA: Yeah. And I was just thinking, maybe just shorten them a bit somehow.
DOUG: Make them more declarative and -TERESA: Yeah.
DOUG: -- just single sentences.
TERESA: Yeah.
DOUG: Okay. All right. That's an excellent suggestion. It took me a few minutes to figure it out, and I think part of
what hung me up was the complexity of the sentences.
TERESA: Yeah.
DOUG: So I'll pass that on.
TERESA: Okay.
DOUG: Then you made a series of comments about the questions, Number Six, Number Seven, Number Eight.
TERESA: Yeah.
DOUG: Which were fairly straightforward, I thought.
TERESA: Yeah, yeah.
DOUG: Okay.
TERESA: But, did you see my one where it's missing that vital question?
DOUG: Yes. "If diabetes is the reason which glucose is not moving through cells, what does that" -- okay.
TERESA: And I honestly think that if the kids would have had that question, or if I would have caught it before I did
the lesson, that their answers would have been more correct.
DOUG: Okay.
TERESA: Because I really think that one is important.
DOUG: Okay. Good. That's good. And you did emphasize that, and I'll pass on your thoughts about the lesson to
Janet, also.
TERESA: Okay, okay.
DOUG: Lesson Two, Teresa, "Focus on Diabetes." You like the transparencies.
TERESA: Yes, very much. I want to go back to Master 1.6, though.
DOUG: Okay.
TERESA: Did you see my comment that it mentions the picture below and there is no picture below?
DOUG: Yes.
TERESA: Okay.
DOUG: That's a very -- that's a very good comment.
TERESA: Okay.
DOUG: Yeah.
TERESA: All right.
DOUG: The essential question from Lesson Two was the students generating questions versus the teacher.
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TERESA: Yeah.
DOUG: And here's my question: to the extent that the developers want to have it as inquiry-based as possible, where
students are generating questions, what suggestions do you have to guide the question development so they
become more focused instead of too dispersed?
TERESA: I think, have one or two questions that are given to the students. "Okay, these are -- this is what you have to
research. Now you come up with some other ones," and do that at the beginning. For example, what is -maybe even just, "What is diabetes?"
DOUG: Good, good. So, seed questions. I think that's an excellent suggestion.
TERESA: Yeah. And then -- or maybe give more specific lead-in questions, like "What age do you think people get
diabetes at?" or something to make them think about that.
DOUG: Okay. That's an excellent suggestion.
The third lesson, your main comment was, "The 'My Period' was not detailed enough," and I take that to
mean it wasn't bad, it just wasn't detailed enough for the lesson.
TERESA: Right. The "My Period" that you can get on the Internet -- the one that they have included with the lesson
isn't as detailed as some of the others they have on the Internet. Like, there's one that's actually, I think, a
poster that says more. It has kids doing more activities and then it's -- under "Grains" it says "Make half your
grains whole" and "Vary your veggies," and that sort of stuff. It's just more detailed.
DOUG: Yeah, yeah.
TERESA: And it's better. The other one really didn't say much, and so you would have to do more research.
DOUG: Yes.
TERESA: Because the lesson asks you to talk to the kids about it.
DOUG: Right.
TERESA: So, and I like this other one better.
DOUG: Okay. So that's a good suggestion, and it's specific enough that the developers can follow that suggestion.
TERESA: Okay.
DOUG: Teresa, moving on to Lesson Four, there are two things I noticed. One is that you say that your students liked
this lesson the best, and the second, contrasting comment is that there were too many professions to choose
from.
TERESA: Yeah.
DOUG: How do you reconcile the fact that the students liked it but there were too many lessons to choose from -professions to choose from?
TERESA: Too many careers to choose from. They liked being health care professionals. They really enjoyed that.
But I noticed that if the kids took -- that if there wasn't somebody in the group that was like a physician, they
didn't seem to come up with clear enough goals for their patient. Does that make sense? Like, okay, a
podiatrist. I know that podiatrists are very important in diabetes, but I don't know if it was for this lesson
because -DOUG: Okay.
TERESA: They were supposed to be the health care professional and they were supposed to talk about -- a podiatrist
would talk about foot care. And that didn't enter into a lot of the case scenarios.
DOUG: Okay. So "podiatrist," for example, was too oblique -TERESA: Yes.
DOUG: -- to the central lesson.
TERESA: Yes.
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DOUG: Okay. So I'll make that recommendation.
TERESA: Okay.
DOUG: The fifth lesson was interesting to me because you like the idea of taking the message home -TERESA: Right.
DOUG: -- but the storyboard concept was difficult. Speak to that a little bit.
TERESA: Okay. None of us knew what a storyboard was, which is not good, I suppose. But I did a little research,
and the other teachers told me that it was like a comic strip-type thing or that you did a series of pictures.
DOUG: Okay.
TERESA: So I explained it to the kids that way, that they would be doing a series of pictures. In the questions, your
presentation should include answers. For my seventh graders, that was overwhelming, the list of things that
they had to do. And the rubric was overwhelming to the kids.
DOUG: Right, right. What they had to produce.
TERESA: Yeah. And it was -- when my kids look at a sheet that has a whole bunch of questions, some of them just
shut down. They can't -- they don't even want to try and understand it, even if I'm reading it to them and
trying to make them understand. They want it shorter.
DOUG: Right, okay. So, shorten the rubric.
TERESA: Yeah.
DOUG: But you do like the idea of taking the message home -TERESA: Yes. They did, too.
DOUG: The students liked it?
TERESA: Yeah, yeah.
DOUG: Okay. A couple last questions here, Teresa, because we are now into the eleventh minute of our call
TERESA: We're doing fine.
DOUG: Okay. Good, good. Speak to the time factor for Lessons Two through Five. We spoke about Lesson One
being a little bit long, but taking out Master 1.1 will help. How about Lessons Two, Three, Four, and Five?
TERESA: Time-wise, it seemed to go pretty well, according to what they asked for.
DOUG: Good. And as you progressed through the lesson, how much did you go your own way versus how much did
you stick with the script?
TERESA: I stuck with the script simply because I thought, as a beta test, I should.
DOUG: Yes, that's -- that's exactly why. So you didn't feel -- how comfortable did you feel sticking with the script?
TERESA: So-so. There were things I would have liked to have done differently. I would have liked to have directed
them more. I tried to direct them to where the kids realized that it's not just older people that get diabetes, but
I didn't want to direct too much in that way, and they did not catch that.
DOUG: They didn't see it as an adolescent problem.
TERESA: Right, right.
DOUG: Interesting.
TERESA: Yeah.
DOUG: Okay. So, maybe little examples about adolescents getting type II diabetes.
TERESA: Yeah, and I think you could work that into their research.
DOUG: Okay.
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TERESA: You know, something like "Do kids ever get diabetes?"
DOUG: Okay. All right. How helpful were the teacher's notes? I know you said they were extensive. What -- how
would you suggest improving them?
TERESA: I didn't use them at all. To me, just looking through them, they were really overwhelming to me, and I've
actually had quite a bit of, like, training. I don't think it's necessary -- all of this is necessary for what we're
teaching. If we were going more in-depth, maybe. I think teachers just need to know the basics, that diabetes
is because your blood sugar is too high and these are the reasons it can be too high and the risk factors. My
own personal bias is, the biggest message we should have is that it is preventable, that if you exercise and eat
right you can, in many cases, prevent diabetes.
DOUG: You know, it's interesting because I've noticed in some of the field visits I've made that students have a sense
of an inevitability.
TERESA: Yes.
DOUG: They -- and I was in a fifth grade class in New Mexico. Every single student, eighteen students, raised their
hand when the teacher asked if they had experience with diabetes.
TERESA: Yeah, yeah. They do in my classes, too.
DOUG: Is that right?
TERESA: Almost every kid will raise their hand. They know someone who has diabetes. Yeah.
DOUG: As you look over the lesson relative to making it more age-appropriate, returning to the general focus, and
making sure that it's inquiry-based, which is more open-ended, student-generated things, what other
suggestions would you have?
TERESA: Actually, I don't know if I have any other ones. I think more lead-in questions to the research to get them
just more focused. And I really do think the -- where they're the health care professionals, if you don't give
them so many choices for a health care professional, if they know that they're the doctor or the nurse or the
exercise physiologist, they can focus on what their health care professional would tell the patient, and I think
they would learn a lot from that.
DOUG: Good. Last question. You answered on your survey, the Web survey, "Please describe what kind of support
or assistance you would need to fully implement the curriculum," and you wrote, "I think that all I would need
would be changes and modifications to the lessons themselves."
TERESA: Yes. That was sort of a dumb answer.
DOUG: No, no. I took it to mean the things that you had already described before.
TERESA: Yes, yes.
DOUG: Detail would be sufficient to make the lesson work better.
TERESA: I do.
DOUG: And so the criticisms are more specific than, you know, "Throw the lesson out with the baby."
TERESA: Oh, yeah. No, I think they're really pretty good. And the kids really did like a couple of them.
DOUG: No, that's great.
TERESA: I do want to make a comment, though.
DOUG: Yes.
TERESA: I put down that I put ten hours, and it should be twenty hours.
DOUG: Twenty hours? Okay.
TERESA: Yeah. If that makes a difference.
DOUG: Well --
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TERESA: I actually taught two classes, and it took me ten hours of class.
DOUG: Ten hours of class.
TERESA: Yeah.
DOUG: Okay. That's good. This is an aside thing. You sent me some nice data on the pre-post. Is there any way that
you could send me a spreadsheet with students -- not their names, but Student One, Two, Three, Four -- their
pre-test score, and their post-test score?
TERESA: Okay. Yeah. I do not have Excel on my computer, but I can figure something out.
DOUG: Oh, Teresa, you don't even have to worry about it because I'll just -- just put it in the e-mail, Student One,
Two, Three, and then indent the pre-test -TERESA: Yeah, okay.
DOUG: That would be -- make it real easy. And I'll send you an e-mail reminder on that.
TERESA: Okay, okay.
DOUG: Well, we're going on twenty minutes. This is -- this is terrific. Any other final comments?
TERESA: No, no. I think that helps, though.
DOUG: Well, it helps tremendously, Teresa. And I want to wish you a great weekend, and thanks -- thanks again very
much for your hard work.
TERESA: You are welcome.
DOUG: Take good care.
TERESA: Thanks, Doug.
DOUG: Bye.
TERESA: Bye.
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Beta test Results
June 20th, 2006 Report Date
Stone Child College
Box Elder High School

DETS Science Unit on Diabetes
Spring 2006 Final Survey
We want to hear from you! Your ideas are important to us. Please complete this
three-page survey about the lessons on diabetes that you just finished. This survey
will help your teachers make this a better science unit. There are no right or wrong
answers. Thanks!

1.

Teacher's Name:

Temina Olson

School:

Box Elder High School

Date:

Spring 2006

I thought that these lessons were:

5.6 % too easy

94.4 % just right

0 % too difficult

2. Please take a moment to think about the five lessons. These lessons are listed below. For
each lesson, please check the box that tells us how much you feel you learned.

Lesson Title

LESSON ONE: History
in the Making
LESSON TWO: Focus on
Diabetes
LESSON THREE: Health
is Life in Balance
LESSON FOUR: The
Community Care Clinic
LESSON FIVE: Taking
the Message Home

I learned
nothing

I learned
a little
bit

I learned
some things

I learned
a lot

1

2

3

4

0%

41.2 %

35.3 %

23.5 %

0%

25.0 %

50.0 %

25.0 %

0%

22.2 %

55.6 %

22.2 %

0%

35.3 %

41.2 %

23.5 %

11.1 %

22.2 %

38.9 %

27.8 %
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Box Elder High School

For each statement, indicate the
extent to which you agree or disagree.

Pre
Attitude Mean

Post
Attitude Mean

1.

I am curious about the world in
which we live.

3.58

4.06

2.

Science lessons are fun.

3.25

3.67

3.

I would like to belong to a science
club.

2.625

3.06

4.

I would prefer to do experiments
than to read about them.

4.42

4.06

5.

Working in a science laboratory
would be an interesting way to
make a living.

3.71

3.33

6.

I would like to teach science when
I leave school.

2.04

2.39

7.

School should have more science
lessons each week.

2.25

2.94

8.

A job as a scientist would be
interesting.

3.33

3.24

9.

I look forward to science lessons.

2.71

3.06

2.125

2.82

3.00

3.26

10. I would like to be a scientist when
I leave school.

Overall Mean

*

* Statistically Significant
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Box Elder High School

Box Elder Beta Test
Achievement Data
(May 2006; N=20)
7
6
5
4
3

3.75
3.09

2
1
0
pre

post
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Beta test Results
June 20th, 2006 Report Date
Stone Child College
Rocky Boy Jr. High

DETS Science Unit on Diabetes
Spring 2006 Final Survey
We want to hear from you! Your ideas are important to us. Please complete this
three-page survey about the lessons on diabetes that you just finished. This survey
will help your teachers make this a better science unit. There are no right or wrong
answers. Thanks!

1.

Teacher's Name:

Teresa Olson

School:

Rocky Boy Jr. High

Date:

Spring 2006

I thought that these lessons were:

6.7% too easy

93.3% just right

0% too difficult

2. Please take a moment to think about the five lessons. These lessons are listed below. For
each lesson, please check the box that tells us how much you feel you learned.

Lesson Title

LESSON ONE: History
in the Making
LESSON TWO: Focus on
Diabetes
LESSON THREE: Health
is Life in Balance
LESSON FOUR: The
Community Care Clinic
LESSON FIVE: Taking
the Message Home

I learned
nothing

I learned
a little
bit

I learned
some things

I learned
a lot

1

2

3

4

3.5%

34.5%

37.9%

24.1%

3.5%

17.2%

44.8%

34.5%

0%

23.3%

43.3%

33.3%

10.3%

10.3%

27.6%

51.7%

3.6%

21.4%

46.4%

28.6%
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Rocky Boy Jr. High

For each statement, indicate the
extent to which you agree or disagree.

Pre
Attitude Mean

Post
Attitude Mean

1.

I am curious about the world in
which we live.

3.56

4.06

2.

Science lessons are fun.

3.66

3.52

3.

I would like to belong to a science
club.

2.94

3.15

4.

I would prefer to do experiments
than to read about them.

4.41

4.55

5.

Working in a science laboratory
would be an interesting way to
make a living.

3.39

3.55

6.

I would like to teach science when
I leave school.

2.25

2.39

7.

School should have more science
lessons each week.

2.63

3.00

8.

A job as a scientist would be
interesting.

3.22

3.39

9.

I look forward to science lessons.

3.13

3.24

10. I would like to be a scientist when
I leave school.

2.22

2.61

3.14

3.35

Overall Mean

*

* Statistically Significant
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Rocky Boy Beta Test
Achievement Data
(May 2006; N=25)
7
6
5
4.6

4
3

3.68

2
1
0
Pre

Post
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DETS Beta Test Teacher Web Survey
(SIPI) Southwestern Indian Polytechnic Institute

Background Data:
ID#:

5

Teacher:

State New Mexico
Mrs. Phyllis Jenkins

A. How did you get involved teaching DETS lessons?
1
2
3
4

volunteered
word-of-mouth
mandate from principal/superintendent
other

School:
Grade

Santa Clara Day School (School # 18 )
6th

B. What DETS-related professional development opportunities
have you had since September '05?
1
2
3
4
5

Dolly Naranjo and Malinda invited
our school to teach.

none
introductory inservice on diabetes
advanced inservice on diabetes
teacher training on DETS curriculum
other

C. Approximately how many hours of DETS-related professional
development opportunities have you had since May ;05?
none, this is the first.
D. How many DETS lessons have you taught during this phase
(i.e.: January '06 through June '06)?
1
1
2
2
3
3
4
4
5
5
6
more than 5

E. About how many of your students participated in the DETS
beta lessons?
1
1 to 10
2
11 to 20
3
21 to 30
4
31 to 40
5
More than 40

F. Approximately what percentage of your DETS students were
Native American?

G. Approximately how many classroom hours have you spent
teaching DETS lessons since January '06?

100

6

H. Briefly list the topics and names of the DETS lessons that you taught.

Letter from Down Under, Changes and Choices, and Questions about Diabetes. I wanted to get to
Connections but didn't.
Survey Questions:
1. How age appropriate were the DETS materials for your
students?
1
2
3
4

2. Please rate the level of engagement of your students while
you were teaching these lessons.

very inappropriate
inappropriate
appropriate
very appropriate

1
2
3
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not engaged
somewhat engaged
very engaged

3. Overall, how would you rate the content of these lessons for
your students?
1
too easy
2
just right
3
too difficult

Please briefly explain your rating. That is, which aspects were
too easy or too difficult? What made a lesson "just right" (e.g.,
content, format, vocabulary, etc.)

The lessons didn't overwhelm the students and it
was interesting to have them work on the Lifestyle
grid.

4. How well did your students like the DETS lessons?
1
2
3
4

really disliked them
disliked them
liked them
really liked them
6. Please list which lesson components (e.g., goal statements,
standards, materials list, vocabulary, cultural content, science
content, assessments, etc.) were particularly INEFFECTIVE and
DIFFICULT to use?

5. Please list which lesson components (e.g., goal statements,
standards, materials list, vocabulary, cultural content, science
content, assessments, etc.) were particularly EFFECTIVE and
EASY to use?

Goal statements helped along with the standards
and the content area was easy to use for cultural.

I use them all.

7. From your perspective were the lessons that you taught from
the DETS curriculum adequately aligned with the National
Science Standards?
1
2
3
4

Please briefly elaborate.

not aligned
somewhat aligned
very aligned
not sure

It was aligned to New Mexico State Standards for
sixth grade students.

8. In general what have been the strengths of the DETS lessons thus far?

The strengths centering around Grandma Velma and her life in the 1900's and comparing it to 2006.
Students were full of questions.
9 In general what areas of the DETS lessons that you taught need improvement?

The areas of needed improvement would be with filling out surveys by students. Students love working
on the computer so, once surveys are completed, they receive immediate certificate that identifies their
learning with a percent varifying their knowledge.
10. Please take a final moment to provide us with a few more overall ratings on your experiences with the DETS curriculum thus far.
a. How successful were you in
implementing the DETS lessons?
1
2
3
4

very unsuccessful
unsuccessful
successful
very successful

d. Overall how strong was the Native
American cultural framework?
1
2
3
4

b. From a teacher's perspective how
easy-to-use is the DETS curriculum?
1
2
3
4

very difficult to use
difficult to use
easy to use
very easy to use

Please elaborate.

very strong
strong
weak
very weak
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c. Compared to other science curriculum
that you have taught, how engaging for
your students was the DETS curriculum?
1
2
3
4

very unengaging
unengaging
engaging
very engaging

11. Please describe what kind of support or assistance you would need to fully implement the DETS curriculum.

More support from CHR and from local tribal governments for students to have access to Healthy
workouts. The whole community needs to provide children with a better eating habits and so forth.
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DETS Beta Test Teacher Web Survey
(SIPI) Southwestern Indian Polytechnic Institute

Background Data:
ID#:

6

Teacher:

State New Mexico
Ellen C. Brewer

A. How did you get involved teaching DETS lessons?
1
2
3
4

volunteered
word-of-mouth
mandate from principal/superintendent
other

School:
Grade

Santa Clara day School (School # 18 )
5

B. What DETS-related professional development opportunities
have you had since September '05?
1
2
3
4
5

none
introductory inservice on diabetes
advanced inservice on diabetes
teacher training on DETS curriculum
other

C. Approximately how many hours of DETS-related professional
development opportunities have you had since May ;05?
none
D. How many DETS lessons have you taught during this phase
(i.e.: January '06 through June '06)?
1
1
2
2
3
3
4
4
5
5
6
more than 5

E. About how many of your students participated in the DETS
beta lessons?
1
1 to 10
2
11 to 20
3
21 to 30
4
31 to 40
5
More than 40

F. Approximately what percentage of your DETS students were
Native American?

G. Approximately how many classroom hours have you spent
teaching DETS lessons since January '06?

100

6

H. Briefly list the topics and names of the DETS lessons that you taught.

Letter from Down Under-What is a Lifestyle?, The where of Lifestyles
Change and Choices
Anna's Questions about Diabetes
Connections-Letter to Anna
Survey Questions:
1. How age appropriate were the DETS materials for your
students?
1
2
3
4

2. Please rate the level of engagement of your students while
you were teaching these lessons.

very inappropriate
inappropriate
appropriate
very appropriate

1
2
3
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not engaged
somewhat engaged
very engaged

3. Overall, how would you rate the content of these lessons for
your students?
1
too easy
2
just right
3
too difficult

Please briefly explain your rating. That is, which aspects were
too easy or too difficult? What made a lesson "just right" (e.g.,
content, format, vocabulary, etc.)

The lessons were just right because the
format,vocabulary and content wre at the grade
level of my studcents.

4. How well did your students like the DETS lessons?
1
2
3
4

really disliked them
disliked them
liked them
really liked them
6. Please list which lesson components (e.g., goal statements,
standards, materials list, vocabulary, cultural content, science
content, assessments, etc.) were particularly INEFFECTIVE and
DIFFICULT to use?

5. Please list which lesson components (e.g., goal statements,
standards, materials list, vocabulary, cultural content, science
content, assessments, etc.) were particularly EFFECTIVE and
EASY to use?

All were teacher friendly. Having all materials
ready made for us made presenting the lessons
very convienent.

There were no components that were ineffective
or difficult.

7. From your perspective were the lessons that you taught from
the DETS curriculum adequately aligned with the National
Science Standards?
1
2
3
4

Please briefly elaborate.

not aligned
somewhat aligned
very aligned
not sure

8. In general what have been the strengths of the DETS lessons thus far?

The strenght in the lessons are that they made the students aware of what kinds of things to do to prevent
diabetes. The cultural aspect of the lessons eg.old pictures and lifestlyes were very interesting to the
students.
9 In general what areas of the DETS lessons that you taught need improvement?

For me the lessons were well put together.
10. Please take a final moment to provide us with a few more overall ratings on your experiences with the DETS curriculum thus far.
a. How successful were you in
implementing the DETS lessons?
1
2
3
4

very unsuccessful
unsuccessful
successful
very successful

d. Overall how strong was the Native
American cultural framework?
1
2
3
4

b. From a teacher's perspective how
easy-to-use is the DETS curriculum?
1
2
3
4

very difficult to use
difficult to use
easy to use
very easy to use

Please elaborate.

very strong
strong
weak
very weak
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c. Compared to other science curriculum
that you have taught, how engaging for
your students was the DETS curriculum?
1
2
3
4

very unengaging
unengaging
engaging
very engaging

11. Please describe what kind of support or assistance you would need to fully implement the DETS curriculum.

Having material copied for the students made it easy for me to implement the lessons. I think that if the
lessons were done in the fall would be a better time for teachers to be able better implement the lesson.
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DETS Beta Test Teacher Web Survey
Woodlands Wisdom/Leech Lake

Background Data:
ID#:

7

Teacher:

State Minnesota
John Parmeter

A. How did you get involved teaching DETS lessons?
1
2
3
4

volunteered
word-of-mouth
mandate from principal/superintendent
other

School:
Grade

Bug-O-Nay-Ge-Shig School (School # 19 )
6-8

B. What DETS-related professional development opportunities
have you had since September '05?
1
2
3
4
5

Worked on the Curriculum

none
introductory inservice on diabetes
advanced inservice on diabetes
teacher training on DETS curriculum
other

Wrote on diabetes, health in the
traditional ways and activities

C. Approximately how many hours of DETS-related professional
development opportunities have you had since May ;05?
Developed a class curriculum on seasonal
activities, many work shops on diabetes
prevention
D. How many DETS lessons have you taught during this phase
(i.e.: January '06 through June '06)?
1
1
2
2
3
3
4
4
5
5
6
more than 5

E. About how many of your students participated in the DETS
beta lessons?
1
1 to 10
2
11 to 20
3
21 to 30
4
31 to 40
5
More than 40

F. Approximately what percentage of your DETS students were
Native American?

G. Approximately how many classroom hours have you spent
teaching DETS lessons since January '06?

100

7

H. Briefly list the topics and names of the DETS lessons that you taught.

Environment and Seasons of the Ojibwe
Survey Questions:
1. How age appropriate were the DETS materials for your
students?
1
2
3
4

2. Please rate the level of engagement of your students while
you were teaching these lessons.

very inappropriate
inappropriate
appropriate
very appropriate

1
2
3
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not engaged
somewhat engaged
very engaged

3. Overall, how would you rate the content of these lessons for
your students?
1
too easy
2
just right
3
too difficult

Please briefly explain your rating. That is, which aspects were
too easy or too difficult? What made a lesson "just right" (e.g.,
content, format, vocabulary, etc.)

Just right for the two that I did, but looking over
lesson on may be a little in active. It may need a
little more action or hands on. The two that I
presented were active for the students. The
students gave good responces

4. How well did your students like the DETS lessons?
1
2
3
4

really disliked them
disliked them
liked them
really liked them
6. Please list which lesson components (e.g., goal statements,
standards, materials list, vocabulary, cultural content, science
content, assessments, etc.) were particularly INEFFECTIVE and
DIFFICULT to use?

5. Please list which lesson components (e.g., goal statements,
standards, materials list, vocabulary, cultural content, science
content, assessments, etc.) were particularly EFFECTIVE and
EASY to use?

Circle of balance,seasonal activities handout,

The two lessons that I used I did not have any
problems with. The students seemed to
understand the information.the standards may be
a little hard for the students to define,but the did
them nicely.

7. From your perspective were the lessons that you taught from
the DETS curriculum adequately aligned with the National
Science Standards?
1
2
3
4

Please briefly elaborate.

not aligned
somewhat aligned
very aligned
not sure

I looked at the standards before I wrote any
lessons, so when I gave the lessons I had no
problem meeting the standards. I have used the
NSF Standards before in writing.

8. In general what have been the strengths of the DETS lessons thus far?

Culture base, standards, follows in a logical order.
9 In general what areas of the DETS lessons that you taught need improvement?

Two of the lesons need a little more action.
10. Please take a final moment to provide us with a few more overall ratings on your experiences with the DETS curriculum thus far.
a. How successful were you in
implementing the DETS lessons?
1
2
3
4

very unsuccessful
unsuccessful
successful
very successful

b. From a teacher's perspective how
easy-to-use is the DETS curriculum?
1
2
3
4

very difficult to use
difficult to use
easy to use
very easy to use
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c. Compared to other science curriculum
that you have taught, how engaging for
your students was the DETS curriculum?
1
2
3
4

very unengaging
unengaging
engaging
very engaging

d. Overall how strong was the Native
American cultural framework?
1
2
3
4

Please elaborate.

very strong
strong
weak
very weak

11. Please describe what kind of support or assistance you would need to fully implement the DETS curriculum.

Keep me informed of the process of writitn the curriculum, keep adding new activities, keep evaluating the
curriculum.
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Beta test Results
June 20th, 2006 Report Date
Woodlands Wisdom/Leech Lake
Bug-O-Nay-Ge-Shig School

Site Visit Observations – Doug Coulson
May 22nd, 2006
Okay, this is May 22nd and I’ve just finished my site visit at the bug school with John Parmeter,
teaching seventh grade unit, Lesson 2 of the Leech Lake lessons. The sequence he followed was Lesson 1,
Lesson 6, then Lesson 2, defending that on the basis that in Lesson 2 he wanted to do a compare and
contrast with how things are now against how things were a hundred years ago which came up in the 6th
Lesson. That seemed to be a reasonable defense of that sequence. Fifty minutes was not enough time for
the lesson, particularly if there was an interest in discussing the written responses that students were
making on the sheet.
John was very skilful in terms of sequencing the materials and going through the masters for
lesson 2. He did it somewhat effortlessly. I went around and spoke to all the students. They seemed to like
the Diabetes about average, or maybe a little below average. A couple above average, some maybe overall
about average. Randy, one of the teachers at the beginning, said they seemed to be a little bit less interested
and he attributed that to the fact that the students knew that this was a test curriculum and they weren’t
taking it as seriously as they did the regular curriculum.
One of the important features that’s going to have to be emphasized in July at the Denver meeting
will be the use of the pre-tests and the post-tests. John sort of jumped in with two feet to do this without
doing any pre-tests or post-tests, either attitude or achievement. So that feature will have to be worked out a
little bit.
The students seemed to be fairly engaged. A couple of the quiet ones–John said that they were
actually “A” students, and I did notice toward the end of the class that they called John over to ask him a
few questions, so I would say that they were fairly interested in it. And finally, all the students seemed to be
taking things home with them relative to the first two lessons, when I asked them that question “what did
they remember about the earlier lessons?” they remembered things about the importance of attending to
diet and the role of exercise. And how things are changing and how it’s important to keep track of that sort
of thing. They, on the whole the students were shy, but they seemed to be responsive to my questions.
One other point is worth mentioning and that is the fact that John really did use the “engage” as an
“engage”, which is to say that he wanted to elicit responses from the students, rather than just telling them.
And he did seem to follow that, although with this kind of material you could give the students even more
opportunity to talk, although that would require more than a longer than 50 minute class period to
accomplish.
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DETS Beta Test Teacher Web Survey
Woodlands Wisdom/Leech Lake

Background Data:
ID#:

8

Teacher:

State

School:

MN

Peter Bahr

Grade

A. How did you get involved teaching DETS lessons?
1
2
3
4

Bug-O-Nay-Ge-Shig (School # 19 )
7

B. What DETS-related professional development opportunities
have you had since September '05?

volunteered
word-of-mouth
mandate from principal/superintendent
other

1
2
3
4
5

Was asked by another teacher

none
introductory inservice on diabetes
advanced inservice on diabetes
teacher training on DETS curriculum
other

C. Approximately how many hours of DETS-related professional
development opportunities have you had since May ;05?
0
D. How many DETS lessons have you taught during this phase
(i.e.: January '06 through June '06)?
1
1
2
2
3
3
4
4
5
5
6
more than 5

E. About how many of your students participated in the DETS
beta lessons?
1
1 to 10
2
11 to 20
3
21 to 30
4
31 to 40
5
More than 40

F. Approximately what percentage of your DETS students were
Native American?

G. Approximately how many classroom hours have you spent
teaching DETS lessons since January '06?

100

7

H. Briefly list the topics and names of the DETS lessons that you taught.

the first unit.
Survey Questions:
1. How age appropriate were the DETS materials for your
students?
1
2
3
4

2. Please rate the level of engagement of your students while
you were teaching these lessons.

very inappropriate
inappropriate
appropriate
very appropriate

1
2
3

3. Overall, how would you rate the content of these lessons for
your students?
1
too easy
2
just right
3
too difficult

not engaged
somewhat engaged
very engaged

Please briefly explain your rating. That is, which aspects were
too easy or too difficult? What made a lesson "just right" (e.g.,
content, format, vocabulary, etc.)
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4. How well did your students like the DETS lessons?
1
2
3
4

really disliked them
disliked them
liked them
really liked them

5. Please list which lesson components (e.g., goal statements,
standards, materials list, vocabulary, cultural content, science
content, assessments, etc.) were particularly EFFECTIVE and
EASY to use?

6. Please list which lesson components (e.g., goal statements,
standards, materials list, vocabulary, cultural content, science
content, assessments, etc.) were particularly INEFFECTIVE and
DIFFICULT to use?

handouts

discussions

7. From your perspective were the lessons that you taught from
the DETS curriculum adequately aligned with the National
Science Standards?
1
2
3
4

Please briefly elaborate.

not aligned
somewhat aligned
very aligned
not sure

8. In general what have been the strengths of the DETS lessons thus far?

9 In general what areas of the DETS lessons that you taught need improvement?

10. Please take a final moment to provide us with a few more overall ratings on your experiences with the DETS curriculum thus far.
a. How successful were you in
implementing the DETS lessons?
1
2
3
4

very unsuccessful
unsuccessful
successful
very successful

d. Overall how strong was the Native
American cultural framework?
1
2
3
4

b. From a teacher's perspective how
easy-to-use is the DETS curriculum?
1
2
3
4

very difficult to use
difficult to use
easy to use
very easy to use

c. Compared to other science curriculum
that you have taught, how engaging for
your students was the DETS curriculum?
1
2
3
4

very unengaging
unengaging
engaging
very engaging

Please elaborate.

very strong
strong
weak
very weak

11. Please describe what kind of support or assistance you would need to fully implement the DETS curriculum.
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Summary of Pilot & Beta Test Reports
Report Dates¾

January 19, 2005

May 19, 2005

September 21, 2005

Pilot Data

Pilot Data

Pilot Data

Feedback
Form

(1) Stone
Child

Web
Survey

Feedback
Form

Web
Survey

Feedback
Form

9 (gr. 7)

(2) Fort Peck

1 (gr. 4 – 6)

(3) KBOCC

2 (gr. 1 – 4)
1 (gr. 6)

(4) SIPI

4 (gr. 8)

(5) Haskell

2
3
2
2

3
2
2
1
1

(gr. K)
(gr. 1)
(gr. 2)
(gr. 3)
(gr. 4)

2 (gr. K)
1 (gr. 5)

5 (gr. 1B)

(gr. 6)
(gr. 6 – 7)
(gr.6-7-8)
(gr. 7)
(gr. 7 – 8)
(gr. 8)
(Special
Needs)
(4 interviews)

7 (gr. 5)
21 (gr. 6)
6 (gr. 6 – 7)
3 (gr. 7)
12 (gr. 8)
(4 interviews)

(gr. 1)
(gr. 2)
(gr. 3)
(gr. 4)

(pre-post)

1 (gr. 1)
1 (gr. 8-12)

17
1
2
3
14
6
1

1
5
3
4
3

(gr. K)
(gr. 1)
(gr. 2)
(gr. 3)
(gr. 4)

(pre-post)

(6) Cankdeska
Cikana
(7) Northwest
Indian
College

4 (gr. K)
2 (gr. 1)
1 (gr.2)

2 (gr. 9)

(8) Leech
Lake
TOTAL

Web
Survey

2 (gr. 4 – 5)
2 (gr. 5 – 6)

26

0

53

25

49

14
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Report Dates¾

January 24, 2006

June 20, 2006

Pilot Data

Beta Data

Feedback
Form

(1) Stone
Child

Web
Survey

Beta Web
Survey

Pre Test

Post Test

1 (gr. 7)
1 (gr. 8)
1 (gr.9-12)

1 (gr. 7)
1 (gr. 8)

1 (gr. 7)
1 (gr. 8)

1 (gr. 5)
1 (gr. 6)

1 (gr. 6)

Classroom
Observations

Teacher
Interview
1 (gr. 7)

(2) Fort Peck
(3) KBOCC

2 (gr.1-3)
1 (gr.3)
1 (gr. 4)

(4) SIPI
(5) Haskell
(6)Cankdeska
Cikana
(7) Northwest
Indian
College
(8) Leech
Lake
TOTAL

1 (gr. 6)

1 (gr. 6-8)

4

6

3

2

1 (gr. 6-8)

1 (gr. 6-8)

2

2
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Report Dates¾

October 11, 2006
Beta Data
Beta Web
Survey

(1) Stone Child
(2) Fort Peck
(3) KBOCC
(4) SIPI
(5) Haskell
(6)Cankdeska
Cikana
(7) Northwest
Indian
College
(8) Leech Lake

Pre Test

Post Test

1 (gr.9-12)

1 (gr. 9-12)

Class-room
Observations

Teacher
Interview

1 (gr. 5)

1 (gr. 7)

TOTAL
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Appendix F
For Phase III DETS Evaluation Report
September 2006

Instrumentation Binder

September 2006
DETS Instrumentation Binder
(Revised and Expanded)

Prepared by Doug Coulson

(800) 950-9103
Doug@pscounts.com

Table of
Contents

DETS Pilot Instrumentation
The purpose of the DETS Instrumentation Binder is to provide Steering Committee
members and PIs with copies of evaluation surveys that are, or will be, in use for this
curriculum project. Actual electronic copies are available from Doug - just call at (800)
950-9103 or email Doug@pscounts.com to get copies for evaluation work at your site thanks!

One:

Commitment Letter:: Fall 2004 – Important Aspects of the
Pilot/Beta-Test Commitment for DETS Science: A Biology
Curriculum

Two:

Photo and Video Release Form: Revised Photograph and
Video Release for Diabetes Education for Tribal Schools (DETS)

Three:

page F-1
page F-2

Pilot Test Lesson Evaluation Form: Fall 2004 DETS Pilot
Test Lesson Evaluation Form

page F-3

Four:

Teacher Web Survey: DETS Pilot Test Teacher Web Survey

page F-4

Five:

Observational Protocol: Fall 2004 Prototype Observational
Protocol

page F-7

Six:

Ethnographic Interviews: Community Leader Interview

page F-9

Seven:

Student Survey: Fall 2004 Prototype 7th Grade Student Attitude
Survey

Eight:

Unit/Lesson Topic Outlines: Fall 2004 Unit/Lesson Topic
Outline

Nine:

page F-10
page F-13

5-8 Life Science Assessment: Fall 2004 DETS Prototype 58 Life Science Assessment (Achievement)

page F-15

2006 DETS Beta Instrumentation
These pages contain examples of current (as of 9/28/06) DETS Beta Test
instrumentation. Current instrumentation for the knowledge surveys and for the attitude
surveys is termed “LIVE” – that is, this instrumentation is in use during the Fall ’06
Mini Beta Test.
There are also two examples of “PROTOTYPE” instrumentation – one for K-2, and the
other from 9-12. This instrumentation has been developed in collaboration with the
TCUs and is being incorporated into the DETS Field Test in the fall of ’06.
The goal of publishing this compendium of instrumentation is to advertise its
availability, its use, and the need to standardize.

Ten:

DETS Beta Test Teacher Web Survey: DETS Beta Test
Teacher Online Survey

Eleven:

5–8 Pre/Post Beta Attitude Surveys: Examples of “Live”
5- Pre/Post Beta Attitude Surveys
• Social Studies Attitude Surveys (SIPI)
• Science Attitude Surveys (S
Stone Child)

Twelve:

page F-18

page F-22
page F-26

K–2 Beta Attitude Survey: Example of “Prototype” K-2 Beta
Attitude
• KBOCC

page F-30

Thirteen: 9–12 Pre/Post Beta Attitude Survey: Example of
“Prototype” 9-12 Pre/Post Beta Attitude Survey
• CCCC

page F-31

Fourteen: Pre/Post Beta Knowledge Surveys: Examples of “Live”
Pre/Post Beta Knowledge Surveys
• Stone Child
• LLTC
• Fort Peck

Fifteen:

page F-32
page F-36
page F-37

Site Visits:

• Site Visit Memo
• Sign-up Sheet
• Fall 2006 Teacher Beta Test Checklist
• Fall 2006 Principal Investigator Checklist
• Beta Data Update Table.

page F-38
page F-39
page F-40
page F-41
Page F-42

Fall 2004 - Important Aspects of the
Pilot/Beta-Test Commitment for

DETS Science: A Biology Curriculum
1. The Pilot and Beta Test Phases of the DETS Science: A Biology Curriculum extends through
June 2005.
2. Teacher commitment to evaluation effort helps the DETS project in 3 ways:
a. Provides student and teacher data to improve the curriculum as it gets developed
b. Assists curriculum writers
c. Generates data on curriculum effectiveness that can be used by schools and school
districts when adoption decisions are made
3. When you share information about the Pilot/Beta Test with your students, please stress the
importance of their role. They should understand that they are playing an integral part of this
process and their constructive feedback is important. Their input will help lead the way to
improving science education for many students like themselves.
4. As you conduct the Attitude Survey, and later in 2005 the Knowledge Survey and Post test in
your classroom, please take the time to explain them to your students. It is important that the
students understand that there is no right or wrong answers on the Attitude Surveys and for
the Knowledge Survey (in September 2005) we do not expect them to know many of the
answers at the beginning of the semester. Emphasize that the pre-test is a Knowledge Survey.
We hope that by the end of the unit when they take the Post-test they will know most of the
answers. (The Post-test will be the same test as the Knowledge Survey) The Pre/Post test
method is the best way for us to collect evidence about how much students learn from the
materials. More information about the Knowledge Survey and Post-test will be forthcoming
in the Spring of 2005.
5. Providing feedback & visual data via three forms (see Instrumentation Binder):
a. Student Attitude Survey - distribute at the end of a unit (after 8 lessons). Surveys will be
available from the DETS Project Principal Investigator, or directly from Doug: (800)
950-9103 or Doug@pscounts.com.
b. DETS Pilot Test Lesson Evaluation Form - teachers complete these forms for each
lesson and send to Doug: PS International, 1451 Middle Way - Suite 9, Arnold MD
21012. These forms are available from your project PI or from Doug.
c. Obtain photo permissions using Photo & Video Release Form (form from PI or Doug)

One: Commitment Letter::: (1 page)

F-1

Student’s Name ____________________________
Photograph and Video Release for
Diabetes Education for Tribal Schools (DETS)
(A curriculum project sponsored by the National Institutes of Health)
Dear Parent,
We would like your permission to photograph/video tape your child during his/her participation in
the DETS Science Curriculum Project. These photographs and short video clips, unless you give
permission otherwise, would be used to showcase activities, which may include your child, in the
DETS curriculum. The accomplishments of students would be showcased in print material, the
World Wide Web, DVDs and videos. Part of the reason for doing this is that parents and
community members will be able to view activities and accomplishments with pride. We are
sensitive to the fact that not all parents may wish for their child's picture to be included in the
DETS curriculum material. Be assured that no addresses or telephone numbers will ever be
included in conjunction with a child's name or picture. If you prefer that your child's picture or
video not be included, this will in no way adversely affect any credit or recognition your child may
receive for his or her work in the classroom.
NO STUDENT PHOTOS OR VIDEO WILL BE INCLUDED WITHOUT STUDENT AND
PARENT/GUARDIAN CONSENT.
If you have further questions please call: ________________ at __________ .
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------



I hereby grant to the NIH representative permission to take and use
photographs and/or video tape of:
________________________________
MINOR'S NAME
in conjunction with participation in the DETS curriculum project study, and
hereby release, discharge, and agree to save harmless the DETS Project, its
legal representative or assigns, and all persons acting under its permission or
authority from any liability arising from the electronic or print presentation
or subsequent uses of said photographs and video clips including without
limitation any claims for libel, compensation, or invasion of privacy. I also
warrant that I am the legal guardian of the aforementioned minor.
_______________ ________
Parent/Guardian signature date

___________________
Student signature

date
Thanks very much!

Two: Photo and Video Release Form (1 page)

F-2

Fall 2004 DETS Pilot Test Lesson Evaluation Form for Lesson: __________
How did it go? Please take a moment to complete this rating form on the main elements of
the DETS lesson that you have recently test taught to your students. The survey is quickand-easy to complete, and will provide the curriculum developers with a good sense of what
is working and what needs to be improved.

Name: __________ School: ___________ Grade: ___ Date of lesson: _______
Listed duration of lesson in minutes:
___
Actual duration of lesson in minutes:
___
__________________________________________________________________
The lesson components below were:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Lesson Goal
Lesson Objectives
Vocabulary
Material List
National Science Standards
American Indian
Content Standards
State Standards
Assessment

very clear

clear

unclear

very unclear









































Overall
9.
Student participation was:
 low
 average
 high
10.
Diabetes awareness content was:
 insufficient  adequate
 excessive
11.
Science content was:
 insufficient  adequate
 excessive
12.
For teachers lesson was:  teacher friendly
 confusing
 too complicated
13.
For students lesson was:  too easy
 just right  too difficult
14.
Lesson length was:
 too long
 just right  too short
15.
Also, lesson was:
 other: ___________________________________
16.

This lesson needs more:

17.

 supporting materials  inservice  assessments
 other:___________________________________
Briefly comment on lesson strengths (use back of sheet if necessary):

18.

Briefly comment on areas that need improvement (use back of sheet if necessary):
Thanks! Doug Coulson: (800) 950-9103; Doug@pscounts.com

Three: Pilot Test Lesson Evaluation Form (1 page)

F-3

DETS Pilot Test Teacher Web Survey
Introduction: This survey should take about 10 minutes. The purpose
of the survey is to document your perception of the DETS curriculum
pilot test lessons you have taught thus far. Your confidential responses
will help provide candid feedback on this development phase of the
DETS curriculum - thanks!
Teacher Name:

Grade Level:

School:

State:

Background Data
A. How many DETS lessons have you taught during
the Pilot Test Phase?

B. About how many of your students participated in
the DETS pilot lessons?

C. Briefly list the topics and names of the DETS
lessons that you taught.

Survey Questions
1. Describe the level of participation of your
students while you were teaching these lessons.
Four: Teacher Web Survey (3 pages)
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Specifically, were all lessons equally successful?
And, in your opinion, what components
distinguished between successful lessons and less
successful lessons?

2. Overall, how would you rate the content of these
lessons for your students?
too easy

just right

too difficult

Please explain your rating. That is, which aspects
were too easy or too difficult? What made a lesson
"just right"? Does content difficulty (i.e., too easy,
just right, too difficult) relate to the science
parts or all of these parts of the curriculum?

3. Overall, which lesson components (e.g., goal
statements, standards, materials list, vocabulary,
assessments) were particularly effective and easy
to use?

4. Overall, which lesson components (e.g., goal
statements, standards, materials list,
assessments) were particularly ineffective and
difficult to use?

5. From your perspective were the lessons that you
taught from the DETS curriculum adequately
aligned with the National Science Standards?

Four: Teacher Web Survey (3 pages)
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Please briefly elaborate.

6. In general what have been the strengths of the
DETS lessons thus far?

7. In general what areas of the DETS lessons that
you taught need improvement?

8. Please take a final moment to provide us with a
couple of overall ratings on your experiences with
the DETS curriculum thus far.
a. From a teacher's perspective how easy-to-use is the DETS
curriculum?
very difficult to
use

difficult to use

easy to use

very easy to use

b. Compared to other science curriculum that you have taught, how
engaging for your students was the DETS curriculum?
very unengaging

unengaging

9. Please make any additional comments about the
DETS curriculum in the space below.

Thanks for your help!

Four: Teacher Web Survey (3 pages)
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engaging

very engaging

Fall 2004 Prototype Observational Protocol

DETS Science: A Biology Curriculum

School:
__________
Observer:
__________
Teacher:
__________
Date:
__________
Grade:
__________
# of students:
__________ M__ F__
_________________________________________________________
1.

Briefly describe the classroom setting in which the lesson took place (i.e.,
space, seating, arrangements, etc). Take photographs and use diagrams.

2.

What is working? What is not working? Describe and rate
working very well; 1 = not working at all) relative to:
a. Reading level
Rating: _____
b. Classroom logistics and flow
Rating: _____
c. Conceptual connections
Rating: _____
d. Students on-task and engaged
Rating: _____

Five: Prototype Observational Protocol (2 pages)
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(5 =

3.

What are students doing? Describe and rate
(5 = working very well; 1 = not working at all) relative to:
a.
Able to follow process and procedures
Rating: _____
b.
Working well in groups
Rating: _____
c.
Acting as scientists
Rating: _____

4.

What are teachers doing? Describe and rate
(5 = working very well; 1 = not working at all) relative to:
a.
Appropriate facilitation/questioning/pacing Rating: _____
b.
Using ongoing assessments
Rating: _____
c.
Classroom & student resources available
Rating: _____

5.

How closely did the teacher follow the lesson plan?
1
2
not
closely
at all

6.

3

4

5
6
reasonably
close

7

8

9
very
closely

Overall, did the teacher create a classroom climate consistent with the
philosophy of inquiry and constructivism (i.e., 5E Model)
1
not
at all

2

3

4

5
6
somewhat

Five: Prototype Observational Protocol (2 pages)
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7

8

9
to a
great extent

Ethnographic Component:

COMMUNITY LEADER INTERVIEW

1. Please briefly describe your understanding of the DETS project.
2. What is important for us to learn about diabetes in your community?
a. Scope – How big a problem is diabetes for people in your community?
b. History –How long has it been a part of the community?
c. Awareness - When did they first become aware of the disease? Do people talk openly
about the disease? If so, when did people first start talking about diabetes?
3. How much do you think people in your community know about diabetes?
a. Are there particular issues people are concerned about?
b. Are there particular prevention strategies that seem to work well?
4. Does your community currently have any diabetes awareness or prevention programs?
a. If so please describe.
b. How involved is the community in these efforts?
c. Are tribal leaders involved in these efforts?
d. Are there enough health practitioners in your community who know about a lot about
diabetes prevention?
5. What are some of the issues in your community that may affect how people understand
diabetes and approach prevention efforts?
a. How does diabetes affect people in your community (4 dimensions)
b. Are there cultural issues that affect how people view diabetes?
c. Are there cultural issues that may help people address the problem?
d. What do you think is the biggest challenge for prevention in your community?
6. Are you directly involved with the project? In what way?
a. Are you able to participate in the way you would like?
b. Are the right people involved? If not, who else should be involved?
7. In your opinion, is there a strong connection between the community and the project?
a. If you wanted more information about the project or about how things are going
would you know who to ask?
8. Have you seen a sample lesson? If so, does the curriculum/concept reflect the
context/culture of your community?
a. Would people in your community be open to lessons that include cultural elements
from other tribes?
b. Are there any cultural considerations that will be important for the DETS project
team to understand while developing and implementing this curriculum?
Interview questions have also been developed for: parents; teachers; curriculum subcommittee
members; and advisory board members.

Six: Ethnographic Interviews (1 page)
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DETS Science: A Biology Curriculum
Fall 2004 Prototype 7th Grade Student Survey

Eight Lessons from
Unit on Body Systems
We want to hear from you! Your ideas are important to us. Please
complete this three-page survey for DETS Science: A Biology Curriculum. This survey will help
your teachers and the project developers make this a better science chapter. To remind you about
each lesson, have your Student Edition with you when you fill out this survey. Thanks!
1. A. Your Name:

___________________________________________

B. Your Teacher's Name:

___________________________________________

C. School:

___________________________________________

D. Class period:

___________________________________________

E. Today's Date:

___________________________________________

2. I thought that these lessons were:
too easy

just right

too difficult

3. Please take a moment to think about the eight lessons. These lessons are listed below. For
each lesson, please check the box that tells us how much you feel you learned.
Activity Title

I learned
Nothing

A little bit

Some things

A lot

1

2

3

4

Take Diabetes to Heart
Digest This!
Insulin ... is it in you?
You Could Get
Diabetes? No "Kidney"ing!
Take a "Bite" out of
Diabetes
The Un-"nerve"-ing
Power of Diabetes
"Expecting" Diabetes?
I Can't Breathe

Seven: Prototype 7th grade Student Attitude Survey (3pages)
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If you really liked
the lesson, mark
below.

4. Overall, what did you like most about the lessons in this unit? Please be as specific as you
can by mentioning particular lessons that you liked and tell us why.

5. Overall, what did you like least about the lessons in this unit? Please be as specific as you
can by mentioning particular lessons that you did not like and tell us how we could change
them to make them better.

One more page

Seven: Prototype 7th grade Student Attitude Survey (3pages)
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(

Next, for each statement below
please check the box under the word that tells us how much you
agree or disagree - thanks
For each statement, indicate the extent
to which you agree or disagree.

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Not
Sure

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

1.

I am curious about the world in which
we live.











2.

Science lessons are fun.











3.

I would like to belong to a science
club.











4.

I would prefer to do experiments
than to read about them.











5.

Working in a science laboratory
would be an interesting way to make
a living.











6.

I would like to teach science when I
leave school.











7.

School should have more science
lessons each week.











8.

A job as a scientist would be
interesting.











9.

I look forward to science lessons.





















10. I would like to be a scientist when I
leave school.

Finally, please tell us what you would most like to be or do when you grow up:
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

Thanks for your help!
Seven: Prototype 7th grade Student Attitude Survey (3pages)
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Fall 2004

Unit/Lesson Topic Outline
SCC DETS Project

This Unit/Lesson Topic Outline provides Doug (i.e., evaluator) with a
content basis for creating:
a.
b.

Student attitude surveys
Achievement item sampling plans

The Fall 2004 Prototype 7th Grade Student [Attitude] Survey in this
Instrumentation Binder was based on the Grade 7 information below.
Units

Grade 5 Unit on Body Systems
Materials Grade 5 lessons
Circulatory
Round and Round it Goes!
Digestive
Chew on This for Awhile!
Endocrine system
Don’t be Insulted, it’s just Insulin!
Excretory System
Excretion, it’s not just a dirty word!
Musculoskeletal System
The Tooth About Diabetes
Nervous System
Don’t be Nervous!
Reproductive System
Life Goes On
Reproductive System- Genetics
Just like my Dad
Respiratory System
Take a Deep Breath

Eight: Dec 2004 - Unit Lesson 5-8 Lesson Outline (2 pages)
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Grade 6 Unit on Body Systems
Materials Grade 6 lessons
Circulatory
The Heart Takes a Pounding!
Digestive
The Carb Craze
Endocrine system
Get your Insulin Hooked Up!
Excretory System
Don’t “Waste” Time – Prevent Diabetes!
Musculoskeletal System
The Bare Bones on Diabetes!
Nervous System
Are you “Nervous” about Diabetes?
Reproductive System
The Copy Machine
Reproductive System- Genetics
Rebops
Respiratory System
Taking the Air out of Diabetes

Grade 7 Unit on Body Systems [see survey]
Materials Grade 7 lessons
Circulatory
Take Diabetes to Heart
Digestive
Digest This!
Endocrine system
Insulin…is it in you?
Excretory System
You Could Get Diabetes? No “Kidney”-ing!
Musculoskeletal System
Take a “Bite” out of Diabetes
Nervous System
The Un-“nerve”-ing Power of Diabetes
Reproductive System
“Expecting” Diabetes?
Respiratory System
I Can’t Breathe

Eight: Dec 2004 - Unit Lesson 5-8 Lesson Outline (2 pages)
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Fall 2004 DETS Prototype
5-8 Life Science Assessment
(From Janet Belcourt's Curriculum Writing Team)

Section 1: Multiple Choice
Directions: Select the term that best completes the following statement.
1. The stomach is a major organ in the:
a. excretory system
b. digestive system
c. circulatory system
d. musculoskeletal system
2. The endocrine system produces:
a. white blood cells
b. waste products
c. red blood cells
d. hormones
3. The circulatory system is primarily composed of:
a. heart and blood vessels
b. brain and spinal cord
c. stomach and intestines
d. kidneys and ureters
4. The main function of the excretory system is to:
a. regulate hormone levels
b. deliver messages from the brain to the rest of the body
c. remove waste products from the body
d. produce new offspring
5. Proper foot care is important to diabetics because foot damage can be caused by:
a. retinopathy
b. neuropathy
c. athlete’s foot
d. low blood pressure
6. Retinopathy is a condition associated with the:
a. kidneys
b. eye
c. liver
d. brain

Nine: DETS Prototype 5-8 Life Science Assessment (3 pages)
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7. Neuropathy is a condition associated with the:
a. nervous system
b. endocrine system
c. excretory system
d. reproductive system
8. The hormone most commonly associated with diabetes is:
a. estrogen
b. progesterone
c. insulin
d. testosterone
9. Perhaps the most important organ in the respiratory system is the:
a. heart
b. kidneys
c. lungs
d. liver
10. The organs in the excretory system include:
a. kidneys and bladder
b. lungs
c. brain
d. heart
11. Blood sugar is also known as:
a. glucose
b. fructose
c. sucrose
d. lactose
12. Which organ produces insulin?
a. gall bladder
b. kidneys
c. liver
d. pancreas
13. Diabetes may affect the circulatory system by:
a. lowering blood pressure
b. increasing the diabetes of the blood vessels
c. lowering the number of white blood cells in the blood
d. increasing blood pressure
14. The best way to prevent the onset of Type 2 Diabetes is:
a. healthy diet and exercise
b. smoke cigarettes
c. Eat a diet high in carbohydrates and saturated fats.
d. Eat smaller meals
Nine: DETS Prototype 5-8 Life Science Assessment (3 pages)
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15. Diabetes has become more prevalent because:
a. it is highly contagious
b. diets and lifestyles have changed from 100 years ago
c. there is less healthy food available to be eaten
d. it is a government conspiracy

Section 2: Short Answer
Directions: Answer the following questions using complete sentences.
16. List as many body systems as you can.

17. What is Diabetes?

18. What are some of the functions of the excretory system?

19. How can Type 2 Diabetes be prevented?

Nine: DETS Prototype 5-8 Life Science Assessment (3 pages)
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DETS Beta Test Teacher Web Survey
Introduction: This Beta survey should take about 15 minutes. The purpose of the
survey is to document your perception of the DETS curriculum beta test lessons you
have taught in '06 (i.e.: from January '06 through June '06). Your confidential
responses will help provide candid feedback on this development phase of the DETS
curriculum - thanks!

Teacher Name:

Grade Level:

School:

State:

Background Data
A. How did you get involved teaching DETS lessons?
volunteered

word-of-mouth

mandate from principal/superintendent

other:

B. What DETS-related professional development opportunities have you had since September
'05?
none

introductory inservice on diabetes
teacher training on DETS curriculum

advanced inservice on diabetes
other:

C. Approximately how many hours of DETS-related professional development opportunities have
you had since May '05?

Ten: DETS Beta Test Teacher Web Survey (4 pages)
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D. How many DETS lessons have you taught during this Phase (i.e.: January '06 through November
'06)?
1

2

3

4

5

more than 5

E. About how many of your students participated in the DETS beta lessons?
1 to 10

11 to 20

21 to 30

31 to 40

More than 40

F. Approximately what percentage (number only) of your DETS students were Native American?

G. Approximately how many classroom hours (number only) have you spent teaching DETS lessons
since January '06?

H. Briefly list the topics and names of the DETS lessons that you taught.

I. Briefly tell us approximately how many minutes you took to teach each lesson. Generally, was
this longer, shorter or about the time that was indicated in the curriculum materials?

Survey Questions
1. How age appropriate were the DETS materials for your students?.
very inappropriate

inappropriate

appropriate

very appropriate

2. Please rate the level of engagement of your students while you were teaching these lessons.
not engaged

somewhat engaged

very engaged

3. Overall, how would you rate the content of these lessons for your students?
too easy

just right

too difficult

Please briefly explain your rating. That is, which aspects were too easy or too difficult? What
made a lesson "just right" (e.g., content, format, vocabulary, etc.)?

Ten: DETS Beta Test Teacher Web Survey (4 pages)

4. How well did your students like the DETS lessons?
Really disliked them

Disliked them

Liked them

Really liked them

5. Please list which lesson components (e.g., goal statements, standards, materials list, vocabulary,
cultural content, science content, assessments, etc.) were particularly effective and easy to
use?

6. Please list which lesson components (e.g., goal statements, standards, materials list, vocabulary,
cultural content, science content, assessments, etc.) were particularly ineffective and
difficult to use?

7. From your perspective were the lessons that you taught from the DETS curriculum adequately
aligned with the National Science Standards?
not aligned

somewhat aligned

very aligned

not sure

Please briefly elaborate.

8. In general what have been the strengths of the DETS lessons thus far?

9. In general what areas of the DETS lessons that you taught need improvement?

10. Please take a final moment to provide us with a few more overall ratings on your experiences
with the DETS curriculum thus far.
a. How successful were you in implementing the DETS lessons?
very unsuccessful

unsuccessful

successful

very successful

b. From a teacher's perspective how easy-to-use is the DETS curriculum?
very difficult to use

difficult to use

Ten: DETS Beta Test Teacher Web Survey (4 pages)

easy to use

very easy to use

c. Compared to other science curriculum that you have taught, how engaging for
your students was the DETS curriculum?
very unengaging

unengaging

engaging

very engaging

d. Overall how strong was the Native American cultural framework (e.g. Native
American examples, links to Native American culture.)?
very strong

strong

weak

very weak

Please elaborate:

11. Please describe what kind of support or assistance you would need to fully implement the
DETS curriculum.

Thanks for your help!
Submit

Reset

Ten: DETS Beta Test Teacher Web Survey (4 pages)
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Name: ___________ Teacher's Name: ___________ School: ______
Instructions. For each statement below please check the box under the
word that tells us how much you agree or disagree - thanks
For each statement, indicate the
extent to which you agree or disagree.

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Not
Sure

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

1.

I am curious about the world in
which we live.











2.

Social studies lessons are fun.











3.

I would like to belong to an
environmental club.











4.

I would prefer to do community
activities than to read about
them.











5.

Working in a community center
would be an interesting way to
make a living.











6.

I would like to teach social
studies when I leave school.











7.

School should have more social
studies lessons each week.











8.

A job as a community worker
would be interesting.











9.

I look forward to social studies
lessons.





















10. I would like to be an
environmentalist when I leave
school.

Finally, please tell us again what you would most like to be or do when you grow up:
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
Thanks for your help!
Eleven: 5-8 Social Studies Pre Attitude Survey – SIPI (1 page)
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DETS Social Studies Unit on Diabetes
Spring 2006 Survey

We want to hear from you! Your ideas are important to us. Please complete this
three-page survey about the lessons on diabetes that you just finished. This survey
will help your teachers make this a better social studies unit. There are no right or
wrong answers. Thanks!
1.

A. Your Name:

___________________________________________

B. Your Teacher's Name:

___________________________________________

C. School:

___________________________________________

D. Class period:

___________________________________________

E. Today's Date:

___________________________________________

2. I thought that these lessons were:
too easy

just right

too difficult

3. Please take a moment to think about the four lessons. These lessons are listed below. For
each lesson, please check the box that tells us how much you feel you learned.

Lesson Title
I learned
nothing

I learned
a little
bit

2

1
LESSON ONE: Letter from
Down Under
LESSON TWO: Changes and
Choices
LESSON THREE: Anna’s
Questions about Diabetes
LESSON FOUR:
Connections

Eleven: 5-8 Social Studies Post Attitude Survey – SIPI (3 pages)
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I learned
some things

I learned
a lot

3

4

4. Overall, what did you like most about the lessons in this unit? Please be as
specific as you can by mentioning particular lessons that you liked and tell
us why.

5. Overall, what did you like least about the lessons in this unit? Please be as
specific as you can by mentioning particular lessons that you did not like
and tell us how we could change them to make them better.

Eleven: 5-8 Social Studies Post Attitude Survey – SIPI (3 pages)
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Instructions. For each statement below please check the box under the
words that tells us how much you agree or disagree - thanks
For each statement, indicate the
extent to which you agree or disagree.

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Not
Sure

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

1.

I am curious about the world in
which we live.











2.

Social studies lessons are fun.











3.

I would like to belong to an
environmental club.











4.

I would prefer to do community
activities than to read about
them.











5.

Working in a community center
would be an interesting way to
make a living.











6.

I would like to teach social studies
when I leave school.











7.

School should have more social
studies lessons each week.











8.

A job as a community worker
would be interesting.











9.

I look forward to social studies
lessons.





















10. I would like to be an
environmentalist when I leave
school.

Finally, please tell us again what you would most like to be or do when you grow up:
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
Thanks for your help!
Eleven: 5-8 Social Studies Post Attitude Survey – SIPI (3 pages)
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Name: ___________ Teacher's Name: ___________ School: ______
Instructions. For each statement below please check the box under the
word that tells us how much you agree or disagree - thanks
For each statement, indicate the
extent to which you agree or disagree.

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Not
Sure

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

1.

I am curious about the world in
which we live.











2.

Science lessons are fun.











3.

I would like to belong to a science
club.











4.

I would prefer to do experiments
than to read about them.











5.

Working in a science laboratory
would be an interesting way to
make a living.











6.

I would like to teach science
when I leave school.











7.

School should have more science
lessons each week.











8.

A job as a scientist would be
interesting.











9.

I look forward to science lessons.





















10. I would like to be a scientist
when I leave school.

Finally, please tell us what you would most like to be or do when you grow up:
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
Thanks for your help!
Eleven: 5-8 Science Pre Attitude Survey – Stone Child (1 page)
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DETS Science Unit on Diabetes
Spring 2006 Survey
We want to hear from you! Your ideas are important to us. Please complete this
three-page survey about the lessons on diabetes that you just finished. This survey
will help your teachers make this a better science unit. There are no right or wrong
answers. Thanks!
1.

A. Your Name:

___________________________________________

B. Your Teacher's Name:

___________________________________________

C. School:

___________________________________________

D. Class period:

___________________________________________

E. Today's Date:

___________________________________________

2. I thought that these lessons were:
too easy

just right

too difficult

3. Please take a moment to think about the five lessons. These lessons are listed below. For
each lesson, please check the box that tells us how much you feel you learned.

Lesson Title
I learned
nothing

I learned
a little
bit

2

1
LESSON ONE: History
in the Making
LESSON TWO: Focus on
Diabetes
LESSON THREE: Health
is Life in Balance
LESSON FOUR: The
Community Care Clinic
LESSON FIVE: Taking
the Message Home
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I learned
some things

I learned
a lot

3

4

4. Overall, what did you like most about the lessons in this unit? Please be as
specific as you can by mentioning particular lessons that you liked and tell
us why.

5. Overall, what did you like least about the lessons in this unit? Please be as
specific as you can by mentioning particular lessons that you did not like
and tell us how we could change them to make them better.

Eleven: 5-8 Science Post Attitude Survey – Stone Child (3 pages)
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Instructions. For each statement below please check the box under the
words that tells us how much you agree or disagree - thanks
For each statement, indicate the
extent to which you agree or disagree.

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Not
Sure

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

1.

I am curious about the world in
which we live.











2.

Science lessons are fun.











3.

I would like to belong to a science
club.











4.

I would prefer to do experiments
than to read about them.











5.

Working in a science laboratory
would be an interesting way to
make a living.











6.

I would like to teach science when
I leave school.











7.

School should have more science
lessons each week.











8.

A job as a scientist would be
interesting.











9.

I look forward to science lessons.











10. I would like to be a scientist when
I leave school.











Finally, please tell us again what you would most like to be or do when you grow up:
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
Thanks for your help!
Eleven: 5-8 Science Post Attitude Survey – Stone Child (3 pages)
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Teacher's Name: ___________ School: __________
Teacher Instructions. Hand out one copy of this survey to each student
in your class. Please read each statement to your students. Ask them
to circle the smiley face which best describes their feeling about the
statements. For example, tell the students that if they like science
they should circle the smiley face, whereas if they don't like science,
they should circle the frowning face. There are no right or wrong
answers - thanks.
For each statement, tell us whether
you agree [☺], not sure [ ] or
disagree [ ].

Agree

1.

I like school.

☺

2.

I like science.

☺

3.

I am interested in health lessons.

☺

4.

I know a lot about health

5.

Science lessons are fun.

6.

I would like to teach science
when I leave school.

☺
☺
☺

7.

School should have more science
lessons each week.

8.

It is important to take care of
one’s health.

9.

I look forward to lessons about
health.

10. I like learning new things in
school.

Not
Sure

☺
☺
☺
☺
Thanks for your help!
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Disagree

Questions about attitude for the Health Lessons.

Read each sentence and then mark the statement (circle the letter) that best fits your
feelings about the statement.
1. I believe that diabetes is a problem for my family, friends and community.
a. I agree with this
b. I have no opinion c. I disagree with this
2. I feel that it is important o do everything I can to prevent and control diabetes in
myself, my family, and my friends.
a. I agree with this
b. I have no opinion c. I disagree with this

3. I think it is important to study diabetes in school.
a. I agree with this
b. I have no opinion c. I disagree with this

4. I like to study the science that helps me to understand diabetes.
a. I agree with this
b. I have no opinion c. I disagree with this

5. I know that I can make a difference in preventing, treating or curing diabetes.
a. I agree with this
b. I have no opinion c. I disagree with this

6. I would like to work in a job that will prevent or treat diabetes.
a. I agree with this
b. I have no opinion c. I disagree with this

7. Most of my friends believe that diabetes can be prevented, treated, or cured.
a. I agree with this
b. I have no opinion c. I disagree with this

8. My family believes that diabetes can be prevented, treated, or cured.
a. I agree with this
b. I have no opinion c. I disagree with this

9. Most of my friends and family and I believe it is important that everyone study
about diabetes.
a. I agree with this
b. I have no opinion c. I disagree with this
10. My teachers care about my health and the health of my family and friends.
a. I agree with this
b. I have no opinion c. I disagree with this

Thirteen: 9-12 Pre/Post Attitude Survey – CCCC (1 page)
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Pre-Diabetes Unit Knowledge Survey
Directions: Please indicate which response you believe is the correct one for each of the
following items. This is not a test. You will not be graded on your responses. Thanks for
participating in the development of this important unit on diabetes.
1. Insulin is
___
___
___
___

a. a sugar produced by the liver.
b. important for digestion of sugars in foods.
c. a hormone produced by the pancreas.
d. a protein that increases blood glucose levels.

2. In persons with untreated diabetes,
___
___
___
___

a. blood sugar levels are usually normal, but sometimes they are increased.
b. blood sugar levels are increased.
c. blood sugar levels are decreased.
d. blood sugar levels are normal, but digestion of sugars is increased.

3. MyPyramid is
___
___
___
___

a. a tool to help adults eat better.
b. a tool important in the study of Egypt and pharaohs.
c. a tool used to measure blood sugar levels.
d. a tool used to help persons of any age eat better and relate eating to physical
activity.

4. Type 2 diabetes is
___
___
___
___

a. a preventable disease.
b. seen only in older persons.
c. no longer diagnosed as frequently as it used to be.
d. related only to a person’s genetics (their family history of diabetes).

5. Which one of the following statements about diabetes is true?
___
___
___
___

a. All persons with diabetes need to take insulin injections.
b. Eating too much sugar is a major cause of diabetes.
c. Diabetes is controllable and is not a serious threat to health.
d. Diabetes can result in serious complications including heart disease, nerve
damage, limb loss, kidney failure, and blindness.
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6. Diabetes is diagnosed at about the same rate in different racial and ethnic groups.
___ True
___ False
7. Some people are at greater risk of developing type 2 diabetes, and all they can do is
take steps to delay when they get the disease.
___ True
___ False
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Post-Diabetes Unit Knowledge Survey
Directions: Please indicate which response you believe is the correct one for each of the
following items. This is not a test. You will not be graded on your responses. Thanks for
participating in the development of this important unit on diabetes.
1. Insulin is
___
___
___
___

a. a sugar produced by the liver.
b. important for digestion of sugars in foods.
c. a hormone produced by the pancreas.
d. a protein that increases blood glucose levels.

2. In persons with untreated diabetes,
___
___
___
___

a. blood sugar levels are usually normal, but sometimes they are increased.
b. blood sugar levels are increased.
c. blood sugar levels are decreased.
d. blood sugar levels are normal, but digestion of sugars is increased.

3. MyPyramid is
___
___
___
___

a. a tool to help adults eat better.
b. a tool important in the study of Egypt and pharaohs.
c. a tool used to measure blood sugar levels.
d. a tool used to help persons of any age eat better and relate eating to physical
activity.

4. Type 2 diabetes is
___
___
___
___

a. a preventable disease.
b. seen only in older persons.
c. no longer diagnosed as frequently as it used to be.
d. related only to a person’s genetics (their family history of diabetes).

5. Which one of the following statements about diabetes is true?
___
___
___
___

a. All persons with diabetes need to take insulin injections.
b. Eating too much sugar is a major cause of diabetes.
c. Diabetes is controllable and is not a serious threat to health.
d. Diabetes can result in serious complications including heart disease, nerve
damage, limb loss, kidney failure, and blindness.
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6. Diabetes is diagnosed at about the same rate in different racial and ethnic groups.
___ True
___ False
7. Some people are at greater risk of developing type 2 diabetes, and all they can do is
take steps to delay when they get the disease.
___ True
___ False
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LLTC 5 pre-test questions
1. What are the risk factors associated with type 2 diabetes?

2. If you are diagnosed with type 2 diabetes, what are some prevention techniques
you can apply to your lifestyle?

3. If you were to develop a “Wellness Plan”, who would you like to have on the
committee?

4. Once your “Wellness Plan” is developed, what do you and other committee
members hope will happen?

5. What do these terms mean to you?

A. Civic Responsibility
B. Civic Action
C. Civic-minded
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Introduction to Health is Life in Balance
Evaluation questions.
1. There are four areas that keep you in balance. True or False
2. My World includes family.

True or False

3. My Feelings would include happiness.

True or False

4. My Body would include exercise.

True or False

5. My Mind would include learning.

True or False

6. To be in balance the parts should be equal.

True of False

7. To learn and make choices would be an example of:
A. My World
B. My Feelings
C. My Body
D. My Mind
8.

A messenger is someone you can learn from. True of False

9.

If I wanted learn more about ways to stay in good health, I would ask:
A. teacher
B. doctor
C. policeman
D. truck driver

10.

If something is “out of balance” it can be made to be in balance. T or F
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August 12, 2004
Memo on site visit to classrooms on morning of September 30th, 2004
TO:

Janet Belcourt

FM:

Doug Coulson

RE: Site visit request
________________________________________________________________________
The purpose of the classroom visit would be to informally meet teachers involved in the DETS
curriculum development project and some of their students.
It would be great if the teachers were doing a DETS lesson that day, but that is not necessary.
I'd like permission from the teachers and students to do some classroom photography in order to
begin the visual documentation of the project. I'll send along a photo permission document early
next week.
I've done many classroom site visits across the country for various curriculum development
projects, and these visits to the DETS classrooms will help develop a constructive picture (verbal
and photographic) of pilot schools participating in the project.
Finally, my visit should be low key and flexible to the needs and activities that are happening in
the school during the day that I visit.
Thanks.
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Pilot/Beta Test Site Visit Sign-Up Sheet

Institution

Possible Date
For Site Visit

Contact Person
Email &/or phone #

CCCC Spirit Lake

Ft. Peck Community College

Haskell

Keweenaw Bay Ojibwa Community
College
Leech Lake/Woodlands Wisdom

NW Indian College

Southwestern Indian Polytechnic
Institute
Stone Child College
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DETS Teacher BETA TEST Checklist
The purpose of this brief list is to provide teachers with an easy
reference reminder outline of their data responsibilities during their
BETA TEST of the DETS curriculum.
Thanks for helping us out. Questions? Call or email Doug at 800 950-9103, or
Doug@pscounts.com.
Before Teaching the DETS Lessons



Get: a) pre-knowledge surveys; b) pre-attitude surveys from your DETS
coordinator



Set up a system for linking or matching pre and post surveys (e.g., require
students to print clearly their first and last names on each survey)



Review all lessons thoroughly – you are responsible for implementing the
DETS lessons as written

While Teaching the DETS Lessons



Note how well you followed the DETS curriculum lessons as written



Administer before teaching DETS lessons: a) pre-knowledge survey;
b) pre-attitude survey



Administer within one week of completing the DETS lessons:
a) post-knowledge survey; b) post-attitude survey



Match (i.e., link), student-by-student, all pre-lesson surveys with post-lesson
surveys

After Teaching the DETS Lessons



Return matched (i.e., matched or linked by name) pre-post knowledge and
attitude surveys to your DETS coordinator



Complete the online Teacher Web Survey at www.pscounts.com/detsbeta
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DETS Principal Investigator BETA TEST Checklist
The purpose of this brief checklist is to provide principal investigators
with an easy-reference reminder outline of their data responsibilities
during their BETA TEST of the DETS curriculum.
Thanks for helping us out. Questions? Call or email Doug at 800 950-9103, or
Doug@pscounts.com.
Before the DETS Lessons are Taught



Provide teachers via your DETS coordinator: a) pre-knowledge surveys
(produced by writers); b) pre-attitude surveys (template available from
Doug)



Remind teachers to set up a system for matching (e.g., linking surveys using
clearly printed first and last names) pre and post surveys



Remind teachers to review all lessons thoroughly – they are responsible for
implementing the DETS lessons as written

While the DETS Lessons are being Taught



Check with teachers that they have properly administered pre-lesson
surveys (i.e., attitude and knowledge)



Remind teachers to match (i.e., link using names), student-by-student, all
pre-lesson surveys with post-lesson surveys (i.e., attitude and knowledge)

After the DETS lessons have been Taught



Collect all pre-and-post lesson surveys



Mail copies of pre-and-post lesson surveys to Doug (Doug Coulson, PS
International, 1451 Middle Way, Arnold, MD, 21012; 800 950-9103)



Include answer key to knowledge survey in mailing to Doug



Remind teachers to complete the online Teacher Web Survey at
www.pscounts.com/detsbeta
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School #1
Class #1: teacher
& grade level

Class #2: teacher
& grade level

Approximate
number of students
Unit names
Lesson names
Dates taught (or to
be taught)
Pre test data:
achievement?
attitude?
Post test data:
achievement?
attitude?
Teacher web
survey?
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School #2
Class #1: teacher
& grade level

Class #2: teacher
& grade level

